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Abstract
This paper develops metrics and methods for quantifying the manipulability of
cash-settled derivative contract markets. Many derivative contracts, such as futures,
options, and swaps, are settled based on price benchmarks, which are calculated
based on trade prices of underlying assets. Derivative contract volume is often much
larger than the volume of underlying trade used to construct price benchmarks, so
these markets may be vulnerable to manipulation: contract holders may trade the
underlying asset in order to move benchmarks and influence contract payoffs. I
show that derivative contract markets can be much larger than underlying markets
without creating large incentives for manipulation, as long as underlying markets are
sufficiently competitive. I show how to estimate manipulation-induced benchmark
distortions using commonly observed market data. I propose a simple manipulation
index which can be used as a diagnostic metric to detect potentially manipulable
contract markets, similar to the Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) in antitrust. I apply
my results to study contract market competitiveness using the CFTC Commitments of
Traders reports, to measure the manipulability of the LBMA gold price benchmark,
and to propose a less manipulable design for the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX).
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Introduction

This paper studies manipulation in cash-settled derivative contract markets. In these
markets, agents trade contracts with payments determined by price benchmarks, which
are set based on trade prices of certain underlying assets. Price benchmarks and associated
derivative contracts exist for a variety of physical commodities, such as oil, gas, gold,
and cattle, as well as financial assets, such as stocks, interest rates and foreign currencies.
Some benchmarks aggregate over prices of multiple underlying assets, such as the S&P
500 and the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX). Practically, derivative contracts are simply cash
bets on price benchmarks; economically, derivative contracts are liquid and standardized
instruments for trading exposure to prices of underlying assets.
An important stylized fact about these markets is that the volume of derivative
contracts settled based on a given price benchmark is often much larger than the volume of
underlying asset trades used to calculate the benchmark. As a result, agents holding large
contract positions may have incentives to manipulate price benchmarks, trading relatively
small volumes of underlying assets to move price benchmarks and influence payoffs on
their much larger contract positions. Derivative contract markets have been manipulated
or suspected of manipulation as long as they have existed; fines for manipulation of
oil, gas, foreign exchange, and interest rate benchmarks, among others, have totalled
billions of dollars in the past two decades alone. Contract market manipulation harms
welfare by making price benchmarks noisier measures of economic fundamentals, causing
derivative contracts to be less effective tools for hedging against fundamental uncertainty;
manipulation also distorts allocative efficiency in underlying markets, as manipulators
create shortages or surpluses of underlying assets in order to move benchmark prices.
Contract market manipulation is illegal in the US and many other jurisdictions, but it
is notoriously difficult to prosecute. US authorities currently regulate manipulation using
a primarily behavioral approach. Trading with the intent to move prices and influence
contract payoffs is a crime per se, and regulators often bring cases against manipulators
based on evidence from email or telephone communications between traders. This
approach is difficult to apply in settings where regulators cannot easily access traders’
communications, and it is insensitive to the magnitude of traders’ economic incentives to
manipulate contract markets.
Antitrust regulation, in contrast, is primarily structural rather than behavioral. Regulators do not punish firms for pricing above marginal cost; regulators instead aim to
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keep industries sufficiently competitive that market competition disciplines firms’ pricing
behavior, without the need for case-by-case regulatory intervention. Operationally, regulators use concentration metrics such as the Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI), and
methods such as demand system and markup estimation, to monitor the extent of market
power-induced distortions in oligopolistic industries; these metrics and methods guide
the application of policy interventions, such as blocking mergers and forcing divestitures,
for structurally controlling industry competitiveness.
Contract market regulators could in principle adopt a similar approach, controlling
the size and structure of contract markets to limit market participants’ incentives to
manipulate. Regulators have many policy tools, such as contract position limits and
margin requirements, for controlling contract market structure. But regulators do not have
metrics and methods, like HHIs and demand systems, for measuring contract market
manipulability. Contract markets are often much larger than underlying markets, but
we do not know how to tell when a contract market is too large. In order to structurally
regulate manipulation in derivative contract markets, we need a theory-based way to
measure contract market manipulability.
This paper develops metrics and methods to quantify contract market manipulability.
I assume that agents with concave utility for an underlying asset hold contract positions
tied to a price benchmark. As a reduced-form model, I assume that the benchmark is set in
a uniform-price auction for the underlying asset. If an agent holds a large positive contract
position, she has incentives to manipulate the benchmark, buying the underlying asset
to increase the benchmark price and thus her contract payoffs. However, buying large
quantities of the underlying asset is costly to the agent, since it decreases her marginal
utility for the underlying asset. I show that the size of an agent’s manipulation incentives
depend on how large the slope of residual supply facing the agent is, relative to the slope of
the agent’s own demand for the underlying asset; that is, agents’ manipulation incentives
depend on how quickly the agent’s trades of the underlying asset move benchmark prices,
compared to how quickly they change the agent’s own marginal utility for the underlying
asset.
I define an agent’s capacity share as the slope of the agent’s demand curve divided by
the slope of aggregate market demand. I precisely characterize agents’ equilibrium manipulation incentives: in equilibrium, an agent with capacity share si trades approximately si
additional units of the underlying asset per unit contract that she holds. Thus, manipulation incentives are small, and contract markets can be much larger than underlying
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markets, as long as underlying markets are competitive and all agents’ capacity shares
are small. Intuitively, the slope of residual supply facing a given agent is approximately
the sum over all other agents’ demand slopes; in competitive markets, residual supply is
thus much steeper than any given agent’s demand curve. Trades that the agent makes
move her marginal utility for the underlying asset much faster than they move benchmark
prices, so manipulation is costly and equilibrium manipulation incentives are small. The
relationship between demand slopes and manipulation incentives is quantitatively precise,
implying that we can measure agents’ equilibrium manipulation incentives in any setting
where we can estimate agents’ slopes of demand for the underlying asset.
My results can be used to measure the extent to which manipulation distorts price
benchmarks: I show that manipulation-induced bias and variance in price benchmarks
can be calculated based on agents’ contract positions and agents’ slopes of demand,
both of which can be estimated or approximated using commonly observed contract
market data. I also propose the manipulation index, a quantity which can be calculated
using only aggregate data on total contract volume and underlying trade volume, along
with the maximum capacity share among market participants. I show that, under some
assumptions, the square of the manipulation index is an approximate upper bound for the
share of total benchmark variance which is attributable to manipulation. The manipulation
index is thus a simple diagnostic metric that regulators can calculate using widely available
data, to identify contract markets which may be vulnerable to manipulation.
My results have implications for the design of aggregate benchmarks, which are
calculated based on prices from multiple submarkets. I show that optimal submarket
weights for minimizing manipulability are proportional to submarket liquidity and
competitiveness; they are not necessarily proportional to submarket volume. Regulators
can observe indicators of liquidity and competitiveness in many contract markets in
practice, and my theory suggests that benchmark administrators can use these indicators
to adjust submarket weights during benchmark calculation. Volume-weighted average
price benchmarks, which are commonly used in practice, are not necessarily optimal for
minimizing benchmark manipulability.
Using my theoretical results, I study three empirical applications. First, I analyze the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) Commitments of Traders reports, which
document the positions of large traders in contract markets. I show that competitiveness
varies widely across contract markets: I estimate that the capacity share of the largest agent
1
ranges from approximately 10
to 13 across markets. Thus, in some markets, contract volume
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can be approximately 10 times greater than underlying volume before manipulation
distorts price benchmarks substantially; in other markets, manipulation may be a concern
even if contract volume is not much larger than underlying volume. I also show that
agents’ demand slopes and contract positions appear to be correlated in many contract
markets; my theory predicts that benchmark prices in these markets are likely to be
biased.
Second, I study the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) gold price. Gold
dealers in London participate in auctions twice each day to set benchmark prices for
gold. Using auction bidding data, I estimate auction participants’ slopes of demand,
allowing me to predict manipulation-induced benchmark variance for any conjectured
contract position size. The popular COMEX gold futures contract is currently settled by
physical delivery of gold; I ask whether the LBMA gold price benchmark could be used
to financially settle COMEX gold futures contracts, without leading to large distortions
in benchmark prices. Counterfactually, even if the volume of contracts held by auction
participants were 5-10 times larger than the total volume of gold traded in the auction,
manipulation would only increase benchmark variance by around 4-15% of the variance
in auction-to-auction gold price innovations.
Third, I propose a redesign for the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility
Index (VIX). The VIX is an index of market volatility, calculated as a weighted sum of
prices of S&P500 options. Recently, Griffin and Shams (2018) have provided evidence
suggesting that the VIX is being manipulated, as trade volume spikes in far-out-ofmoney S&P500 options, which are otherwise rarely traded, on VIX settlement dates. I
show that the CBOE’s current methodology for VIX calculation is very vulnerable to
manipulation: my model predicts that, under the CBOE’s formula for calculating the VIX,
manipulation-induced benchmark variance is approximately 22 times larger than true
changes in volatility reflected in the benchmark. I propose a Bayesian volatility estimator
which is less manipulable than the VIX; my estimator lowers manipulation variance by a
factor of 140, while retaining 68.8% of the VIX’s sensitivity to true changes in volatility.
The contribution of this paper is thus to develop methods and metrics for measuring
manipulation incentives and manipulation-induced distortions in derivative contract
markets, and to illustrate their use in a number of empirical applications. The results of
this paper can be used to guide the application of structural policy tools for regulating
manipulation in derivative contract markets.
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1.1

Related literature

To my knowledge, this is the first paper to quantify the manipulability of derivative
contract markets. There are a number of related strands of literature. There is a small
but growing literature theoretically and empirically analyzing market and benchmark
manipulation. Abrantes-Metz et al. (2012) and Gandhi et al. (2015) analyze LIBOR
manipulation. Griffin and Shams (2018) analyzes VIX manipulation. A number of
theoretical papers analyze the question of optimal benchmark design, such as Duffie,
Dworczak and Zhu (2017), Duffie and Dworczak (2018), Coulter, Shapiro and Zimmerman
(2018) and Baldauf, Frei and Mollner (2018). Duffie and Dworczak (2018) and Baldauf,
Frei and Mollner (2018) propose using volume-weighted average price schemes, whereas
Coulter, Shapiro and Zimmerman (2018) proposes an incentivized announcement scheme
which bears some resemblence to an auction. In contrast to these papers, I do not attempt
to find an optimal mechanism for benchmark determination in this paper; instead, I adopt
a reduced-form model of benchmark setting in order to quantify agents’ manipulation
incentives. In terms of modelling, this paper builds on the literature on linear-quadratic
double auctions (Vayanos, 1999; Rostek and Weretka, 2015; Du and Zhu, 2017; Duffie and
Zhu, 2017).
A number of earlier papers qualitatively study price manipulation by agents who hold
cash-settled futures contracts. Kumar and Seppi (1992) analyzes the equilibrium of a Kyle
(1985) common-valued competitive market-maker model with agents holding futures
contracts linked to spot prices of an asset. Dutt and Harris (2005) discusses how to set
futures position limits for agents to prevent manipulation from dominating prices. There
are also a number of papers about prediction market manipulation. Hanson and Oprea
(2008) show that the presence of manipulators can improve price discovery by increasing
agents’ incentives for costly information acquisition. Other models of prediction market
manipulation include Oprea et al. (2008); Chen et al. (2010); Huang and Shoham (2014).

1.2

Outline

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses institutional background on contract markets and manipulation. Section 3 introduces the model, and
derives the main theoretical results. Section 4 analyzes optimal submarket weights for constructing aggregated benchmarks. Section 5 studies the CFTC’s Commitments of Traders
reports, section 6 studies the LBMA gold price, and section 7 studies the CBOE VIX. Sec5

tion 8 discusses implications of my findings, and section 9 concludes. Proofs, derivations
and other supplementary material are presented in the appendix, and supplementary
theoretical results are presented in an online appendix.
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Institutional background

2.1

Price benchmarks and derivative contract markets

In a derivative contract market, agents trade a variety of contracts – futures, options, swaps,
and others – linked to some underlying asset. This paper focuses on cash-settled derivative
contracts, which entitle contract holders to monetary payments linked to price benchmarks,
which are constructed based on trade prices of the underlying asset. An example of
a cash-settled derivative contract is the CME Feeder Cattle futures contract. The CME
Feeder Cattle Index is a benchmark which measures the average sale price per pound
of cattle in the US over the past seven days, based on cattle sale prices published by the
USDA.1 An agent who holds a long position in CME Feeder Cattle futures, at contract
expiration, is entitled to a cash payment totalling 50,000 times the price benchmark, and a
short contract holder owes the same amount; effectively, one contract represents 50,000
pounds of exposure to cattle prices.
Practically, derivative contracts are simply bets on price benchmarks. Economically,
derivative contracts allow market participants to trade exposure to price risk in underlying
assets using liquid and standardized financial instruments. Suppose that a firm wishes to
insure against the possibility that cattle prices may rise in the future. In an Arrow-Debreu
economy, the firm would purchase contracts with large payoffs in all future states of the
world in which cattle prices are high. Such a contract clearly cannot be used in practice;
states of the world are too numerous, and are not sufficiently well-defined, to be referenced
in enforcible contracts. If a reliable cattle price benchmark exists, a much simpler solution
is to write a contract with payoff determined by the level of the benchmark at some future
date; if the benchmark accurately reflects the market price of cattle at any given point in
time, the contract allows the firm to perfectly hedge its cattle price risk.
The risk-transfer function that derivative contracts play is indispensable in many
settings. As Baer and Saxon (1949, ch. 2) describe, many commodity dealers and
1 See

Understanding the CME Feeder Cattle Index
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warehouses operate on very low profit margins; in the absence of contract markets, these
agents would be exposed to large swings in the price of stored commodities between
purchase and sale, and their profit margins would have to be much higher on average in
order for them to stay solvent.
Commodity futures contracts, settled by physical delivery of the underlying asset,
have existed in the US since the 1800’s; cash-settled derivative contracts based on price
benchmarks are a more recent invention. The first cash-settled contract was the Eurodollar
futures contract, introduced on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange in 1981.2 Cash-settled
contracts have since proliferated widely. Futures and options contracts for livestock3
and many dairy products4 are financially settled based on USDA-published average
transaction prices for the underlying commodity. Many derivative contracts for energy
products, such as oil,5 gas,6 and electricity7 are settled using price benchmarks calculated
based on government or industry sources. Interest rate benchmarks such as LIBOR and
SOFR are used to determine payments on many floating-rate loans and related products,
such as mortgages, student loans, bonds, and interest rate swaps.8 FX benchmarks such as
the WM/Reuters rates are widely used to value portfolios and evaluate execution quality,9
and a variety of exchange-traded FX futures and options are also financially settled based
on these and other benchmarks.10 There are also a variety of contracts written based on
indices derived from aggregated prices of many underlying securities: aggregated indices
and associated derivative contracts exist for equities,11 commodities,12 FX,13 volatility,14
and many others.
Derivative contract activity for any given commodity tends to be concentrated in a
relatively small number of markets.15 As of December 2016, over half of wheat futures
2 Market

Begins Trading In Eurodollar Futures
Lean Hog Futures Contract Specs and Feeder Cattle Futures Contract Specs.
4 CME Class III Milk Futures Contract Specs and Cash-Settled Cheese Futures Contract Specs.
5 ICE Brent Crude Futures and Platts Dubai Swap.
6 ICE Fixed Price Swap - Henry Hub - Tailgate, Louisiana
7 ICE ERCOT North 345KV Real-Time Peak Daily Fixed Price Future
8 Financial Stability Board (2018)
9 Financial Stability Board (2014)
10 CME Korean Won futures are settled based on a benchmark price reported by Seoul Money Brokerage
Service Limited, which represents activity in the Korean Won spot market, and the CME Chinese Renminbi
futures are settled based on a similar benchmark reported by the Treasury Markets Association, Hong Kong.
11 FTSE 100 Index
12 Bloomberg Commodity Index
13 U.S. Dollar Index
14 VIX
15 This is likely because of increasing returns to liquidity. Agents who wish to buy or sell wheat or oil
3 CME
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open interest recorded by the CFTC was based on the Chicago SRW contract.16 Over 3/4
of all open interest in crude oil futures in December 2016 was in contracts based on WTI
and Brent crude, and over half of gas futures open interest was in contracts based on gas
traded at Henry Hub, Louisiana.17 In financial markets, LIBOR and SOFR are used as
the main USD interest rate benchmarks for determining floating interest rates on a large
variety of floating-rate loans and other derivatives.
Derivative contracts also tend to be highly leveraged, so investors can purchase large
volumes of exposure to underlying assets at low upfront capital cost. An investor buying
ICE Brent Crude futures can purchase exposure to 1,000 barrels of oil, worth approximately
$70,000 at the time of writing, by depositing at ICE a margin payment of approximately
$3,500.18 Hence, each dollar an investor spends on oil futures buys exposure to $20 of
underlying oil. Other derivative contracts, such as swaps and options, similarly allow
market participants to trade large volumes of exposure to underlying asset prices with
low capital costs.
Due to their concentration and leverage, the volume of derivative contracts settled
using a given benchmark is often much larger than the volume of trade in underlying
assets used to construct the benchmark. In a few examples, the ratio of contract volume
to underlying volume ranges between 3 and 50. The Platts Inside FERC Houston Ship
Channel natural gas price benchmark is based on weekly trade volume totalling around
1.4 million MMBtus of natural gas;19 open interest in the ICE HSC basis future, which is
financially settled based on the Platts benchmark, is more than 75 million MMBtus for
many delivery months.20 The ICE Brent Crude index is based on around 75 million barrels
for commercial use may have specific demands for the variety of wheat purchased, as well as its delivery
location and time, leading to a large number of differentiated spot markets for the underlying asset. In
contrast, hedgers and speculators who wish to trade exposure to global wheat or oil prices, who do not care
about the specific variety or delivery location of the underlying commodity, will tend to trade in whichever
contract market is largest and most liquid, leading to fewer and more concentrated contract markets.
16 My calculations based on the CFTC Commitments of Traders report for December 27, 2016. In a CME
report titled “Understanding Wheat Futures Convergence”, Fred Seamon writes that “Often, because of its
liquidity, the CBOT Wheat futures contract is used as a benchmark for world wheat prices”.
17 My calculations based on the CFTC Commitments of Traders report for December 27, 2016.
18 Brent Crude Futures margin rates.
19 See “Liquidity in Noth American Monthly Gas Markets” on the Platts website. In 2008, daily trade
volume during “bid week,” the five business days during which index prices are set, was between 50 to 280
thousand MMBtu per day; multiplying by 5, we get an upper bound of 1.4 million. Volume in earlier years
is much larger; in 2008-2010, many delivery months have total trade volume over 10 million MMBtu.
20 ICE Report Center, End of Day reports for HSC basis futures, as of October 24th, 2018. Open interest is
above 30,000 contracts for many delivery months, and the contract multiplier is 2,500 MMBtus.
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of physical oil traded in the North Sea each month;21 open interest in Brent Crude futures
is over 200 million barrels of oil for some delivery months.22 The CME Feeder Cattle
Index is based on 10-20 million pounds of cattle traded each week;23 open interest in CME
feeder cattle futures for many delivery months is over 500 million pounds of cattle.24 The
Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR), designed to replace LIBOR as an interest rate
benchmark, is based on average daily volumes of approximately $800 billion of overnight
treasury-backed repo loans;25 as of 2014, the total notional volume of contracts linked to
LIBOR was estimated to be greater than $160 trillion.26 Since contract markets are much
larger than underlying markets, agents holding large contract positions may attempt to
manipulate contract markets, trading relatively small volumes of the underlying asset to
move price benchmarks and generate large profits in contract markets.

2.2

Manipulation

The basic strategy of contract market manipulation is as follows. Suppose that a gas
trader is able to acquire a long position in Houston Ship Channel (HSC) basis futures,
totalling 10 million MMBtu of natural gas. If gas is currently trading at $3 USD/MMBtu
at HSC, the gas trader can then purchase a relatively large amount of physical gas at HSC
– for example, 2 million MMBtus – thus raising the Platts Inside FERC price at HSC to,
for example, $5 USD/MMBtu. The trader makes a loss in the underlying market, as she
purchases physical gas at an elevated price, and accumulates a large amount of physical
gas that she has no commercial use for; however, by raising the gas benchmark price,
she increases her total contract payoff by $20 million. Symmetrically, the trader could
accumulate a large short contract position and then sell large quantities of gas in order
to lower benchmark prices. The result of both kinds of manipulation is that the trader
makes losses from buying or selling large undesired quantities of the underlying asset at
unfavorable prices, but profits from moving price benchmarks and thus increasing her
21 ICE

Brent FAQ.
Report Center, End of Day reports for Brent Crude futures, as of October 24th, 2018.
23 See “Feeder Cattle Daily Index Data” at the CME website.
24 As of 2018-09-29, open interest in the Nov 18 and Jan 19 contracts were over 20,000 and 15,000
respectively, and the contract multiplier is 50,000 pounds.
25 NY Fed’s Secured Overnight Financing Rate Data.
26 Financial Stability Board (2018). Note that the $160 trillion number measures the total volume of
outstanding contracts across expiration dates; the volume of interest rate derivatives expiring on any given
settlement date will be substantially smaller, so I do not include this in calculating the range of ratios of
contract volume to underlying volume.
22 ICE
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derivative contract payoffs.
Contract market manipulation is socially harmful for two reasons. First, the HSC
benchmark price becomes a noisier signal of true supply and demand conditions at HSC
for natural gas, so derivative contracts based on the benchmark become noisier hedges
against shifts in true supply and demand for natural gas. Second, allocations of gas are
distorted, as manipulative trades made to move benchmark prices may create shortages
or surpluses of gas at HSC.
A number of examples illustrate the basic structure of contract market manipulation.
In 1888, Benjamin Hutchinson cornered the wheat market by building up a large long
position in wheat contracts, then chartering a fleet of ships to move wheat out of Chicago;
Hutchinson successfully raised the price of wheat from below $1 per bushel to over $2.27
In 1980, Nelson Bunker Hunt and his brother Herbert attempted to corner the world silver
market, taking on large long positions in silver futures, then purchasing enough physical
silver to drive silver prices from $6 per ounce in 1979 to around $50 in 1980. The attempt
ultimately failed, the Hunt brothers were forced to close out their positions, and silver
prices dropped from $39.50 to $10.80 in a single day.28 In 2005, Energy Transfer Partners,
L.P. and three subsidiaries entered into basis swap contracts with payoffs linked to the
Inside FERC Houston Ship Channel (HSC) natural gas index, then sold large quantites
of physical gas at HSC to drive prices down; in 2008, the Commodity Futures Trading
Commision (CFTC) fined Energy Transfer Partners $10 million for its actions.29
Manipulation has haunted contract markets since their inception, but it is notoriously
hard to define and prosecute. In the US, manipulation and attempted manipulation of
contract markets is illegal under the Commodity Exchange Act of 1936.30 However, the
act does not define manipulation, leaving interpretation entirely to the courts. The CFTC
operationally defines manipulation as trading to intentionally and successfully create
“artificial prices” which do not reflect “legitimate forces of supply and demand”.31 But
27 Markham

(2014, pg. 21)
(2014, pg. 180)
29 CFTC Press Release 5471-08
30 17 CFR Part 180, Rule 180.2, “Prohibition on price manipulation”, states: “It shall be unlawful for any
person, directly or indirectly, to manipulate or attempt to manipulate the price of any swap, or of any
commodity in interstate commerce, or for future delivery on or subject to the rules of any registered entity.”
31 17 CFR Part 180: “the Commission reiterates that, in applying final Rule 180.2, it will be guided by the
traditional four-part test for manipulation that has developed in case law arising under 6(c) and 9(a)(2): (1)
That the accused had the ability to influence market prices; (2) that the accused specifically intended to
create or effect a price or price trend that does not reflect legitimate forces of supply and demand; 128 (3)
that artificial prices existed; and (4) that the accused caused the artificial prices.”
28 Markham
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this definition is still difficult to apply in legal proceedings: prosecutors must prove both
that manipulation was intentional and it successfully created “artificial prices”, which
is similarly difficult to define precisely. The CFTC achieved limited success combating
manipulation using the language of the Commodity Exchange Act, losing many of the
manipulation cases it brought to court in its early days.32
Since the turn of the millenium, the legal standard for proving manipulation has
been decreased substantially. Congress granted broad anti-manipulative authority in
derivative contract markets to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in
2005 and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in 2007, and the CFTC’s authority was
revised under the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010. While legislators left the language of the
original Commodity Exchange Act in place, they granted regulators additional authority
to prosecute market participants for employing “manipulative or deceptive devices and
contrivances” in trading. The new language incorporates a broader, though similarly
vaguely defined, body of behavior, and additionally does not require prosecutors to prove
that market participants successfully moved benchmark prices. Armed with new legal
tools for combating manipulation, regulators have policed manipulation aggressively in
the recent two decades. The CFTC and the FERC have fined energy traders millions
of dollars for manipulating oil and gas futures markets.33 Fines for financial market
manipulation are orders of magnitude larger: banks have been fined over $10 billion for
FX manipulation,34 over $8 billion USD for manipulation of LIBOR and other interest rate
benchmarks,35 and over $500 million for manipulation of the ISDAFIX interest rate swap
benchmark.36
In most recent manipulation cases, authorities have adopted a primarily behavioral
approach to regulation. Manipulation charges are brought largely based on “smoking
gun” evidence of manipulative intent: regulators search through traders’ email and
telephone communications to find claims demonstrating that traders acted with the intent
to move benchmark prices.37 But it is difficult to behaviorally regulate manipulation
32 Markham

(2014, pg. 204)
for example, CFTC Press Release 6041-11, 128 FERC 61,269, and
34 Levine (2015)
35 Ridley and Freifeld (2015)
36 See Leising (2017). A number of other manipulation cases are discussed throughout the paper, and in
appendix C.4 in particular. Manipulation is also illegal in many jurisdictions other than the US, although
there are differences in how it is defined and investigated; Annex 1 of the International Organization of
Securieties Commissions (IOSCO) report on Investigating and Prosecuting Market Manipulation surveys
approaches taken in different jurisdictions.
37 Levine (2014) quotes a number of trader chat messages used in FX manipulation lawsuits; some other
33 See,
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when legislators, regulators, and academics have not reached a consensus definition of
manipulation precise enough to use in court. The role that traders play in contract markets
is precisely to manage and optimize the price impact of their trades; it is impractical to
prohibit traders’ acknowledgement of price impact per se, but in many cases it is difficult
to disentangle legitimate versus illegitimate forms of price impact.38
Putting aside the difficulty of defining manipulation, the behavioral approach to
regulation is also insensitive to the economics of contract market manipulation. In cases
where where regulators are able to obtain sufficient evidence to prosecute, massive
punitive fines are levied against manipulators, which may not be proportionate to agents’
ex ante incentives to manipulate. On the other hand, many economically harmful cases of
manipulation may be unprosecutable in settings where regulators cannot easily access
traders’ commmunications.
An approach more grounded in economic theory would be to regulate markets structurally, limiting the size of contract markets so that market participants do not have large
economic incentives to manipulate. But we do not have a structural economic understanding of manipulation in derivative contract markets. We do not know which markets are
most vulnerable to manipulation, or how large manipulation-induced distortions will be,
despite the fact that manipulation repeatedly occurs across contract markets in practice.
Since contract markets are often much larger than underlying markets, limiting contract
volume to the size of underlying markets would effectively regulate most markets out of
existence. But we do not know how much larger contract markets can be than underlying
markets without producing excessively large incentives for manipulation.
Regulators have a variety of policy tools to control the size and structure of contract
markets; regulators impose speculative position limits on the size of agents’ contract
positions,39 and impose rules for how benchmarks are constructed using trade prices from
examples of evidence for manipulation drawn from traders’ communications can be found in the CFTC’s
lawsuits brought against Parnon Energy, Inc. and others for crude oil manipulation, Energy Transfer
Partners, L.P. and others for natural gas manipulation, and Barclays for ISDAFIX manipulation.
38 As an example of the difficulties involved in defining manipulation, the CFTC dismissed a 1977 cotton
futures manipulation case against the Hohenberg Brothers Company, writing: “Even though respondents’
activities may have involved a “profit motive,” absent a finding of manipulative intent, trading with
the purpose of obtaining the best price for one’s cotton does not constitute, in itself, a violation of the
Commodity Exchange Act.” The legal literature has proposed a number of definitions for manipulation,
but has not reached consensus. For example, Perdue (1987) proposes defining manipulation as “conduct
that would be uneconomic and irrational, absent an effect on market price.” Fischel and Ross (1991) argue
that manipulation can only be defined with respect to the intent of the trader, but also argue that the law
should not prohibit manipulation.
39 For example, see the CFTC’s website on Speculative Limits
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underlying markets.40 In order to apply these tools to effectively combat manipulation,
regulators need theory-based metrics and methods to measure manipulation incentives
and manipulation-induced distortions in derivative contract markets.

3

Model

In the baseline model of the paper, I assume that a price benchmark for a single underlying
good is determined in a uniform-price double auction. Agents participating in benchmark
setting may be heterogeneous, and all agents can both hold exogeneously determined
derivative contract positions and trade the underlying asset. Agents holding contracts have
incentives to trade the underlying asset to move benchmarks and thus contract payoffs;
the primary force limiting agents’ ability to manipulate is that agents have decreasing
marginal utility for the underlying asset, so it is costly for agents to trade volumes of
underlying assets to move benchmark prices.
Formally, benchmarks are determined in a game between n > 3 agents indexed by i,
with four stages:
1. Agents draw privately observed demand shocks ydi and contract positions yci .
2. Agents simultaneously submit bid curves zDi (p; ydi , yci ) in a uniform-price double
auction.
3. The auction clears at price pb ; agent i receives zDi (pb ; ydi , yci ) units of the underlying asset and pays pb zDi (pb ; ydi , yci ).
4. The benchmark price pb is used to settle contracts: an agent holding contract position
yci receives monetary payment pb yci .
I discuss agents’ utility functions, derivative contract positions, and the auction model for
benchmark setting in subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. The following subsections
solve for agents’ best responses and equilibrium behavior, derive agents’ equilibrium
manipulation incentives, and show how to measure manipulation-induced benchmark
distortions.
40 For

example, see the Financial Conduct Authority website on EU Benchmarks Regulation, and the
IOSCO report on Principles for Financial Benchmarks.
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3.1

Utilities and demand shocks

I assume that agent i’s utility for trading z units of the underlying asset, and paying net
monetary transfer t, is:
ydi z
z2
Ui (z, t) = πz +
−
−t
(1)
κi
2κi
2

z
The 2κ
term implies that agents have linearly declining marginal utility for the underlying
i
asset. Declining marginal utility can be thought of as driven by, for example, agents’
capital costs for purchasing the underlying asset, or their physical infrastructure costs for
storing the underlying asset once it is purchased.41 κi represents the slope of agent i’s
demand for the underlying asset; κi will be large for agents who can trade large amounts
of the underlying asset without large changes in their marginal utility for the asset. For
example, a large oil pipeline operator firm will have a relatively high slope of demand,
because it has large financial resources, so that it has relatively low costs of capital, and
because it has stocks of oil to sell and tanks to store oil that it purchases, so that it has
relatively low infrastructure costs for trading oil. Retail investors will have lower demand
slopes, since they have limited financial resources, so their capital costs are high, and
since they do not have stocks of oil to sell or storage space for oil that they purchase.

The term ydi is a demand shock, which vertically shifts i’s marginal utility for the
underlying asset. ydi is normalized by κi in expression (1), so that an agent who faces a
unit increase in ydi optimally purchases an additional unit of the asset at fixed prices. I
assume that ydi is privately observed by i and independently distributed across agents.
For analytical convenience, I assume that the means of agents’ demand shocks sum to 0:
n
X

E [ydi ] = 0

(2)

i=1

This is not a substantive assumption, as we can always define the constant term π such
that (2) holds.
I assume that agents have private values, so a given agent’s utility for the underlying
asset is not affected by other agents’ private information. Many of the underlying
markets for benchmark setting, such as FX, interest rates, oil and gas, are commodity-like;
41 My

model is static, and I do not explicitly consider agents’ decisions to trade the asset over time, but
the quadratic utility term could also be thought of as representing curvature of the agent’s value function in
z in a richer dynamic model.
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information about the value of the underlying asset is likely to be close to symmetric,
so trading is likely to be driven mostly by preference shocks rather than asymmetric
information about the value of the asset. I analyze an extension of the model in which
agents have interdependent values in section 3 of the online appendix. The assumption
that agents’ utilities are quadratic in z is also strong; this is needed because it is difficult
to solve for equilibrium in multi-unit auctions with general utility functions. However, in
section 1 of the online appendix, I show that my results in subsection 3.4, characterizing
agents’ manipulation incentives given the slope of residual auction supply, approximately
apply in settings with general nonlinear utility functions and residual supply curves.

3.2

Derivative contract positions

In practice, market participants trade complex derivative contracts with payoffs that may
be nonlinear functions of benchmark prices; for simplicity, I assume that agents’ derivative
contract payoffs are linear in benchmark prices. Formally, I model derivative contracts
held by agent i as a random, exogeneously determined contract position yci , where i
receives monetary payment pb yci if the benchmark price is pb . yci does not need to be
positive, as agents can be positively or negatively exposed to prices of the underlying
asset.
From expression (1) above, the utility of agent i with demand shock ydi and contract
position yci , if she buys z units of the underlying asset and the benchmark price is pb , is:
Ui (z, pb ; ydi , yci ) = πz +

ydi z
z2
−
− pb z + pb yci
κi
2κi

where the agent pays pb z to purchase z units of the underlying asset, and receives pb yci
in contract payoffs.
I assume that yci is privately observed by i and independently drawn across agents. I
additionally assume that i’s contract position is independent of her demand shock ydi .42
I do not require contract positions to sum to 0 across the n agents in my model. Since
derivative contracts are zero-sum bets on prices, contract positions must sum to 0 across
agents in the broader economy; we can think of other contracts being held by unmodelled
agents who do not participate in benchmark setting, perhaps because they have very high
42 This

assumption is not essential for solving the model, but it allows us to decompose benchmark price
variance cleanly into components attributable to demand shocks and contract positions.
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costs of trading the underlying asset.
I assume that contract positions are exogeneous. In practice, market participants may
hold derivative contracts for many reasons: to hedge existing risk, to speculate on prices
of the underlying asset, or even to profit from attempted manipulation. However, agents
holding a given contract position have the same incentives to manipulate, regardless of
the original reason for entering into contract positions. Moreover, regulators can directly
observe the size of agents’ contract positions at settlement. For the purpose of analyzing
agents’ manipulation incentives given the observed size of contract positions, it is not
necessary to take a stance on why agents originally choose to hold contract positions.43
Contract positions at settlement are zero-sum bets on prices; they contain no information about demand and supply for the underlying asset at settlement, and thus should not
influence benchmark prices. Put another way, if an agent cannot move benchmark prices
by trading the underlying asset, any contract position she holds is equivalent to a fixed
monetary transfer, and does not affect her trading decisions. However, agents who have
price impact have incentives to trade the underlying asset to that moves benchmark prices
and contract payoffs. In the context of my model, I define manipulation as the effect that
contract positions have on agents’ trading decisions in the underlying asset.44
While I do not explicitly model the welfare effects of manipulation in the main text of
the paper, we can think of manipulation as leading to two main sources of welfare loss.
First, manipulation causes price benchmarks to be noisier signals for supply and demand
conditions in underlying markets. If we think of the common component of agents’ values,
π, as being uncertain ex ante, risk-averse agents may originally enter into contracts to
hedge against exogeneous exposures to π. For example, airlines have exogeneous positive
exposure to oil prices, and may enter into short contracts to hedge their exogeneous
43 A

natural question is why agents would not build up extremely large contract positions just before
settlement, then manipulate the underlying market to increase contract payoffs. There are a number of
reasons why this is difficult in practice. First, manipulation is illegal in the US, and entering large contract
positions close to settlement dates and then trading aggressively in underlying markets would be strong
evidence of manipulative intent. Second, while I treat contract positions as exogeneous in this paper, in
practice there is a decreasing market demand curve for contracts in practice, so agents entering into large
positive contract positions face progressively higher prices. Third, every contract has a counterparty, and if
a large agent blatantly attempted to purchase large contract positions for manipulation, at some point she
would be unable to find contract counterparties at reasonable prices.
44 In some markets, agents holding expiring contracts will “rollover” contract positions, taking on an
equivalently sized position in the underlying asset just as contracts expire. This is conceptually distinct from
manipulation: agents who do not have price impact may still wish to rollover contract positions, whereas I
define manipulation in my model as trading the underlying asset to move benchmark prices and increase
contract payoffs, which is only possible when agents have nonzero price impact.
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price risk; oil drillers have exogeneous long exposures, and may hold short contracts to
hedge. As I discuss in subsection 3.6 below, manipulation at contract settlement then adds
variance to the benchmark price pb , making derivative contracts less effective tools for
hedging exposure to π and exposing contract holders to additional risk.
Second, manipulation distorts allocative efficiency in underlying markets. In order to
move benchmark prices, manipulators buy or sell large quantities of underlying assets,
which can creates shortages or surpluses of the underlying asset at the time of contract
settlement. Manipulation can distort allocative efficiency even if it does not add variance
to price benchmarks: if a large trader systematically holds long oil contract positions at
contract settlement, she will buy oil at each contract settlement event, causing benchmark
prices to be biased upwards. Benchmark bias need not affect the utility of hedgers,
as ex ante derivative contract prices may reflect foreseen manipulation; however, the
manipulator must still buy large quantities of oil at the point of benchmark determination,
taking oil away from commercial users and decreasing allocative efficiency.
I construct a simple model which qualitatively demonstrates both of these sources of
welfare losses in section 2 of the online appendix. For the remainder of the main text, I
assume that it is undesirable for agents’ contract positions to influence trading decisions
and thus benchmark prices, without imposing a formal model of social welfare.

3.3

Benchmark determination

As a reduced-form model, I assume that benchmarks are set in a uniform-price double
auction. After observing demand shocks ydi and contract positions yci , agents simultaneously submit affine and strictly decreasing bid curves zDi (p; ydi , yci ), representing the
net amount of the underlying asset they are willing to purchase at price p. The auction
clearing price is the unique price that equates supply and demand:

pb =

p:

n
X


zDi (p; ydi , yci ) = 0

i=1

Each agent then pays pb zDi (p; ydi , yci ), and purchases net quantity zDi (p; ydi , yci ) of
the underlying asset. The auction clearing price pb , which is also the benchmark price,
is then used to settle agents’ contracts, so agent i receives a transfer of pb yci in contract
payments.
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No single model can perfectly match all of the many benchmark-setting mechanisms
used in practice, but auctions are arguably a reasonable approximation to many mechanisms. Some benchmarks, such as the CBOE VIX and the LBMA gold price, are in fact set
using uniform-price auctions for the underlying assets. Benchmarks for some assets are
based on trades of a relatively homogeneous commodity over a relatively short period
of time; examples are benchmarks for oil and gas, the WM/Reuters FX benchmark and
the and the ISDAFIX interest rate swap benchmark. For these benchmarks, it may be
reasonable to assume that all trades within the benchmark-setting period happen at a
uniform price, in which case the uniform-price auction is potentially a reasonable model
of benchmark setting.
Auctions are a less appropriate model for benchmarks based on underlying markets
with large distortions other than market power, and the analysis of this paper may not
be suitable for these settings. Some assets are traded in decentralized markets with
large search frictions; the assumption that all trades happen at the same price is not
appropriate. In other markets, such as the interbank loan market which the LIBOR
interest rate benchmark is based on, trades are difficult to verify, so false reporting is an
important concern. I further discuss the extent to which my model applies to different
benchmark-setting mechanisms in subsection 8.2.

3.4

Best responses

From the perspective of agent i, auction equilibrium defines a residual supply curve, zRSi (p),
specifying the number of units i is able to trade at price p. The residual supply curve
facing agent i is the negative of the sum of all other agents’ bid curves:
zRSi (p) = −

X

zDj p; yjd , yjf



(3)

j6=i

In equilibrium, given the assumption that agents’ utility functions are linear-quadratic,
residual supply facing a given agent i will be affine with a fixed slope:
zRSi (p, ηi ) = di (p − π) + ηi

(4)

where di is the slope of residual supply, and ηi is a random term which incorporates
uncertainty in other agents’ submitted bid curves, induced by uncertainty in their demand
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shocks and contract positions. When bidding in uniform-price auctions, agents cannot
separately choose the quantity they purchase for every possible realization of residual
supply; they can only submit bid curves zDi (p; ydi , yci ), purchasing the quantity and
price pair at which demand and residual supply are equal. However, this constraint does
not restrict agents’ behavior in the linear-quadratic auction model, as it is possible to
submit an ex-post optimal bid curve, which traces through the set of optimal price-quantity
pairs for all possible realizations of residual supply. Formally, if agent i submits bid curve
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) and residual supply is zRSi (p), define the price which equates residual
supply to i’s bid as:
p (zDi (p; ydi , yci ) , zRSi (p, η)) ≡ {p : zDi (p; ydi , yci ) = zRSi (p, η)}

(5)

Definition 1. Bid curve zDi (p; ydi , yci ) is ex-post optimal with respect to the residual
supply function (4) if zDi (p; ydi , yci ) implements the optimal price for every realization
of ηi ; that is,
p (zDi (p; ydi , yci ) , zRSi (p, ηi )) = arg max Ui (zRSi (p, ηi ) , p; ydi , yci ) ∀ηi
p

When agents with quadratic utility functions face affine residual supply functions with
additive uncertainty, the unique ex-post optimal bid curves are also linear, and depend
only on the slope of residual supply di , not the distribution of ηi .45
Proposition 1. If agent i has demand shock ydi and contract position yci , and the slope of residual
supply is di , then agent i’s unique ex-post optimal bid curve is:
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) =

di
κi
κi di
(p − π)
ydi +
yci −
κi + di
κi + di
κi + di

(6)

According to proposition 1, bid curves are increasing in both i’s demand shock, ydi ,
and i’s contract position, yci . Intuitively, when i’s demand shock ydi is high, i’s marginal
utility for the underlying asset is high, so i increases her bid curve to purchase more of
the underlying asset. When i’s contract position yci is positive and large, agent i want
benchmark prices to be higher to increase contract payoffs, so i also increases her bid to
purchase more of the underlying asset. However, the coefficients on ydi and yci differ.
A natural measure of i’s manipulation incentives is the coefficient
45 This

κi
κi +di

on yci ; I

is well known in the literature on multi-unit double auctions with quadratic utility (Klemperer and
Meyer, 1989; Vayanos, 1999; Rostek and Weretka, 2015; Du and Zhu, 2012).
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will call this i’s manipulation coefficient. This coefficient measures the pass-through of i’s
contract positions into i’s bids: if i’s contract position increases by one unit, she increases
i
i
her bid curve by κiκ+d
, so she is willing to buy κiκ+d
more units of the underlying asset at
i
i
any given price.
The manipulation coefficient depends on the relative sizes of i’s demand slope κi and
the slope of residual supply di . Intuitively, the benefits from manipulation are that trading
the underlying asset moves benchmark prices and thus contract payoffs; the costs are that
trading the underlying asset changes agents’ marginal utility for the underlying asset.
When di is large relative to κi , i’s trades move i’s marginal utility for the asset much faster
than they move benchmark prices, so the costs of manipulation are large relative to the
i
benefits. Thus, i has low incentives to manipulate, the ratio κiκ+d
is small, and i’s contract
i
positions have small effects on i’s trading decisions. In the limit as di approaches infinity,
the manipulation coefficient decreases to 0: if i’s trades do not affect benchmark prices, i
has no incentive to manipulate, so i’s contract positions do not affect i’s bids.46
Proposition 1 thus implies that manipulation coefficients are small, so contract positions
have small effects on agents’ trading decisions, when underlying markets are competitive
and residual supply slopes are large relative to agents’ demand slopes. I proceed to
analyze how residual supply slopes and manipulation coefficients are determined in
auction equilibrium.

3.5

Manipulation incentives in equilibrium

Following the literature, I define a linear ex-post equilibrium as a collection of bid curves
for all agents, such that each agent is best-responding to the residual supply functions
induced by other agents’ bid curves.
Definition 2. Bid curves zDi (p; ydi , yci ) constitute a linear ex-post equilibrium if:
1. As in (6), agents’ bid curves are ex-post best responses given the slope of residual
supply d:
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) =

di
κi
κi di
(p − π)
ydi +
yci −
κi + di
κi + di
κi + di

46 In

(7)

contrast, as di approaches infinity, the coefficient on demand shocks ydi in bids approaches 1; in a
perfectly competitive market, agents bid their true marginal utility for the underlying asset, unaffected by
any contract positions they may hold.
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2. The slope of residual supply facing agent i is the sum over all other agents’ bid
slopes:
X
 X
di ≡ z0RSi (p) = −
z0Dj p; ydj , ycj =
bi
(8)
j6=i

where,
bi ≡

j6=i

∂zDi
κi di
=
∂p
κi + di

Equations (7) and (8) are two sets of equations linking agents’ bid slopes bi to the slopes
of residual supply di facing each agent. Du and Zhu (2012), in a model without derivative
contracts, show that there is a unique linear ex-post equilibrium for any collection of
demand slopes κ1 . . . κN , characterized by a unique collection of bid slopes bi and residual
supply slopes di that satisfy definition 2. Their proof immediately extends to my model,
leading to the following proposition.
Proposition 2. (Du and Zhu, 2012) There is a unique linear ex-post equilibrium in the asymmetric
model, in which i submits the bid curve:
zDi (p; yci , ydi ) = ydi

bi
bi
− (p − π) bi
+ yci P
κi
j6=i bj

(9)

and the unique equilibrium price is
" n "
X bi ydi

1

pb − π = Pn

i=1 bi

i=1

Where,
bi =
and B =

Pn

i=1 bi

κi

B + 2κi −

q

bi yci
+P
j6=i bj

B2 + 4κ2i

2

##
(10)

(11)

is the unique positive solution to the equation

B=

n
X

q
2κi + B − B2 + 4κ2i
2

i=1

(12)

I use the exact equilibrium expressions of proposition 2 in my empirical analysis of
the LBMA gold price and the CBOE VIX, in sections 6 and 7 respectively. Equilibrium
expressions can be solved for analytically in the symmetric case, as I show in appendix A.7.
However, the exact equilibria are difficult to interpret in general, since the quantities bi
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and B cannot generally be solved for analytically. For ease of interpretation, I demonstrate
the core theoretical intuitions of the model using an analytically simpler approximation to
agents’ equilibrium bid curves.
Define agent i’s capacity share si as i’s demand slope κi divided by the sum of all
agents’ demand slopes, that is:
κi
si ≡ P n
(13)
i=1 κi
The denominator of expression (13) is the sum of all market participants’ demand slopes,
Pn
i=1 κi ; this is the market’s slope of aggregate demand, which represents the market’s
capacity to supply or absorb quantities of the underlying asset at off-equilibrium prices.
Agent i’s capacity share si thus represents i’s share of the slope of aggregate demand,
or how much i is responsible for the market’s aggregate capacity to supply or absorb
the asset at off-equilibrium prices. Capacity shares, like standard market shares, are
a measure of market competitiveness: capacity shares are higher for agents with high
demand slopes, and if there are many market participants with similar demand slopes,
the capacity share of any given participant will be low.47
Define the largest capacity share across agents, smax , as:
smax ≡ max si
i

The following proposition describes approximate expressions for agents’ equilibrium bid
curves; the approximation is valid when the underlying market is fairly competitive and
smax is small.48
Proposition 3. If smax is small, in the unique ex-post equilibrium, agent i bids approximately:
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) ≈ ydi + si yci − κi (p − π)

(14)

To interpret proposition 3, first suppose that agents are symmetric, so that there are
n agents with identical slopes of demand, κi = κ. In equilibrium, the slope of residual
supply di facing any given agent i is approximately the sum over all n − 1 other agents’
κ
slopes of demands; that is, di ≈ (n − 1) κ. Thus, the manipulation coefficient κ+d
of any
i
47 Capacity

shares can in principle differ significantly from standard market shares based on trade volume.
Certain market participants may not regularly trade large volumes of the underlying asset, but may be
willing to supply or absorb large quantities of the asset at off-equilibrium prices. In such settings, trade
volume could be quite concentrated, but market participants’ capacity shares may still be low.
48 Appendix A.3 proves proposition 3 and bounds the error of the approximation.
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given agent is approximately n1 : one additional contract held by agent i causes her to trade
approximately n1 additional units of the underlying asset. Manipulation coefficients are
thus small when the underlying market is competitive and n is large. A simple intuition
for this result is that, in order to raise benchmark prices by a given amount, agent i
must purchase enough of the underlying asset to raise all other agents’ marginal utility
for the asset by the same amount; in competitive markets, this is very costly, because it
substantially decreases i’s own marginal utility for the underlying asset.
If agents are asymmetric, the slope of residual supply facing agent i in equilibrium is
P
approximately the sum over all other agents’ slopes of demand, di = j6=i κi , implying
i
that i’s manipulation coefficient κiκ+d
is approximately equal to i’s capacity share, si .
i
Qualitatively, this result implies that large contract positions have small effects on agents’
equilibrium trading decisions, as long as markets are competitive and all agents’ capacity
shares are small. This result is surprisingly quantitatively precise: manipulation coefficients are equal to agents’ capacity shares, and do not depend on any other parameters
of the model. Thus, in any setting where we can estimate market participants’ demand
slopes, we can construct capacity shares and measure agents’ equilibrium manipulation
incentives.
Manipulation coefficients depend only on agents’ capacity shares; manipulation coefficients are not affected by factors which shift the absolute level of agents’ demand slopes
κi . Intuitively, any factor which incerases all agents’ demand slopes proportionally has
two exactly offsetting effects on manipulation incentives. If agent i’s demand slope κi
is larger, i has a lower cost of purchasing the underlying asset to to push benchmark
prices upwards. However, if all other agents’ demand slopes are also larger, the slope
of residual supply facing i becomes steeper, so i must buy more of the underlying asset
to move benchmark prices a given amount. Thus, the level of agents’ demand slopes
does not affect manipulation incentives; factors which affect all agents’ slopes of demand,
such as the storability of the underlying asset or the costs for transporting the asset to or
from other markets, only affect manipulability insofar as they also affect agents’ capacity
shares.

3.6

Manipulation-induced benchmark distortions

In this subsection, I consider the distortions induced by manipulation to benchmark prices.
Throughout this subsection and subsection 3.7 below, for notational simplicity, I treat the
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approximation of proposition 3 as exact. Setting the sum of agents’ bid curves to 0 and
solving for pb , we have:
Pn
ydi + si yci
pb − π = i=1Pn
(15)
i=1 κi
Expression (15) shows how contract positions and demand shocks affect benchmark prices
in equilibrium. Taking expectations over ydi , yci , and using the assumption made in
P
subsection 3.1 that ni=1 E [ydi ] = 0, we have:
Pn
s E [yci ]
Pn i
E [pb − π] = i=1
i=1 κi

(16)

Since agents’ manipulation incentives are approximately equal to their capacity shares,
the net effect of manipulation on benchmark prices depends on the si -weighted sum of
expected contract positions across agents. Thus, if contract positions are correlated with
agents’ capacity shares, benchmark prices will be biased towards the contract positions
of agents with large capacity shares, even if expected contract positions sum to 0 across
agents.
Intuitively, suppose that oil pipeline operators tend to hold short positions in oil
contracts, so yci < 0, and retail traders tend to hold long positions, so yci > 0. Since
oil pipeline operators have higher demand slopes than retail traders, pipeline operators
will sell more oil into the market, per unit contract that they hold, than retail traders are
willing to buy, so manipulation will cause benchmark prices to be biased downwards.49
If market participants enter into contract settlement with ex ante uncertain contract
positions, manipulation will also add variance to benchmark prices, making contracts less
effective for hedging against uncertainty in economic fundamentals. From expression (15),
the variance of benchmark prices is:50
Pn
Var [pb − π] =

2
i=1 Var (ydi ) + si Var (yci )
P
2
( ni=1 κi )

49 As

(17)

I discuss briefly in Subsection 3.2 above, benchmark bias may not necessarily decrease the effectiveness of contracts for hedging against fundamental uncertainty; if bias at settlement is foreseen by all market
participants, the ex-ante contract price will change to reflect expected bias at settlement. Manipulation will
still distort allocative efficiency, as manipulators need to trade the underlying asset to move prices, but
systematic bias in benchmarks need not harm the effectiveness of contracts for hedging.
50 If demand shocks and contract positions are not independent, expression (17) will contain an additional
p
P
covariance term, n
i=1 si Var (yci ) Var (ydi ). I assume demand shocks and contract positions are independent throughout the paper for analytical simplicity, and also because the data I use in sections 6 and 7
do not allow me to identify these covariances.
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The contribution of manipulation to benchmark variance is thus:
Pn

2
i=1 si Var (yci )
P
2
( ni=1 κi )

(18)

The components of manipulation-induced benchmark bias and variance, expressions (16)
and (18) respectively, can be measured in many contract markets. Contract positions
yci are often tracked closely by regulators, so the expectations and variances of agents’
contract positions can be estimated. If regulators are considering policy interventions
that change the size of agents’ contract positions, regulators can then plug counterfactual
values for E [yci ] and Var (yci ) into expressions (16) and (18), to predict the effects of
these interventions on manipulation-induced benchmark bias and variance. The empirical
exercises of sections 6 and 7 will calibrate contract position variances using data on,
respectively, gold futures position limits, and the size of VIX futures open interest at
contract expiration.
Besides contract position moments, expressions (16) and (18) contain agents’ capacity
P
shares si and the slope of aggregate demand, ni=1 κi . Both are functions of individual
agents’ demand slopes, κi ; if the econometrician observes rich enough data to measure
individual agents’ slopes of demand, she can estimate expressions (16) and (18) given the
means and variances of contract positions. In section 6, I measure agents’ demand slopes
for gold using auction bidding data.
If the econometrician cannot directly estimate agents’ demand slopes, capacity shares
P
si and the slope of aggregate demand ni=1 κi can be estimated separately. There are many
standard methods, such as instrumental variables regressions or price impact regressions,
for estimating the slope of aggregate market demand. In the empirical application to VIX
in section 7, I estimate the slope of aggregate demand for S&P 500 options using limit
order book data. Capacity shares si are harder to estimate; however, if the econometrician
observes some proxy variable xi , and is willing to assume that xi is proportional to agents’
demand slope κi , capacity shares can be estimated using xi in place of κi :
xi
si ≈ P n

i=1 xi

(19)

For example, xi could be equal to contract position size, total trade volume, or some other
metric external to the model, such as total portfolio size or market cap of agents. Since si
is a concentration metric, it lies between 0 and 1 by construction; even if the assumption
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that xi is proportional to κi is violated, the approximation error in si from expression (19)
may be quantitatively small. Intuitively, if an econometrician or regulator is confident
that a market has roughly n similarly sized participants, participants’ capacity shares are
unlikely to be orders of magnitude away from n1 .51
Expressions (16) and (18) thus allow the econometrician to predict the size of manipulationinduced bias and variance in benchmark prices, given data on agents’ demand slopes and
contract positions. What constitutes an acceptable level of benchmark bias and variance
will vary depending on the specific market in question. One criterion regulators could use,
which I apply in the empirical exercises of sections 6 and 7, is that manipulation-induced
distortions should be small relative to the variance of innovations in benchmark prices
between contract settlement events.

3.7

The manipulation index

Another possible measure of manipulation-induced benchmark distortions is the fraction
of total benchmark variance which is attributable to manipulation. From expression (17),
the ratio of manipulation-induced variance to total benchmark variance is:
Pn

2
i=1 si Var (yci )
Pn 2
(y
)
Var
+
di
i=1
i=1 si Var (yci )

Pn

(20)

Demand shock variance can be thought of as variance which is intrinsic to the benchmark,
caused by idiosyncratic variance in participants’ desire to buy and sell the underlying asset
at the time of benchmark settlement; benchmark variance from demand shocks would
exist even if the benchmark were not used for contract settlement. Thus, if expression
(20) is small and manipulation variance is much smaller than demand shock-induced
variance, benchmark variance is relatively close to what it would be in a world with no
manipulation.
The ratio in expression (20) cannot be estimated directly, as it depends on the unobserved variance of demand shocks, σ2di . However, since agents with larger demand shocks
trade more of the underlying asset, the size of demand shocks should be reflected in the
51 One

issue with using proxy variables to estimate capacity shares is that there may be agents who are not
usually active in a given underlying market, but are willing to buy or sell large quantities of the underlying
asset if prices move significantly. If the econometrician estimates capacity shares si using proxy variables,
such as trade or contract volume, which consider only participants who are usually active in underlying
markets, the econometrician will tend to overestimate capacity shares and thus manipulation incentives.
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total volume of trade involved in benchmark calculation. Define vi as i’s unsigned volume
of trade in the underlying asset in the benchmark-setting auction, that is,
vi = |zDi (pb ; yci , ydi )|
Under two additional assumptions about the distributions of demand shocks ydi and
contract positions yci , we will be able to approximate expression (20) using aggregate
data on contract volume and underlying trade volume used in benchmark calculation.
Assumption 1. Demand shocks ydi and contract positions yci are normally distributed:




ydi ∼ N 0, σ2di , yci ∼ N 0, σ2ci
The assumption that demand shocks and contract positions are normal is convenient,
as it allows us to analytically characterize expected trade volume and the expected volume
of outstanding contracts. The assumption that both ydi and yci have mean 0 is more
substantive. Technically, assumption 1 is needed so that we can infer the variance of
contract positions and demand shocks from the total contract and underlying trade
volume. Assuming that contract positions are mean 0 rules out the possibility that
market participants hold systematically long or short contract positions, and assuming
that demand shocks are mean 0 implies that market participants are equally likely to
be buyers or sellers of the underlying asset. Both assumptions are most appropriate in
settings where market participants act like dealers, who may buy or sell in underlying
markets depending on their current inventory conditions. This is potentially an accurate
description of some underlying markets for financial assets, such as equities and foreign
exchange markets; it is potentially less appropriate for markets for physical commodities,
such as oil, wheat, or livestock, where markets are more vertically structured, with
producers selling to downstream resource consumers.
Assumption 2. The variance of demand shocks and the variance of contract positions are proportional across agents:
σ2di ∝ σ2ci
Assumption 2 can be interpreted as saying that agents are primarily differentiated
by size: larger agents both hold larger contract positions and receive proportionally
larger demand shocks. Technically, assumption 2 is needed because the variance induced
by contract positions and demand shocks depends on the skew of their distributions
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across agents; if contract volume is substantially more concentrated than demand shocks,
manipulation-induced variance will tend to be higher than demand shock-induced variance.
Under assumptions 1 and 2, together with the approximation of proposition 3, we can
prove the following proposition.
P
Proposition 4. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold, and smax is small. Define C = ni=1 |yci |,
P
and V = ni=1 vi . An approximate upper bound for (20) is:
Pn

2
i=1 si Var (yci )
Pn
Pn 2
i=1 Var (ydi ) +
i=1 si Var (yci )


6

E [C] smax
E [V]

2
(21)

We can construct a simple index of contract market manipulability by taking the square
root of expression (21).
Definition 3. Suppose the regulator can estimate expected total contract volume E [C],
expected total underlying trade volume E [V] used to construct the benchmark, and the
capacity share of the largest agent, smax . Define the manipulation index as:
E [C] smax
E [V]

(22)

Given proposition 4, the square of the manipulation index is an approximate upper
bound for the ratio of manipulation variance to total benchmark variance.
A simple nontechnical interpretation for the manipulation index is that it is an upper
bound for the fraction of trade in the underlying asset which is attributable to manipulation. Proposition 3 says that each unit contract held by an agent with capacity share
si generates si units of trade in the underlying asset; E [C] smax is thus an approximate
upper bound for the expectation of total manipulation-driven trade, so the manipulation
index is the ratio of this upper bound to total trade volume in the underlying asset. If the
assumptions underlying proposition 4 hold, and the manipulation index is relatively low,
then manipulation-induced variance is a relatively small fraction of the total variance of
pb around π, so the benchmark is functioning about as well as it would in a world where
no contracts were settled based on the benchmark.
The manipulation index relies on a number of assumptions, which are not appropriate
for all contract markets. Proposition 4 builds on the approximation formula of proposition
3, which is appropriate when the underlying market is competitive and smax is relatively
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small; proposition 4 also requires assumptions 1 and 2, which are most appropriate
when market participants behave like dealers who are differentiated primarily by onedimensional size. The manipulation index is also a relatively crude upper bound for the
share of total benchmark variance induced by manipulation, as it essentially assumes that
all contract holders have manipulation coefficients equal to smax , the share of the largest
agent.52 Moreover, the manipulation index can be large without necessarily implying
that contract markets are not functioning well. In some markets, the volume of trade
in underlying assets used for benchmark settlement may generally be low, but there
may be many agents who are willing to trade large volumes of the underlying asset at
off-equilibrium prices; in these markets, manipulation-induced benchmark distortions
may be small in absolute terms, even if manipulation-induced variance is large relative to
demand shock-induced variance.
The manipulation index can potentially play a role similar to the Herfindahl-Hirschman
Index (HHI) in antitrust regulation. The HHI is only a formally correct measure of market
power-induced distortions under fairly stringent theoretical assumptions. However, it
is a simple and intuitive metric which can be calculated using very limited data, so
regulators use the HHI as a first-pass metric to identify industries which are concentrated
enough that distortions from market power may be large. If an industry is identified as
potentially problematic, better data can be collected and more precise methods, such as
demand system estimation, can be applied to more accurately model market outcomes
and guide policy interventions.53 Similarly, the manipulation index is an imperfect metric
in many ways, but it is easy to interpret and can be calculated using very limited data.
Regulators can similarly use the manipulation index as a diagnostic metric, to identify
52 If

large agents by demand slopes in fact hold relatively small contract positions, contract market
manipulability could be much lower than the manipulation index suggests. This also implies that, when
calculating the manipulability index, total contract volume C only needs to count the volume of contracts
held by underlying market participants, as contracts held by agents who do not trade the underlying
asset have no influence on benchmarks. This can dramatically change the size of total contract volume
C. For example, the volume of outstanding interest rate derivative contracts is approximately 3 orders of
magnitude larger than the volume of trade used to determine the SOFR interest rate benchmark; however,
most holders of interest rate derivatives do not participate in the treasury-backed overnight repo markets
which are used to calculate SOFR, and it is possible that the manipulation index is relatively small when
considering only contract positions held by agents who participate in treasury-backed repo markets.
53 Tirole (1988, pp. 221-223) shows how the HHI can be derived as a measure of industry profitability
under Cournot competition with constant marginal costs. The Department of Justice Horizontal Merger
Guidelines classifies markets as unconcentrated, moderately concentrated, and highly concentrated based
on the HHI. Mergers which would increase industry HHI by more than a certain amount warrant further
scrutiny. Thus, the Horizontal Merger Guidelines essentially suggests using the HHI as a diagnostic metric,
to be supplemented with more detailed industry-specific analysis.
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contract markets which may be vulnerable to manipulation; if a market is identified as
potentially problematic, better data can be collected and more precise methods, such
as those described in subsection 3.6, can be used to estimate manipulation-induced
benchmark distortions more accurately.

4

Aggregated benchmarks

Many price benchmarks aggregate over prices from multiple submarkets. For example,
commodities such as oil may be differentiated into multiple heterogeneous types or
quality levels, and may be traded in different locations; it may be desirable to construct
benchmarks which aggregate across prices of different varieties of oil traded at different
locations. In this section, I analyze the optimal design of aggregated benchmarks. The
model in this subsection is intentionally stylized, relying on the equilibrium approximation
of proposition 3, in order to demonstrate the main intuitions of aggregated benchmarks. I
discuss the restrictions I impose in subsection 4.3, and I use exact equilibrium expressions
and generalize the model in various directions in the applications of sections 6 and 7.

4.1

Model

There are m ∈ {1 . . . M} submarkets, each with nm > 3 traders, indexed by i. Trader i in

submarket m has slope of demand κmi , and demand shocks ymdi ∼ N 0, σ2dm . Traders
i ∈ {2 . . . nm } are regular traders, who have no contract positions. The utility of a regular
trader in submarket m for trading zm at price pm is:
Ureg (pm , zm ) = πzm +

ymdi zm
z2m
−
− pm zm
κmi
2κmi

There is a single manipulator, who we call agent i = 1 in each submarket. In addition to

demand shocks, she has a contract position yc ∼ N 0, σ2c . The contract position payoff
depends on an aggregated benchmark, P, which is an affine function of submarket prices,
as I describe below. The manipulator has slope of demand κm1 in each submarket m; her
utility is the sum of utilities across all submarkets, plus her contract payoffs. That is, if the
manipulator trades zm in each submarket at pm , and the aggregated benchmark is P, her
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payoff is:
"
Umanip (p1 . . . pM , z1 . . . zM ) =

M
X

m=1

#
ymd1 zm
z2m
πzm +
−
− p m z m + yc P
κm1
2κm1

Thus, the manipulator optimally bids across all submarkets in order to maximize the sum
of her physical utilities and contract payoffs.

Unlike section 3, in this section I will assume that π ∼ N µπ , σ2π . By assuming a
prior for π, I take a Bayesian view of benchmarks; benchmark prices will be averages of
observed prices and the posterior mean. This implies that risk-minimizing benchmarks
will be biased towards the historical mean.54
I consider a class of benchmarks of the form:55
Pb = µπ +

M
X

(23)

φm (pm − µπ )

m=1

As I show below, the mean of prices in each submarket m in equilibrium is equal to
π; prices differ from π because of demand shocks specific to each submarket, and the
manipulator acting across submarkets. The goal of the benchmark administrator is to
choose weights φm to minimize the squared difference between Pb and π.

4.2

Equilibrium and price variance

If the manipulator trades quantities zm in each submarket, and the auction clearing prices
are pm , the manipulator’s utility is:
"

M
X

m=1

Or,

#
"
#
M
X
ymd1 zm
z2m
πzm +
−
− p m z m + yc C +
φm pm
κm1
2κm1

M 
X
m=1

m=1


ymd1 zm
z2m
−
− pm zm + pm φm yc + Cyc
πzm +
κm1
2κm1

54 In

settings where it is not appropriate to assume a prior for π, all results can be applied taking the limit
as σ2π → ∞, so the prior is fully diffuse.
PM
55 Appendix B.2 shows that any general affine benchmark P = C +
m=1 φm pm is dominated by a
benchmark that takes the form (23).
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The outcomes zm and pm each only influence a single component of the sum. Thus, the
manipulator’s optimal bidding behavior is separable across submarkets; she bids as if she
holds φm yc contracts in submarket m. Thus, agents bid as in the unique equilibrium of
proposition 2 in section 3, except that the manipulator bids as if her contract position in
each market is φm yc .
Proposition 5. Fixing φm , there is a unique equilibrium of the aggregated benchmark game, in
which regular traders in submarket m bid approximately:
zDmi (pm ; ydmi ) = ydmi − κmi (pm − π)

(24)

The manipulator bids, in each submarket m:
κm1
zDm1 (pm ; yc ) = ydmi + Pnm
φm yc − κm1 (pm − π)
i=1 κm1

(25)

The equilibrium price in submarket m is:
"n
m
X

1

pm − π = Pnm

i=1 κmi

i=1

κm1
φ m yc
ydmi + Pnm
i=1 κm1

#
(26)

For notational simplicity, we will define the aggregate demand shock ȳdm in submarket
m as:
nm
X
ȳdm =
ydmi
i=1

ȳdm


is distributed as N 0, σ̄2dm , where:
σ̄2dm

=

n
X

σ2dm

i=1

Then, we can write expression (26) as:
1

pm − π = Pnm

i=1 κmi



κm1
ȳdm + Pnm
φ m yc
i=1 κm1
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(27)

Appendix B.2 shows that expression (27) implies:
h
i
2
E (Pb − π) =
1−

!2

M
X

φm

σ2π +

m=1

{z

|

}

M
X

"

σ̄2d

M
X

#2

κm1

φ2m P
φ2m P
2 +
2
nm
nm
κ
κ
mi
mi
i=1
|m=1
{zi=1
} | m=1
{z

Bias

Demand Shocks

σ2c (28)
}

Manipulation

The “Bias” term reflects the fact that, if weights φm do not sum to 1, the benchmark is
biased towards the prior.56 If submarket prices are sufficiently noisy signals of underlying
values π, estimators minimizing the distance between the benchmark Pb and the true state
of the world π optimally shrink the estimate towards the prior mean of π. The “Demand
Shocks” term aggregates variance from demand shocks over submarkets; since demand
shocks are independent across submarkets, benchmark variance can be decreased by
taking a weighted average over submarket prices. The “Manipulation” term reflects the
manipulator’s correlated attempts across markets to move prices to influence contract
payoffs. Manipulators preferentially trade in markets where nm and κm are low, so the
cost of moving pm is low, and where weights φm is high, so that movements in pm affect
the aggregate benchmark P significantly. Hence, manipulation variance is decreased when
the market administrator puts higher weight on submarkets which are more competitive,
and in which agents have higher slopes of demand κm , both of which increase the cost of
price impact for any individual agent.
The optimal benchmark weights φm minimize the sum of variance from both sources.
Formally, the benchmark administrator solves:

min 1 −
φm

M
X
m=1

!2
φm

σ2π +

M
X
m=1

σ̄2d

φ2m P
nm

i=1 κmi

"
2 +

M
X

m=1

#2

κm1

φ2m P
nm

i=1 κmi

2

σ2c

(29)

The objective function is strictly convex in φm , so the optimal weight vector is unique,
and since dVar(P)
dφm has the same sign as φm , the problem is guaranteed to have an interior
solution. Hence, the FOC is necessary and sufficient for a set of weights φm to constitute
P
the prior is fully diffuse, so that σ2π → ∞ the bias is infinite whenever M
m=1 φm 6= 1, so we will
PM
have always have m=1 φm = 1; the benchmark P will be a weighted average of submarket prices, and
will be an unbiased estimator of π. The benchmark administrator’s problem then becomes to minimize
the variance of P around π, by choosing weights φm which sum to 1. Hence the “frequentist” case can be
derived as a limit of the Bayesian case with a fully diffuse prior.
56 When
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an optimal benchmark.
Proposition 6. The solution to the aggregated benchmark problem is the unique set of weights
φm that satisfies, for all m:

−

1−

M
X
m=1

!
φm

" M
#
2
X
φ
σ̄
κ
2φm κm1
m d
m1
2
2
σ2π + P
+
φ


2 σc = 0 (30)
P
P
m
2
2
nm
nm
nm
m=1
i=1 κmi
i=1 κmi
i=1 κmi

Rearranging expression (30), we get:
φm

P
(1 − m φm ) σ2π


=
P
σ̄2d
κm1
2κm1
2
2
P nm
P nm
2 +
2
2σ
m φ m P nm
( i=1 κmi )
( i=1 κmi ) ( i=1 κmi ) c

Or,

1

φm ∝
(

σ̄2d
P nm
2
i=1 κmi

)


+

P

κm1

2
m φ m P nm

(

i=1

κmi )

(31)


2

2κm1

(

P nm
i=1

κmi )

2
2 σc

If we focus only on the manipulation component of variance, we have, from expression
(31):
2
Pnm
κ
mi
i=1
φm ∝
κm1
We can instead write this as:
nm
X

φm ∝
|

! P
nm
κm

i=1

{z

Liquidity

i=1 κm

κm1
| {z
}
} Competition

(32)

Thus, φm assigns higher weights to markets which are more liquid, meaning that the
P m
slope of aggregate demand ni=1
κm is higher, and more competitive, meaning that the
slope of aggregate demand is large relative to the manipulator’s slope of demand κm1 .

4.3

Discussion

The model in this section is purposefully stylized in order to illustrate the main intuitions
behind the design of aggregated benchmarks. The model can easily be extended to handle
multiple manipulators, aggregation functions other than the mean, and correlations
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between demand shocks in submarkets. One substantive problem which is more difficult
to handle is that this section assumes that auctions in different submarkets are separate,
and the outcome in one submarket does not affect agents’ utilities in other submarkets.
This is unlikely to hold in practice; many large agents are active in submarkets for products
of different varieties, locations and dates, and products are likely to be substitutes, so
that purchasing quantity in one submarket increases marginal utility in other submarkets.
Intuitively, such dependencies should have two opposing effects. First, it is easier for
manipulators to move prices, as purchasing large quantities in one submarket will also
increase prices in other submarkets. Secondly, manipulation is more costly, as purchasing
quantity in a given submarket m decreases the manipulator’s marginal utility in other
submarkets m0 ; however, if the manipulator decreases her bids in other submarkets
m0 , this will lower aggregate benchmark prices, counteracting her manipulative actions
in submarket m. However, modelling dependencies between submarkets is relatively
difficult,57 and I leave this analysis to future work.
The model of this section is most appropriate for settings in which multiple varieties
of a commodity such as oil or gas may be traded in multiple locations. If a benchmark
administrator wishes to construct a benchmark representing the world price of oil, she
has a choice of how to weight submarkets at different locations, involving different
varieties of oil. At present, most aggregated benchmarks are calculated by weighting
submarket prices by the volume of trade in a given submarket. This section argues that
the benchmark administrator can do better by weighting by liquidity and competitiveness.
Certain submarkets may be consistently liquid and competitive, for example if they are
closer to large sources of the commodity, or if multiple large market participants compete.
Even if the volume of trade in these submarkets happens to be low in a given period
of time, prices in these submarkets may still be informative and robust to manipulation.
In many markets, metrics which are correlated with liquidity and competitiveness are
observable – for example, regulators often observe the number of large participants in
markets, or liquidity measures such as bid-ask spreads. The results of this section suggest
that these measured could potentially be used, in place of or in addition to volume, in
calculating aggregated benchmarks.
57 Some

recent papers analyzing markets with multiple assets and dependent utility functions are
Malamud and Rostek (2017), Wittwer (2018) and Wittwer (2017).
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5

The CFTC Commitments of Traders reports

In this section, I analyze the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) Commitments of Traders (COT) reports. These data are very limited – they only cover contract
markets, with no information about underlying markets, and they track the distribution
of contract positions across broad categories of market participants, rather than individual
market participants. However, the data gives us a broad overview of how competitive
contract markets are, and what the positions of different classes of participants look like in
different markets. I demonstrate two stylized facts. First, concentration in contract open
interest varies substantially across contract markets. Second, certain classes of market
participants are systematically long or short in many contract markets, suggesting that
capacity shares and contract positions are correlated, and thus benchmark prices are likely
to be biased.

5.1

Data

Contract markets are highly regulated and monitored. Under the Commodity Exchange
Act, all commodity futures and options trading must occur on organized exchanges which
are registered with the CFTC. The CFTC has authority to set limits on the size of agents’
contract positions, and also to track total contract open interest, and the identities and
positions of large traders in contract markets. Each Tuesday, the CFTC publishes the
Commitments of Traders reports, which contains summary statistics on open interest in
different futures and options markets.
The COT reports provide two kinds of information which are relevant for this paper.
First, for each contract, the COT reports show the share of gross long and short open
interest held by the 4 largest market participants. If we assume that contract position
sizes are proportional to demand slopes, then these data allow us to approximately infer
the size of the capacity shares of large contract market participants. Second, the reports
show the distribution of long and short open interest among different classes of market
participants. Different classes of traders likely have different κi values: producers and
merchants who physically hold and trade the underlying asset likely have low costs of
buying or selling the underlying asset, compared to financial speculators who do not
usually trade the underlying asset. Thus, price benchmarks at settlement are likely to be
biased towards the net contract positions of producers and merchants. The COT reports
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thus allow me to predict the likely direction of benchmark price biases in different contract
markets.
I analyze long-form Commitments of Traders report data on commodity futures
(excluding options) from 2010 to the end of 2016. Details about the COT reports, my
data cleaning steps, and definitions of each of the groups of traders can be found in
appendix C.1. Results are reported in table 1, and appendix C.2 reports additional results
for financial futures.58

5.2

Contract market competitiveness

The “Top 4” columns in table 1 show the shares of long and short contract open interest
held by the 4 largest market participants in each market. Contract market competitiveness
varies substantially across contract markets. The top 4 share is in the range of 20-30% for
agricultural products, compared to around 30-60% for energy products; concentration is
also high for dairy products and emissions permits.
What matters for contract market manipulability, however, is agents’ capacity shares,
not their shares of contract open interest. In particular, the manipulation index of
definition 3 is based on smax , the capacity share of the largest agent. If we wish to
approximately infer smax from top 4 long and short contract shares, there are three issues
we need to resolve. First, the reported shares aggregate over multiple delivery months;
for the purposes of measuring manipulability, we are interested in concentration in the
underlying market during settlement for a contract at a given delivery month. Second,
the reported shares represent concentration in contract positions, not concentration in
demand slopes. Third, we are interested in the largest agent’s capacity share, not the share
of the top 4 agents. Since I only observe top 4 shares in the COT reports, I essentially
need to assume all three issues away.
Formally, I proceed as follows. First, we need to deal with multiple delivery months.
Suppose that, for a given contract, there are T expiration months indexed by t. I assume
58 A

caveat to my analysis is that many of these contract markets are settled by physical delivery of the
underlying asset, rather than cash-settled based on price benchmarks; my analysis does not formally apply
to physical delivery contract markets. However, physical delivery and cash-settled contract markets largely
have the same economic function; the choice of settlement mechanism depends on details such as the cost
for delivering the underlying asset – see, for example, Jones (1982), Garbade and Silber (1983), and Paul
(1985). The purpose of this section is to show that competition, along with correlations between contract
positions and demand slopes, varies across contract markets in practice, and it seems unlikely that these
factors behave systematically very differently for physical delivery and cash-settled contracts.
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there is a fixed set of long agents i = 1 . . . nl , holding contract positions ytci > 0 in each
month t, and a fixed set of short agents j = 1 . . . ns holding contract positions ytcj < 0 in
each month t. I assume agents’ contract positions are proportional across dates.
Assumption 3. For any agent i and any t, t0 , we have ytci ∝ yt0 ci ; similarly, for any j, t, t0 , we
have ytcj ∝ yt0 cj
Thus, any agent who holds a long contract position in one period holds long contract
positions in all periods, and likewise for shorts. If we arrange agents in decreasing order
of contract position size, the observed aggregate long and short top 4 shares q4l , q4s can
be written as:
PT P4
PT P4
y
t=1
j=1 ytcj
tci
, q4s ≡ PT Pn
q4l ≡ PTt=1 Pni=1
(33)
ts
tl
y
y
tci
tcj
t=1
t=1
j=1
i=1
Under assumption 3, q4l and q4s are equal to top 4 shares in any given expiration date t;
that is, for any t,
P4
P4
ytci
ytci
i=1
, q4s = Pi=1
(34)
q4l = Pntl
ntl
i=1 ytci
i=1 ytci
Second, we need to infer capacity shares from contract market concentration. I assume
that contract positions and demand slopes are proportional.
Assumption 4. Contract positions are proportional to demand slopes, that is,
|ytci | ∝ κi
Under assumptions 3 and 4, top 4 long and short shares q4l , q4s accurately reflect the
sum of capacity shares of the 4 largest long and short contract holders on any given date.
That is, expression (34) and assumption 4 imply that:
P4
P4
κi
j=1 κj
i=1
q4l = Pnl
, q4s = Pns
j=1 κj
i=1 κi
Long and short positions must add to 0 across all contract market participants, so
Pnl
Pnts
Pnl
Pnts
y
=
y
.
This
implies
that
κ
=
tci
tcj
i
j=1
j=1 κj , hence,
i=1
i=1
P4
P4
κj
q4l + q4s
i=1 κi +
Pj=1
= Pnl
nts
2
j=1 κj
i=1 κi +
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(35)

P l
P ts
The denominator of the RHS of expression (35), ni=1
κi + nj=1
κj , is the sum of demand
slopes of all agents in the market, and the numerator is the sum of slopes of the 4
largest shorts and longs. In words, expression (35) says that the average of q4l and q4s is
approximately the total capacity share of 8 agents: the 4 largest short contract holders,
and the 4 largest longs.
Finally, we need to infer the share smax of the single largest agent from the share of the
4 largest shorts and longs. I simply assume that smax is half of the average of q4l and q4s .
Assumption 5. The share of the largest agent is equal to half the share of the 4 largest shorts and
longs, that is,
smax

P4
P4
1 i=1 κi + j=1 κj
q + q4s
maxi κi
Pnts = Pnl
Pnts = 4l
= Pnl
2 i=1 κi + j=1 κj
4
j=1 κj
i=1 κi +

(36)

Appendix C.3 shows that assumption 5 can microfounded by assuming that agents’
demand slopes κi follow Zipf’s law, with an exponent roughly in the range of 1 to 1.5; the
demand slope of the largest agent is then roughly 40-50% the sum of demand slopes of
the 8 largest agents.
Table 1 shows the inferred values of smax , based on expression (36); smax is estimated
to be in the range of 8%-37% across markets. The analysis underlying the manipulation
1
index in subsection 3.7 implies that contract volume can be on the order of smax
times
underlying volume before manipulation begins to substantially distort price benchmarks.
For relatively competitive markets, such as those for agricultural commodities, livestock
1
and oil, smax is on the order of 10
, so contract volume can be around 10 times underlying
volume before manipulation begins to distort benchmarks substantially. For relatively concentrated markets, such as those for dairy products, base and precious metals, electricity,
and emissions permits, smax is on the order of 15 to 13 , so manipulation could substantially
distort benchmarks even if contract volume is not much larger than underlying volume.

5.3

Benchmark price bias

Table 1 also shows the distribution of long and short open interest across four different
classes of market participants. In many contract markets – in particular, in most agricultural, livestock and metals products – producers and merchants hold net short contract
positions, with short open interest around 20-30% larger than long open interest. Corre39

spondingly, swap dealers and managed money participants are significantly net long in
these categories. In the context of my theory, this suggests that price benchmarks are likely
to be biased downwards in these markets. As I describe in Appendix C.1, producers and
merchants are agents who have commercial uses for the physical underlying commodities:
they are, for example, food or energy producers, warehouse or pipeline operators, and
other agents who regularly trade the underlying asset. As a result, they are likely to have
relatively low costs for trading the underlying asset, and thus high slopes of demand κi .
In contrast, the swap dealer and managed money categories represent primarily financial
participants, who have positions in contract markets but rarely trade the underlying asset.
These participants are likely to have high costs of trading the underlying asset, and thus
low slopes of demand κi .59
My theory predicts that the net effect of manipulation on benchmark prices depends
P
on the si -weighted sum of contract positions across agents, ni=1 si yci ; if contract positions
are correlated with agents’ demand slopes κi , and thus their capacity shares si , then price
benchmarks will be biased towards the contract positions of agents with high capacity
shares. Thus, price benchmarks will tend to be biased downwards at contract settlements
for many of the commodities in the COT data.60

5.4

Discussion

My theory predicts that two factors which influence contract market manipulability are
competitiveness, and correlations between contract positions and capacity shares. This
section uses the CFTC Commitments of Traders reports to show that both factors seem to
vary substantially across contract markets in practice.
A somewhat counterintuitive prediction of this paper is that contract market manipulators are more likely to be commercial users of underlying goods, such as food producers
59 This

conclusion would not necessarily hold if financial participants were on average much larger than
commercial market participants. However, the data does not appear to support this: short and long open
interest are similarly concentrated, and in fact short top 4 shares are somewhat larger than long top 4
shares for a few of the categories in which producers and merchants are substantially net short: corn
and wheat, soybean products, cotton, sugar/cocoa/coffee, and previous metals. This suggests that, if
anything, commercial market participants are larger and more concentrated than financial participants in
these markets.
60 If demand slopes κ are correlated with agents’ types, this implies that assumption 4, that agents’
i
contract position sizes are proportional to their demand slopes, is most likely violated. In practice, this likely
implies that smax is somewhat higher, so manipulation incentives are somewhat larger, than subsection 5.2
suggests.
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or oil pipeline operators, and less likely to be purely financial participants, such as banks
or hedge funds. This is because, in my model, trading the underlying asset is the only
way to move prices, and commercial market participants likely have lower costs of trading
the underlying asset than purely financial participants. There is some qualitative evidence
suggesting that this prediction holds in practice; appendix C.4 describes a number of
recent cases of contract market manipulation, all of which involve parties that would be
characterized as producers and merchants in the COT data. Manipulation cases involving
purely financial market participants seem comparatively rare.
In many contract markets, the CFTC sets limits on the size of contract positions that
speculators can hold. However, position limits do not apply to agents who have bona fide
commercial risks to hedge.61 My theory suggests that commercial market participants
are in fact more likely to manipulate than agents who are pure financial participants,
implying that current position limit policy may not be optimal for reducing contract
market manipulability.62

61 See

the CFTC’s website on Speculative Limits.
CFTC’s stated purpose for speculative position limits is to “protect futures markets from excessive
speculation that can cause unreasonable or unwarranted price fluctuations”; hence position limits do not
exist solely to combat manipulation, although according to my theory they can be an effective tool for doing
so.
62 The
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Table 1: Commitments of Traders reports: commodity futures
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Category
Corn and Wheat
Soybean Products
Cotton
Sugar/Cocoa/Coffee
Livestock
Dairy
Precious Metals
Base Metals
Oil
Natural Gas
Electricity
Lumber
Emissions Permits

Top 4
Long Short
24%
31%
19%
25%
18%
29%
21%
33%
17%
16%
52%
50%
26%
36%
42%
48%
29%
27%
34%
37%
60%
67%
31%
31%
72%
75%

smax
14%
11%
12%
13%
8%
25%
16%
22%
14%
18%
32%
16%
37%

Prod+Merch
Long Short
29%
50%
22%
51%
14%
58%
28%
60%
12%
37%
61%
48%
9%
43%
15%
32%
22%
30%
35%
23%
74%
73%
14%
34%
47%
30%

Swap Dealers
Long Short
19%
3%
18%
3%
33%
8%
20%
8%
24%
3%
3%
3%
18%
27%
27%
6%
28%
28%
27%
43%
20%
22%
16%
0%
10%
40%

Man. Money
Long Short
21%
17%
24%
14%
32%
15%
30%
18%
35%
17%
2%
2%
44%
14%
18%
19%
18%
13%
20%
17%
4%
3%
25%
21%
7%
0%

Other
Long Short
31%
30%
37%
32%
21%
19%
22%
14%
29%
44%
33%
47%
29%
16%
40%
42%
31%
30%
18%
17%
2%
2%
45%
44%
35%
29%

Notes. “Top 4” is the fraction of gross long and short open interest held by the 4 largest market participants, defined
as ql4 and qs4 above. smax is the sum of ql4 and qs4 divided by 4, as in (36). All other columns describe the fraction
of long and short open interest held by different classes of market participants. Open interest percentages add to
100%, separately for longs and shorts, across the 4 categories of market participants: “Prod+Merch”, “Swap Dealers”,
“Man. Money”, and “Other”. I provide descriptions of categories in Appendix C.1. Since the CFTC does not provide a
codebook for subgroup codes, I manually label subgroups in the “Description” column.
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The LBMA Gold Price

In this section, I study the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) gold price benchmark. Subsection 6.1 introduces the LBMA gold price. Subsection 6.2 discusses the
round-level auction data I observe. Subsection 6.3 describes my model for auction participants’ utilities, and subsection 6.4 discusses how I map the dynamic model used to set the
LBMA gold price to my static auction model. Subsection 6.5 discusses the parametrization
and estimation of my model. Subsection 6.6 shows how much benchmark variance would
increase if COMEX gold futures contracts were settled based on the LBMA gold price.
Proofs, robustness checks, and other details are presented in appendix D.

6.1

Background

The LBMA gold price is an important benchmark price for gold, set twice each business
day at 10:30AM and 3:00PM London time. Prior to 2015, the price was set in a private
teleconference auction between five members; this took between 10-15 minutes to conclude,
and data on auction bidding was not made public. In 2014, the five banks involved in
setting the LBMA gold price were accused of manipulation (Reuters Staff, 2014); the
UK Financial Conduct Authority fined Barclays $43.9 million for bidding strategically to
move benchmark prices, in order to avoid paying USD $3.9m to a customer who held a
benchmark-linked option contract FCA (2014). In 2015, the ICE Benchmark Administration
(IBA) took over the administration of the LBMA gold price; IBA moved to an electronic
auction system, allowing more participants to enter, and began publishing detailed
information about bids in intermediate rounds of the auction.
A variety of contracts are settled based on the LBMA gold price. While the popular
COMEX gold futures contract (ticker symbol GC) is physically settled, other exchanges
have introduced cash-settled gold futures and options contracts tied to the LBMA gold
price,63 and some OTC gold derivatives are settled using the LBMA gold price (FCA,
2014). The LBMA gold price is also used by other market participants, such as miners,
central banks, and jewellers, for purposes such as inventory valuation (Aspris et al., 2015).
The LBMA gold price is determined in a multi-round dynamic auction. During each
round, IBA publishes a round price, and participants then have 30 seconds to enter how
much gold they want to buy or sell at the announced price. If the difference between
63 Gold

Futures and Gold Options: Further Information
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buying and selling is within an imbalance threshold – during the time period that my
data covers, usually 10,000oz – the auction concludes. Otherwise, IBA adjusts the price in
the direction of the imbalance in volume between buy and sell orders, and a new round
begins.

6.2

Data

The primary data source I use is the IBA Gold Auction Historical Transparency Reports.64
The data covers daily morning and afternoon auctions; the full dataset covers 1650 auctions
over the period 2015-03-20 to 2018-06-29. Let auctions be indexed by a ∈ {1 . . . A}, and
suppose that auction a lasts for Ra rounds, indexed by r. For each round r of each auction
a, I observe the number of participants, nar , the round price, par , and the total volume of
gold that auction participants wish to buy and sell, respectively bar and bar .
For estimating my model, I filter to auctions with at least 3 rounds, Ra > 3, as I will
estimate slopes of demand by regressing round buy and sell volume on round prices. I
also filter to auctions in which the number of participants nar is constant over the course
of the auction. This reduces the estimation sample to 509 auctions. Table 2 shows features
of my sample and the full dataset. Most auctions have 6-9 participants and conclude in
3-6 rounds. The range of prices between rounds for any given auction is small, relative to
variation in gold prices between auctions: the difference between the highest and lowest
round prices is around $1 USD/oz on average. Approximately 168,000oz of gold is traded
on average in each auction in my estimation sample.
Define the volume imbalance in round r of auction a as the difference between buy and
sell volume, that is:
iar ≡ bar − sar
The auction clearing price, buy and sell volume, and volume imbalance at the final round
Ra of auction a are:
paRa , baRa , saRa , iaRa
Define the total trade volume at the end of the auction as the sum of buy and sell volume:
vaRa = baRa + saRa
64 I

accessed the data at the ICE website.
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For simplicity, when discussing final-round quantities, I will omit the round subscript
Ra ; thus, I will write pa , va , ia to mean the final auction price, trade volume, and volume
imbalance in auction a. Let na represent the number of participants in auction a; this
is uniquely defined within my estimation subsample, since I filter to auctions in which
participation is constant.
Figure 1 shows a plot of volume imbalance against prices; each data point is an auction
round. The x-axis shows par − paRa , the difference between auction prices in round r
and in the final round Ra of auction a. The y-axis shows iar , the difference between buy
and sell volume in round r of auction a. There is a clear decreasing trend: when the
auction round price is higher, auction participants want to sell more and buy less. The
colored lines in the left panel of figure 1 are linear regression lines, separately estimated
for auctions with different numbers of participants na . Auctions with larger numbers
of participants generally have higher slopes of aggregate demand, although the slope
when na = 9 is slightly lower than the slope when na = 8. Thus, the slope of aggregate
auction demand appears to be an increasing but concave function of na . This suggests
that marginal participants add to the slope of aggregate demand, but later marginal
participants contribute less to the demand slope.
The right panel shows total auction volume versus the number of bidders. Unlike
the slope of aggregate demand, volume increases approximately linearly in the number
of bidders. This suggests that, while later participants may contribute little to the slope
of aggregate demand, they have demand shocks of similar size to earlier participants.
Appendix D.1 shows that these stylized facts about the relationship between demand
slope, auction volume, and participant count are robust to controlling for various other
observable features of auctions.
A major weakness of my data is that I only observe the total number of participants,
and aggregate buy and sell volume, rather than data on individual participants’ bids. One
way to deal with this would be to assume that agents are symmetric, and to estimate a
single value of demand slope κ and demand shock variance σ2d for all agents. However,
the fact that the slope of aggregate demand is a concave function of n suggests that there
is some dispersion in agents’ demand slopes; agents who participate less often appear to
have smaller values of κi . Since heterogeneity in agents’ κi values is an important factor
influencing contract market manipulability, I will construct a model that attempts to match
the observed heterogeneity in the data, despite not being able to observe participants’
identities.
45

Figure 1: Gold auction demand slope and volume

Notes. The left plot shows round volume imbalances and prices, for all non-terminal
auction-rounds with na ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9} participants. Each data point is an auction-round; final
rounds are excluded. The x-axis shows the round price par minus the auction clearing
price paRa , in USD/oz. The y-axis shows the round imbalance iar , in thousands of ounces
of gold. The colored lines are predictions from separate linear regressions for each na .
There is a narrow band around iar = 0 with no data points because the auction clears
when |iar | is below 10,000oz. The right plot shows boxplots of total auction volume va ,
versus the number of bidders na participating in the auction.
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Table 2: Gold auction descriptive statistics

Rounds
Participants
Price (USD / oz)
Price range (USD / oz)
Volume (1000 oz)
N

Population mean
3.37
7.38
1236.98
0.79
148.05
1650

Sample mean
SD
P10
P90
4.18 1.52
3
6
7.71 1.26
6
9
1223.35 75.11 1118.23 1327.3
1.06
0.8
0.45
1.91
167.79 85.22
90.39 244.78
509

Notes. Each observation is an auction. The “Populationmean ” column shows the mean
of each variable in the full sample of 1650 auctions, and the “Sample mean” column
shows means within my estimation subsample of 509 auctions. The “SD”, “P10” and “P90”
columns respectively show the standard deviation, 10th percentile, and 90th percentile
values of the variable within my estimation subsample. “Rounds” is the number of rounds
the auction took to complete, Ra . “Participants” is the number of auction participants,
na . “Price” is the auction clearing price, pa . “Price range” is the range of round prices
within each auction, that is, the difference between the highest and lowest round prices.
“Volume” is va , the sum of buy volume and sell volume in the final round of the auction.

6.3

Model

Let N = maxa na be the maximum number of participants across auctions; in my data,
N = 11. I assume that the observed data is generated by auctions between a fixed set of
N = 11 participants, indexed by i, with possibly heterogeneous slopes of demand:
(κ1 . . . κN )
which are fixed over time. I assume agents receive demand shocks, which are normally
distributed with mean 0 and possibly heterogeneous variances:


σ2d1 . . . σ2dN
where the vector of demand shock variances is also fixed over time.
The assumption that there is a fixed set of agents with stable κi is plausible for the
LBMA gold price. There is only a small set of agents who are allowed to participate
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in LBMA gold auctions,65 and the relative sizes of participants are probably relatively
slow-moving over time.
Suppose auction a has na participants; I assume that na is exogeneous to auction
outcomes.66 In auction a, the utility of agent i for purchasing z units of gold, when the
auction clearing price is pab , is:
Uia (z, pab ) = πa z +

yadi z
z2
−
− pab z + pab yaci
κi
2κi

(37)

I assume that demand shocks yadi and contract positions yaci are drawn independently
across auctions, and that all agents’ utility functions are separable across auctions, so
realizations in each auction are independent conditional on agents’ demand slopes and
demand shock variances. πa is the mean value of agents for gold in auction a; this varies
from auction to auction as market prices of gold change. yaci represents i’s contract
position; for estimation, I assume that agents do not hold derivative contracts tied to the
auction price, that is, yaci = 0 in the observed auction data. In the counterfactual exercise
of subsection 6.6, I set the variance of yaci according to COMEX gold futures position
limits.
I assume that agent i’s demand shocks yadi are normally distributed, with mean
0 and variance σ2di . I only observe aggregate volume, so I cannot tell whether certain
auction participants are systematically buyers or sellers of gold across auctions, so I
cannot identify mean demand shocks by agent. Since auction participants are gold dealers,
this assumption is plausible: dealers may be net buyers or sellers of gold in auctions
depending on market conditions. These assumptions will allow me to identify the variance
of agents’ demand shocks by matching total auction trade volume. The estimated size
of demand shocks does not affect my estimates of manipulation-induced benchmark
variance: demand shock-induced variance only provides a comparison point, allowing me
to ask whether manipulation variance is large relative to variance induced by idiosyncratic
differences in participants’ desire to buy or sell gold from auction to auction.
When I observe an auction with na participants, I need to determine which of the
N = 11 agents are participating. The crucial assumption I make is that agents participate
in order: every auction with na participants involves agents i = 1 . . . na . This is almost
65 A

list of participants is available under the “Current Auction Participants” heading at the ICE website.
D.1 shows that the average number of participants has changed over time, and that participation is higher on days where gold price changes are larger, but the core stylized facts documented in figure
1 survive controlling for time trends and the size of gold price innovations.
66 Appendix
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surely violated in practice; however, while stylized, this allows the model to rationalize
the observation that, from figure 1, the slope of demand is a concave function of na . The
model rationalizes this by inferring that demand slopes κi are decreasing in i; that is,
“later” marginal participants have lower slopes of demand. This is a simple approximate
way to capture heterogeneity in agents’ demand slopes.67
Given these assumptions, the model predicts bid curves and equilibrium prices in each
auction as follows. For any na , we can calculate the unique equilibrium bids between na
agents with demand slopes (κ1 . . . κna ), by numerically solving for the exact equilibrium
expressions in proposition 2.68 Equilibrium in auction a is then described by a vector of
bid slopes, (ba1 . . . bana ), such that bid curves are:
zDi (p; yci , ydi ) =

bai
bai
yadi + P
yaci − bai (p − π)
κi
j6=i baj

(38)

and the auction clearing price pa is:
pa − πa = Pn

1

i=1 bai

6.4

" n "
X bai

bai
yadi + P
yaci
κi
j6=i baj

i=1

##
(39)

The LBMA dynamic auction

The LBMA gold auction differs from the baseline auction model in section 3: rather than
a static demand function submission game, it is a dynamic game, in which agents are
allowed to submit bids for multiple prices until a approximate market-clearing price is
found. In appendix D.2, I construct a simple model of the dynamic auction; I show that
there exists an equilibrium in which agents play exactly the linear equilibrium strategies
described in subsection 3 in the asymmetric case, announcing their equilibrium demand
zDi (par ) when the round price is par . This equilibrium may not be unique, but I assume
67 In

a richer model in which each auction with na participants may involve a different set of participants,
aggregate demand slopes for auctions with na = 6 will differ depending on the particular set of participants.
Thus, my estimated demand slope κna probably capture, roughly speaking, the difference between the
average size of participants between auctions with na and na − 1 agents. This likely matches agents’ sizes on
average, but somewhat underestimates the dispersion of demand slopes κi . This in fact has an ambiguous
effect on the predicted magnitude of manipulation incentives – if agents’ κi values are more disperse than
my estimated model suggests, “bigger” agents manipulate more and “smaller” agents manipulate less, so
the effect on net manipulation is unclear.
68 Specifically, for any vector κ . . . κ
na , expression (12) can be solved numerically to find the unique
1
equilibrium value of the aggregate demand slope B, and this can be plugged into expressions (9) and (11)
to find equilibrium bid curves.
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that agents are playing according to this equilibrium.
Assumption 6. Agents in the dynamic auction game play strategies corresponding to proposition
2 in the baseline model.
Under assumption 6, agents’ bids in intermediate rounds of the auction reflect their
equilibrium demand functions in the baseline model. This justifies interpreting the left
panel of figure 1 as a plot of the aution aggregate demand curve. In other words, the
volume imbalance during intermediate rounds of the auction should be equal to aggregate
demand:
n
n
X
X
bai
iar =
zDi (par , yadi ) =
yadi
− (par − πa ) bai
(40)
κi
i=1

i=1

This immediately implies that, for two rounds r and r0 within the same auction, we have:
iar − iar0 =

n
X

!
bai

(par − par0 )

(41)

i=1

P
Thus, I can measure the slope of aggregate auction demand, Ba ≡ ni=1 bai using any
auction a with at least two rounds. In any auction with more rounds, the slope of
aggregate demand is overidentified; I estimate the slope of demand B̂a for auction a as
the negative of the coefficient from regressing volume imbalance on prices:
P Ta
B̂a ≡ −


(pat − p̄a )
i
−
ī
at
a
t=1
P Ta
t=1 (pat − p̄a )

(42)

In appendix D.3, I provide some evidence that assumption 6 is violated in the data.
Both buy and sell volume is lower in early rounds of the auction than later rounds,
suggesting that agents are shading bids more in earlier rounds. However, appendix D.3
also shows that the slope of demand estimated using only late-round bids, which likely
have less shading than early round bids, is quantitatively similar to the slope of demand
estimated using all rounds; thus, violations of assumption 6 hopefully have relatively
small quantitative effects on results.

6.5

Parametrization and estimation

The unknowns in the model are the vectors of agents’ demand slopes κ1 . . . κN and
demand shock variances σ2d1 . . . σ2dN . The moments that I fit are the average estimated
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auction demand slopes in expression (42), and auction volumes va , for different numbers
of auction participants na . For any choice of κ1 . . . κN and σ2d1 . . . σ2dN , for any na , I can
numerically solve for the unique equilibrium vector of bid slopes bia using proposition 2,
and thus predict the slope of aggregate demand Ba and total volume va .
In the data, I never observe auctions with less than 4 participants or more than 11.
Thus, the model is underidentified; I only have 8 observations of average demand slope
and volume, corresponding to na ∈ {4, 5 . . . 11}, and there are 11 parameters κi , σ2di to
estimate. To solve this issue, I simply constrain κi and σ2di to be equal for the first four
participants, i ∈ {1 . . . 4}.69 I also apply some parametric smoothing in fitting the model:

I assume that log (κi ) and log σ2di are second-order polynomials in i,70 and I optimize
over polynomial coefficients to minimize the distance between model-predicted and data
moments.
Appendices D.4 and D.5 describe further details of moment matching. The left panel
of figure 2 shows the average auction slope B̂a from the data for each na , along with
predicted bid slopes from the estimated model. The right panel shows the estimated
slopes of demand, κi . The blue line in the left panel shows that, as noted in the left panel
of figure 1, the slope of aggregate demand is an increasing but concave function of the
number of participants. As a result, the estimated κi values are decreasing; κ1 is over 10
times as large as κ7 . In the data, the mean slope of aggregate demand B̂a actually begins
to decrease in na for na > 8. This cannot be rationalized in my model; nonetheless, the
model-predicted values of Ba lie within the 95% pointwise confidence interval for the
mean of B̂a in the data.
The left panel of figure 3 shows average actual volume va for each n, together with
volume predicted from the estimated model. The right panel shows the estimated sizes
of demand shocks, σ2di . In the data, volume is increasing close to linearly in na . As a
result, I infer that demand shocks for marginal participants have similar sizes; that is,
σ2di is relatively similar for different values of i, as seen in the right plot. Again, the
model-predicted values for volume lie within the pointwise 95% confidence intervals for
the mean of va in the data.
69 This

is a crude way to extrapolate, but my results about the size of manipulation- and demand
shock-induced variance seem to be robust to different ways to extrapolate; extrapolating by extending
the second-order polynomial to i ∈ {1 . . . 4} does not substantially affect my estimates for counterfactual
manipulation-induced benchmark variance.
70 The logs enforce the constraint that κ and σ2 are positive.
i
di
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Figure 2: Gold auction demand slope and estimated κi values

Notes. The left plot shows the average slope of demand estimated from the data, B̂a , for
each n in blue, and the model-predicted slope of aggregate auction demand B̂ (n; θκ )
for each n in red. The dotted lines represents 95% pointwise confidence intervals for
the mean of B̂a in the data. The right plot shows the values κi as a function of i. The
dotted lines show pointwise 95% confidence intervals for the estimated κi values from a
nonparametric bootstrap with 200 repetitions.
Figure 3: Gold auction volume and estimated

q

σ2di values

Notes. The left plot shows average volume in the data, va , for each n in blue, and the
model-predicted volume v̂ (n; θκ , θd ) for each n in red. The dotted lines represents 95%
pointwise
q confidence intervals for the mean of va in the data. The right plot shows the
σ2di as a function of i. The dotted lines show pointwise 95% confidence intervals
q
for the estimated σ2di values from a nonparametric bootstrap with 200 repetitions.

values
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6.6

Manipulation-induced benchmark variance with cash-settled gold
futures

The goal of this section is to estimate, if CME gold futures contracts were settled based on
the LBMA gold price, how much manipulation would increase the variance of the LBMA
gold price. Taking the variance of expression (39), we have:71






X
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1


Var (pa − πa ) = Pn

2 
( i=1 bai )  i=1 
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b2ai σ2ci

(43)

Manipulation

This is close to the expression for benchmark price variance, expression (17) in section 3,
but uses the exact equilibrium expressions of proposition 2 rather than the approximation
of proposition 3. Similarly to expression (17), this decomposes variance in the LBMA gold
price around πa into components attributable to demand shocks and manipulation.
In order to estimate manipulation variance using expression (43), I must take a stance
on the distribution of agents’ contract positions. I assume that agents hold normally
2 72
distributed contract positions, with
q mean 0 and some variance σci . I set the standard

deviation of contract positions, σ2ci , equal to 150,000 oz, half the CME gold futures
position limit.73 Since mean trade volume in each auction is only around 168,000oz
across all auction participants, these contract positions are large relative to the volume of
gold traded in auctions.74 As a comparison point for manipulation-induced benchmark
variance, I also calculate the size of innovations in gold prices from auction to auction: the
standard deviation of first differences of pa in the full sample of 1,650 auctions is $7.08
71 Since

I assume that both demand shocks and contract positions are mean 0, the mean of pa will be
equal to πa , so benchmarks will not be biased. Separately, there is an additional component of benchmark
price variance caused by the fact that the auction clears with some nonzero imbalance, |iaTa | 6 10, 000oz.
However, this component turns out to be approximately 100 times smaller than the demand shock and
manipulation components of variance, so I do not show it in table 3.
72 The assumption that contract positions have mean 0 is plausible because auction participants are gold
dealers, and thus may be long or short gold contracts depending on market conditions.
73 Position limits can be found on the CME website; the contract position limit is 3000, and each contract
represents 100oz of gold.
74 In dollar terms, a 1SD contract position is worth approximately $150 million in exposure to gold.
However, the maintainence margin requirement for gold futures contracts is only $3,100 USD per contract,
so entering into a 1SD contract position only requires a relatively small $4.65 million USD margin payment.
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USD/oz.75
Table 3 shows results. The second column of table 3 shows that the standard deviation
of shocks induced by manipulation ranges from $1.372 to $2.694 USD/oz. This is small
compared to the standard deviation of gold price innovations; the ratio of manipulation
to innovation variance, shown in the third column of table 3, ranges from 3.7% to 14.5%,
for different values of na . We can also compare the sizes of manipulation and demand
shock-induced variance; the SD of demand-shock variance, reported in the fourth column,
is between $1.151-$1.373 USD/oz. The fifth column calculates the ratio of manipulation
variance to total variance from manipulation and demand shocks: manipulation variance
ranges from 50.0-81.4% of total variance. Thus, settling COMEX gold futures based on
the LBMA gold price would increase the variance of the LBMA gold price around 2-4
times. Moreover, column 7 shows that total benchmark variance is a small fraction of the
variance in gold price innovations for all values of na .
The main takeaway from this section is thus that the LBMA gold price could be used to
settle gold futures contracts, without manipulation causing large increases in benchmark
variance. There are a number of reasons why manipulation-induced benchmark variance
could be even lower than my analysis suggests. First, using the LBMA gold price to settle
contracts would attract increased entry into auctions, both from manipulators attempting
to profit by moving prices, and from non-manipulative arbitrageurs who profit from
arbitrage when manipulators move prices. I study a simple model of costly entry into
auctions, demonstrating that manipulation creates incentives for entry, in section 4 of the
online appendix. Second, since gold futures contract settlement dates are only precise
up to calendar months, rather than settling contracts using a single auction, multiple
auctions within a month could be aggregated to produce a less manipulable benchmark.
In appendix D.7, I show that an aggregated benchmark averaging prices of all auctions
within a month would be much less vulnerable to manipulation than a single auction.
75 Using

the sample of all 1650 auctions, the gold price series pa does not reject the null (p-value 0.3825)
in an augmented Dickey-Fuller test against the hypothesis that the series is stationary. Moreover, an AR(10)
regression of first-differences of pa has no significant coefficients at the 5% level, suggesting that the series
pa is close to a random walk. pa does not have uniformly sized increments: the standard deviation of price
differences from afternoon to morning auctions is $1.92 USD/oz larger than the SD of differences from
morning to afternoon auctions, but I disregard this difference in the following analysis.
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Table 3: Components of gold auction price variance

na
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Manip var
Manip var
T otal var
Demand SD
Manip SD
Innov var
T otal var
Innov var
2.694 (0.388) 14.5% (3.98%) 1.287 (0.209) 81.4% (2.71%) 17.8% (4.86%)
1.799 (0.107)
6.4% (0.79%) 1.182 (0.122) 69.9% (3.08%) 9.2% (1.27%)
1.502 (0.086)
4.5% (0.56%) 1.151 (0.071) 63.0% (4.06%) 7.1% (0.58%)
1.406 (0.141)
3.9% (0.86%) 1.159 (0.049) 59.6% (5.01%) 6.6% (0.86%)
1.379 (0.169)
3.8% (1.00%) 1.185 (0.040) 57.5% (5.53%) 6.6% (1.04%)
1.373 (0.180)
3.8% (1.05%) 1.223 (0.038) 55.8% (5.84%) 6.7% (1.11%)
1.372 (0.185)
3.7% (1.07%) 1.278 (0.070) 53.5% (6.48%) 7.0% (1.17%)
1.372 (0.187)
3.7% (1.08%) 1.373 (0.281) 50.0% (9.88%) 7.5% (2.33%)

Notes. Components of gold auction price variance, in units of USD/oz. Values in
parentheses are standard errors from a nonparametric bootstrap with 200 repetitions.
“Manip SD” is the square root of manipulation variance, calculated using expression
Var
(43). Manip
Innov Var is the ratio of manipulation variance to innovation variance, which is
$7.08 USD/oz. “Demand SD” is the square root of demand variance, calculated using
Var
expression (43). Manip
T otal Var is the ratio of manipulation variance to the sum of manipulation
T otal Var
plus demand variance. Innov
Var is the ratio of total (manipulation plus demand) variance
to innovation variance. All SD numbers are in units of USD/oz.
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7

Redesigning the CBOE VIX

In this section, building on the theory of section 4, I design a manipulation-consistent
weighting scheme for aggregating S&P500 (SPX) option prices to calculate the VIX volatility
index. I show that my manipulation-consistent estimator improves substantially on the
VIX formula currently used by CBOE.
Subsection 7.1 describes background on the CBOE VIX. Subsection 7.2 discusses
the data I use. Subsection 7.3 describes my model for the fundamental option price
function πt (k), that is, the integrand of the integral that VIX is designed to estimate,
t
and the vector of observed option prices pH
t , for each date t. Subsection 7.4 describes
t
the parametrization and estimation of the model for πt (k) and pH
t . Subsection 7.5
discusses how I use Bayesian quadrature to generate price weighting schemes sensitive to
manipulation-induced noise. Subsection 7.6 shows the price weighting schemes generates,
and subsection 7.7 shows how much my weighting scheme improves on the current
formula used by CBOE to calculate the VIX.
7.0.1

Notation and terminology

In this section, I will often need to refer separately to the function p (k), the vector
(p (k1 ) . . . p (kH )) of values of p (·) at a length-H collection of strike prices {k1 . . . kh . . . kH },
and square and rectangular matrices of variances and covariances of the vector of values of
p (·). Functions will be denoted in regular case, π (k). Vectors will be denoted in bold, as
t
in pH
t . Subscripts will represent time, and superscripts represent the length of the vector;
for example, the vector of prices p observed at time t on a length-Ht grid of points will
Ht
t
be denoted pH
t . Vector indexing will be denoted by parentheses, so pt (h) is element
t
h of the vector π. I will often refer to vectors of prices pH
t on a length-Ht grid of strike
t
prices {kt1 . . . ktHt }; with some abuse of notation, I will use pH
t (kth ) to mean element h of
t
the vector pH
t , corresponding to the price of the option at strike price kth . The transpose
of a vector φ is denoted φT or (φ)T . I omit superscripts occasionally when there is no
ambiguity about the length of a vector.
Matrices will be denoted by Σ. Matrix subscripts denote time and the role that the
matrix plays; for example, Σmanip,t denotes the time-t covariance matrix of manipulationt
induced noise. Superscripts will denote column and row counts; I will write ΣH
t for
t
a square matrix observed at time t with Ht rows and columns, and ΣG,H
for a matrix
t
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observed at time t with G rows and Ht columns. The row i, column j element of a matrix
t
(i, j).
is denoted ΣG,H
t
Throughout, I use “at the money” and “out of money” with respect to forward prices;
thus, a near-the-money option has strike price Kt approximately equal to the forward
price Ft , or the ratio kt ≡ KFtt ≈ 1, and a far-out-of-money option has kt much larger or
smaller than 1.

7.1

Background

The Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility Index, or VIX, is a measure of
month-ahead volatility implied by the prices of S&P 500 options. It is based on a weighted
sum of prices of out-of-money SPX options. Intuitively, the price of options is higher when
market participants expect the S&P 500 to be more volatile. Technically, the VIX formula
is based on the fact that that variance swaps can be replicated using options; specifically, a
portfolio whose return is equal to the risk-neutral expectation of the variance of the return
on the S&P 500 can be constructed by buying an infinite number of out-of-money options,
with portfolio weights inversely proportional to the square of the option strike price.76
This result holds so long as the price of the underlying security evolves continuously,
hence the VIX formula measures the variance of the underlying process under much more
general assumptions than, for example, Black-Scholes implied volatilities. In 2004, CBOE
introduced cash-settled VIX futures contracts, and in 2006 CBOE introduced VIX options.
VIX derivatives are now widely traded; open interest in VIX futures in most months of
2017 and 2018 peaked at over 200,000 contracts, which represents over $3 billion dollars
of exposure to VIX.77
The value of VIX for determining contract payments is calculated based on exchange
opening auctions prices of S&P 500 options 30 days from expiration. The VIX is calculated
using a Riemann sum over option prices, essentially assuming that all option prices
are observed noiselessly; CBOE uses all observed out-of-money option prices in VIX
calculation, until it reaches two consecutive options with no bids. This implies that the
VIX settlement formula often assigns high weight to far-out-of-money options, which
76 Demeterfi

et al. (1999) discuss the theory of volatility and variance swaps, the CBOE VIX White Paper
discusses the current VIX calculation methodology in detail, and Carr and Wu (2006) compares the current
VIX methodology to the original methodology based on implied volatilities of close-to-the-money options.
77 The mean value of the VIX is around 16.8, and the contract multiplier for VIX futures contracts is
$1000USD.
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are very thinly traded, and thus in principle prone to manipulation. Griffin and Shams
(2018) show that far-out-of-money SPX options are heavily traded on VIX settlement dates,
roughly proportionally to their weight in VIX calculation, suggesting that agents are
attempting to move the VIX settlement value with their trades and influence VIX contract
payoffs. In April 2018, the VIX spiked upwards on the contract settlement date, caused
by a large bid for far-out-of-money put options.78 A whistleblower has also claimed
that VIX has been manipulated (Louis and Gammeltoft, 2018), and an investigation of
manipulation is ongoing.

7.2
7.2.1

Data
Option prices and variance swaps

Suppose we observe put and call option prices for the S&P500 at a continuum of strike
prices, without noise from manipulation or demand shocks. Let Ft represent the time t
forward price of the underlying S&P500 index, and let Ct (K) and Pt (K) represent prices
of put and call options at strike price K. Let Ot (K) represent the price of the out-of-money
option at strike price K, that is:

C (K)
t
Ot (K) =
P (K)
t

K > Ft
K < Ft

I will estimate volatility using exchange closing prices of options a day before VIX
settlement dates; the time to maturity of these options is T = 30.718
365 years, or somewhat
79
less than 31 days. Let rt represent the 31-day interest rate at date t. I first normalize all
option prices and strike prices by the forward index level. Thus, define:
k≡

K
Ot (Ft k)
, ot (k) ≡
Ft
Ft

(44)

Define the normalized option prices:
πt (k) =

2 T rt ot (k)
e
T
k2

78 Odd

(45)

Spike in Wall Street Fear Gauge Awakens Manipulation Debate
Metrics reports SPX option closing prices, at 3:15pm the day before VIX settlement. VIX
settlement occurs at 8:30am, exactly 30 days before SPX option settlement. There are 17.25 hours
between
 30.718
1
3:15pm and 8:30am, so the time to maturity of SPX options in my dataset is 365
30 + 17.25
≈
24
365 .
79 Option
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Since k is the strike price normalized by the forward price, the function πt (k) can be
compared across dates with different levels of the forward price Ft . If the risk-neutral
distribution of SPX returns is unchanged, the function πt (k) observed at normalized
strike price k should likewise be unchanged. Appendix E.1 follows Carr and Wu (2006) to
show that the risk-neutral expectation S&P500 return variance, the quantity that VIX2 is
designed to estimate, is:
ˆ
Vt2

∞

πt (k) dk

=

(46)

0

Thus, Vt2 is simply an integral over out-of-money option prices ot (k), adjusted by strike
prices, interest rates, and time to expiration, using expression (45). The CBOE VIX is
designed to estimate Vt2 .80 There are two difficulties in estimating Vt2 from observed
t
option prices. First, on any given date t, we can only observe a finite-length vector pH
t of
t
option prices, at a finite number of strike prices. Second, observed option prices pH
t are
not the fundamental option prices πt (k), but are subject to noise from demand shocks
and manipulation.
7.2.2

t
Observed option price vectors pH
t

The main data source I use is Option Metrics data on daily SPX option closing prices prices
and trade volume, from 2010-05-18 to 2017-12-19. I restrict my sample to monthly SPX
options 31 days before expiration; this is to avoid using option prices on VIX settlement
dates, since Griffin and Shams (2018) provides evidence that SPX option prices are
manipulated at VIX settlement. I also use Option Metrics data on the daily zero coupon
yield curve to get 31-day interest rates rt .
Let t index the 92 dates at which we observe option prices. For each date t option,
the time to maturity is T = 30.718
365 , in units of years. On each date t, we observe vectors of
Ht
t
prices of call options Ct (Kh ) and PH
t (Kh ), at strike prices Kh on a size Ht grid of strike
prices, Kt1 . . . KtHt . Observed prices may be subject to noise from demand shocks and
manipulation. As I describe in appendix E.4, for each date t, I estimate forward prices
Ht
t
F̃t from option prices CH
t and Pt using put-call parity. This allows me to calculate the
80 A

minor difference to my definition is that CBOE uses option prices exactly 30 days before expiration,
but as the definition of πt (k) normalizes by time to maturity, this only affects the integral in (46) through
the term structure of volatility, which is likely to have small effects at short time spans.
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t
vector of out-of-money option prices OH
t :


CHt (K )
th
t
Ht
Ot (Kth ) =
H
P t (K )
th

t

Kh > F̃t
Kh < F̃t

t
As in expression (44), I first normalize all strike prices Kh and option prices OH
t (Kth ) by
the option-implied forward price F̃t :

kth

t
Kth
OH
Ht
t (Kth )
(k
)
≡
, ot
th =
F̃t
F̃t

(47)

Then, following expression (45), I further normalize option prices by interest rates,
expiration dates, and the squared normalized strike price. I will call the observed
Ht
t
vector of normalized option prices pH
t , where the kth element of pt is defined as:
t
pH
t (kth ) =

t
2 T rt oH
t (kth )
e
T
k2th

(48)

t
The observed normalized option prices pH
t (kth ) can differ from the fundamental prices
πt (kth ) because of demand shocks and manipulation; I will describe my model of πt (kth )
t
and pH
t (kth ) in subsection 7.3 below.

Since far-out-of-money option prices are not always observed, I will approximate
expression (46) using:
ˆ
Vt2

1.1

πt (k) dk

=

(49)

0.6

t
Thus, I will discard all observed option prices pH
t (kth ) with normalized strike prices
kth < 0.6 and kth > 1.1, that is, with normalized strike prices lower than 0.6× or greater
than 1.1× the option-implied forward price F̃t . My final estimation sample consists of
14,984 observed option prices at 92 dates. The average number of option prices I observe
on each date is 163, with maximum 221 and minimum 103.81 Further details about the
dataset and my cleaning steps are available in appendix E.2.
t
Figure 4 plots the observed vectors of prices, pH
t , for all 92 dates, highlighting in color
t
the observations from January of each year from 2011 to 2017. The values of pH
t (kth )

81 The

number of prices per day varies over time because the average spacing between strike prices at
which SPX options are traded decreases over the sample time period.
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at different strike prices kth tend to move upwards and downwards together. However,
t
there are small but noticeable differences in the shape of pH
t at different times. For
t
example, pH
t in January of 2012 is low near k = 1, but is somewhat higher for low
t
and high of k than pH
t in 2013 and 2014; this suggests that market participants in 2012
assigned somewhat higher probability to large jumps in the price of the underlying.
t
Another observation is that the pH
t vectors are not perfectly smooth in the strike price k –
especially in the tails, there is some noticeable waviness in the functions, which appears
to be localized to one or a few strike prices. This can be rationalized in the context of my
model as noise in prices induced by demand shocks, which are independent across strike
prices.
The goal of the benchmark designer is to estimate Vt2 , defined in expression (49), using
t
the vector of observed prices pH
t . The CBOE VIX estimates 100 times the square root of
Vt2 ; since the integral (49) is linear in prices, I will attempt to construct benchmarks that
estimate Vt2 , rather than its square root. I will also consider only benchmarks which are
affine functions of option prices. Thus, I consider benchmarks Pb which estimate Vt2 as
defined in expression (49), characterized by some constant C and a vector of submarket
82
t
weights φH
t , such that:
Pb = C +

Ht
X

Ht
t
φH
t (kth ) pt (kth )

(50)

h=1

In vector notation, this is:


T
Ht
t
Pb = C + φt
pH
t

2
t
The benchmark designer’s problem is to choose C and φH
t to estimate the Vt integral,
t
expression (49), given the fact that option prices pH
t are observed only at a fininte number
of points, and are subject to noise from demand shocks and manipulation.

7.3

Model

In subsection 7.3.1, I model the fundamental option price function πt (k) as a Gaussian
process; this is a flexible statistical model of prices, which is agnostic to the underlying
82 Note

that I allow weights φt (k) to differ by date. As I discuss below, CBOE’s current weights, which
are based on the Riemann sum formula, also vary by date, as they depend on the spacing between SPX
options at VIX settlement date, which varies over time.
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Figure 4: Distribution of observed option prices

t
Notes. Each lines is an observation of pH
t on a single date t, with the normalized strike
t
price on the x-axis. Colored lines are observations of pH
t in January of the year indicated
on the legend.

t
economic process generating πt (k). In subsection 7.3.2, I model pH
t as determined in an
t
auction between symmetric agents, so that pH
t (kth ) is equal to πt (kth ) plus noise from
demand shocks and manipulation.

7.3.1

Fundamental option price function πt (k)

Figure 4 suggests that option prices at different strikes are very correlated, but also that the
mean and variance of option prices depends on the normalized strike price k. Thus, I need
a model of the fundamental option price process πt (k) which can match these features
of the data. Instead of imposing an economic model on option prices, I use a flexible
nonparametric statistical model for πt (k). I assume that πt (k) is a Gaussian process: the
function πt (k) is a random variable, independently drawn over dates t, with the property
H
H
that the vector πH
t = πt (k1 ) . . . πt (kH ) of values of πt (k) observed at any finite set of
points {k1 . . . kh . . . kH }, follows a multivariate normal distribution. The mean of πt (k) is
Ht
Ht
t
some function µ (k), and the covariance matrix of the vector πH
t = πt (k1 ) . . . πt (kH ) is
described by some covariance function Cov (kh , kh0 ), which may depends on strike prices
Ht
Ht
0
t
kh and kh0 . Let ΣH
π,t be the covariance matrix of π ; the (h, h ) element of Σπ,t is:
t
ΣH
π,t

(kh − kh0 )2
h, h = Cov (kh , kh0 ) = σπ (kh ) σπ (kh0 ) exp −
2l2

0
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!
(51)

This is a valid covariance function, since Rasmussen and Williams (2005, pg. 95) shows
that a rescaling of a covariance function is another covariance function. In the Gaussian
process literature, the function
(kh − kh0 )2
exp −
2l2

!
(52)

is called the squared exponential covariance function. I multiply this by scaling functions
σπ (kh ) σπ (kh0 ) which depend on the strike prices kh , kh0 , to fit the observation in figure
t
4 that the variance of pH
t (kth ) is higher for values of kth closer to 1. σπ (k) can be
interpreted as a “signal variance” function – if σπ (k) is high at a given strike price k, then
πt (k) has high variance at k, and thus strike price k contributes substantially to variance
in the Vt2 integral, expression (49). Benchmarks should thus assign high weight to strike
prices with high σπ (k) relative to noise.
The correlation term in expression (51), that is, expression (52), implies that πt (k) , πt (k0 )
are correlated when k, k0 are close; that is, options at close strike prices have correlated
prices. The “length-scale” parameter l determines the decay rate of these price correlations.
If l is large, covariances decay slowly in the difference between strike prices (kh − kh0 )2 ,
so option prices across the entire range of strikes tend to move together. If l is small,
covariances decay quickly in (kh − kh0 )2 , hence innovations in πt (k) are more localized.
The primary technical motivation for modelling option prices as Gaussian processes is
that this leads to a particularly simple noise-sensitive integration procedure; as I discuss in
subsection 7.5 below, posterior inference for integrals of Gaussian processes with noisily
observed inputs reduces to a simple set of OLS-like matrix equations, which produces
quadrature rules which are affine in option prices. The cost of this analytical simplicity is
that Gaussian processes are an unrealistic model of option prices. I do not impose any
economic restrictions on prices; under the Gaussian process model, option prices may be
nonconvex in strike prices, or they may even be negative. Moreover, the Gaussian process
model forces the marginal distribution of option prices at any given strike price to be
normal; in practice, figure 4 suggests that the distribution of option prices is noticeably
skewed upwards. In principle, it may be possible to preserve some of the analytical
simplicity of the Gaussian process model while imposing theory-implied restrictions on
option price functions, but I leave this to future work.83
83 Rasmussen

and Williams (2005) discusses the use and theoretical underpinnings of Gaussian processes
in detail. My model also disregards the possibility of intertemporal correlation in πt (k). In principle, a fully
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7.3.2

t
Observed option price vector pH
t

At each date t, we observe option prices at an exogeneous grid of normalized strike prices,
k1 . . . kth . . . ktHt . While the model of the fundamental option prices πt (k) is particular
t
to the VIX setting, I model observed prices pH
t (kth ) essentially identically to the model
of section 4. For each strike price kth , there are n − 1 regular traders indexed by i. If a
84
t
regular trader purchases zt (kth ) options at price pH
t (kth ), her utility is:


z2
ytdi (kth ) zt (kth )
Ht
t
−
− pH
Ureg pt (kth ) , zt (kth ) = πt (kth ) zt (kth ) +
t (kth ) z (kth )
κ (kth )
2κ (kth )
(53)
As in the analysis of aggregated benchmarks in section 4, I assume that demand shocks
ytdi (kth ) are normally distributed, with mean 0, and uncorrelated across strike prices.
There is a single manipulator, i = 1, holding ytc contracts, with monetary payment
Pb ytc .85 I assume that the manipulator’s contract position ytc is normally distributed,
with mean 0 and variance σ2c . The manipulator’s utility is the sum of utilities across
options at all strike prices, plus her contract payoffs:


Ht
Umanip pt (kth ) , z (kt1 ) . . . z (ktHt ) =
" H
#
X
z2
ytd1 (kth ) z (kth )
t
πt (kth ) z (kth ) +
−
− pH
t (kth ) z (kth ) +
κ (kth )
2κ (kth )
h=1
#
"
Ht
X
Ht
Ht
φt (kth ) pt (kth ) (54)
ytc C +
h=1

Pn
t
(k
)
where ȳH
=
th
i=1 ytdi (kth ) is the sum over all agents’ demand shocks in the subdt
t
market at strike price kth . Thus, the observed option price pH
t (kth ) differs from the
Bayesian estimate of πt (k) should incorporate all prior information about πt (k); VIX is autocorrelated at
the monthly frequency, so the value of VIX at time t − 1 is informative about the value of VIX today. I ignore
autocorrelation, deriving the Bayesian posterior mean of Vt2 as if observations of πt (k) were independent
over time. I ignore intertemporal correlations partially for analytical simplicity, but also because we wish
to construct a point-in-time estimator of volatility. Using a fully Bayesian estimator which accounts for
intertemporal correlations in VIX would mechanically smooth the benchmark over time, which may be
practically undesirable.
84 I represent z (k ) , y
t
th
tdi (kth ) , κ (kth ) in regular case, so they can be interpreted as functions, though
the distinction between functions and vectors here is unimportant, as these expressions are never observed.
They are only needed to derive the expression for observed prices, expression (55).
85 Since agents are symmetric, the contract position of the manipulator could also be thought of as the
net contract position across all market participants, in a richer model where all agents are allowed to hold
contracts and manipulate.
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fundamental option price πt (kth ) at strike kth because of demand shocks and manipulation. Solving for equilibrium is isomorphic to the analysis of aggregated benchmarks in
section 4; in appendix E.3, I show that the equilibrium option price at strike kth is:
t
pH
t

t
ȳH
dt (kth )

(kth ) = πt (kth ) +

nκHt (k )
| t {z th }

+

t
φH
t (kth )

ytc , h ∈ {1 . . . Ht }
t
(kth )
n (n − 2) κH
t
|
{z
}

Demand Shocks

(55)

Manipulation

Expression (55) implies that errors in prices generated by demand shocks and manipulat
tion will have different covariance structures. Letting ΣH
demand,t represent the covariance
matrix of the demand shock term in expression (55); I assume that the h, h0 element of
t
ΣH
demand,t is:
"
t
ΣH
demand,t


0

h, h ≡ Cov

t
ȳH
dt (kth )

t
ȳH
dt (kth0 )

#

,
= δhh0 σ2d (k)
Ht
t
0
)
(k
(k
)
nκH
nκ
th
th
t
t

t
δhh0 is the delta function, equal to 1 if h = h0 and equal to 0 otherwise; thus, ΣH
demand,t
is a diagonal matrix. σ2d (k) is a flexible function which determines how the variance
of demand shocks depends on the strike price k. In the gold application of section
6, I estimated σ2d (k) using data on total auction volume; since I do not observe agents’
behavior in the VIX settlement auctions of SPX options, I do not use the same identification
strategy here. Instead, I identify demand shocks relying entirely on the assumption that
demand shocks are independent across strike prices. In practice, the estimated value of
σ2d (k) is very low across the entire range of strike prices; thus, essentially all variation in
the observed data is attributed to changes in πt (k).

Manipulation, in contrast to demand shocks, induces errors which are perfectly
t
correlated across strike prices. Letting ΣH
manip,t represent the covariance matrix of the
t
manipulation error term in expression (55), the h, h0 element of ΣH
manip,t is:
"
t
ΣH
manip,t h, h ≡ Cov


0

t
φH
t (kth )
t
n (n − 2) κH
t (kth )

ytc ,

#

t
φH
t (kth )

ytc =
t
n (n − 2) κH
t (kth )
!
!
Ht
t
0
(k
)
(k
)
1
φH
φ
th
th
t
t

n2 (n − 2)2

t
κH
t

t
(kth ) κH
t

(kth0 )

σ2c

As shown in section 4, manipulation noise is thus larger at strike prices with higher weight
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t
φH
t (kth ), since the manipulator preferentially trades in submarkets with higher weights,
t
and at strike prices lower slopes of demand κH
t (kth ), since the manipulator’s trades
move prices more. Manipulation noise is also influenced by submarket competitiveness;
however, I do not have data on the number of participants in each submarket, so I must
assume that n is equal across submarkets.

Ht
t
The dependence of ΣH
manip,t on the submarket weight vector φt creates a fixed-point
Ht
t
problem: given some manipulation noise matrix ΣH
manip,t , if we choose φt optimally to
trade off signal and noise across submarkets, this affects agents’ manipulation decisions,
t
and thus changes the manipulation noise structure ΣH
manip,t . I discuss this further in
t
subsection 7.5; essentially, I will require the weight vector φH
t to be consistent with the
t
manipulation noise structure ΣH
manip,t that it induces.
t
All terms on the RHS of expression (55) for the price vector pH
t (kth ) are normal;
t
hence, for any date t, the vector pH
t (kth ) is a finite-dimensional multivariate normal
random variable, with covariance matrix:

Ht
Ht
Ht
t
ΣH
p,t = Σπ,t + Σdemand,t + Σmanip,t

(56)

This implies that the parameters
µ (k) , σπ (k) , σ2d (k) , l
t
of the Gaussian process for πt (k) and pH
t (kth ) can be estimated from the observed price
t
vectors pH
t (kth ) using maximum likelihood.

Since I use SPX option prices 31 days before maturity, observed option prices should
t
be unaffected by manipulation; thus, the observed price vectors pH
t should reflect only
variation in πt and demand shocks. My estimation strategy is thus essentially the same as
that of section 6: I estimate parameters of the model using data where there should be no
manipulation, then use the estimated parameters to counterfactually predict the amount
by which manipulation would increase benchmark variance for any conjectured size of
contract positions σ2c .

7.4

Parametrization and estimation

The data I use is significantly less detailed than the gold auction data used in section 6, so
I need to impose two important simplifying assumptions. First, as discussed in subsection
66

7.3.2, I do not observe the number or size of participants, so I assume that agents are
symmetric, and set n = 10 for all strike prices. Some of the most competitive contract
markets in the CFTC Commitments of Traders data in section 3 have approximately
1
smax = 10
, so this is plausibly a high estimate. Second, I do not observe data on VIX
t
auctions at settlement, so I measure slopes of demand κH
t (kth ) using limit order book
quote data, as if it were auction data. It is known in the empirical market microstructure
literature that using limit order book quote data tends to overestimate price impact.86
The parameters of the model are:
2
t
µ (k) , σπ (k) , σ2d (k) , l, κH
t (kth ) , σc

In subsection 7.4.1, I discuss maximum likelihood estimation of the Gaussian process
parameters
µ (k) , σπ (k) , σ2d (k) , l
t
using observed option prices pH
t . In subsection 7.4.2, I discuss estimation of demand
t
slopes κH
t (kth ) using best bid and ask prices and volumes. In subsection 7.4.3, I discuss
estimation of contract position size σ2c using data on open interest in VIX futures at
expiration. Further details on estimation are available in various subsections of appendix
E.

7.4.1

Maximum likelihood estimation of Gaussian process parameters

The unknowns of the Gaussian process model for the fundamental option price function
t
πt (k) and the observed option price vectors pH
t , are the mean function, µ (k), the
covariance scaling function σπ (k), the demand shock noise scaling function σ2d (·), and
t
the covariance length-scale parameter l. Since I use option prices pH
t measured 31 days
before expiration, my measurements are a day before VIX settlement dates, so option
prices should reflect only demand shocks and not manipulation. Thus, the covariance
t
matrix of the price vector pH
t is:

Ht
Ht
t
ΣH
p,t = Σπ,t + Σdemand,t
86 If

actual bidding data from VIX settlement auctions were available, I could instead use bidding data to
estimate agents’ slopes of demand for options, as I do in section 6.
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I model the functions µ (k) , σπ (k) , σ2d (·) using b-splines and i-splines; I describe the
parametrization of the model in detail in appendix E.5. Let θµ , θπ , θd respectively
represent the spline parameters for µ (k) , σπ (k) and σ2d (k), and let Θ = θµ , θπ , θd , l
t
represent the full vector of parameters characterizing the Gaussian process for pH
t and
πt (k). Any given set of parameters Θ determines the functions µ (k) , σπ (k) and σ2d (k),
t
which then determines predicted means µHt and covariance matrices ΣH
p,t for the vector
Ht
t
pH
t on any date t. Since pt is multivariate normal, I can thus calculate the likelihood
Ht
Ht
Ht
t
of any pH
t given µ , Σp,t , and I can fit Θ to the observed vectors of prices pt using
maximum likelihood. I derive the Gaussian process log likelihood function in appendix
E.6, and I discuss numerical details of optimization in appendix E.7.
Figure 5 shows the estimated µ (k) function, in black. The green lines show the 95%
pointwise Bayesian credible intervals:
q
t
µ (k) ± 2 ΣH
p,t (k, k)
This captures where the function values should fall 95% of the time. The model fits the
data fairly well, with the caveats that observed option prices have positive skew and are
always nonnegative; both of these facts cannot be rationalized in the Gaussian process
model. The estimated signal variance function σπ (k) scales roughly proportionately
with the mean function µ (k), being large near k = 1 and small for further values of k,
where the normalized price πt (k) is also lower. This implies that most of the variation
in the Vt2 integral – that is, most of the “signal” value in option prices – comes from
close-to-the-money options, with k close to 1.
The estimated value of l is 0.0425. In comparison, the average spacing between options
is approximately 0.003; thus, the price of a given option is correlated fairly strongly with
approximately 10 neighboring options. This is intuitive, given that observed option price
surfaces are smooth. This implies that, for the purposes of estimating the integral of
πt (k), options at close strike prices are strongly correlated and contain similar information
about volatility, so manipulability can be decreased by downweighting options with low
liquidity and increasing weights on neighboring options to compensate.
The estimated demand shock variance, σ2d (k), is very small, only approximately 2%
of the variance in πt (k) across strike prices. As I discuss in subsection 7.4, I estimate
σ2d (k) relying on the strong assumption that demand shocks are independent across
strike prices; the result is that σ2d (k) rationalizes the small amount of non-smoothness in
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Figure 5: Gaussian process model fit

t
Notes. As in figure 4, each of the 92 gray lines is an observation of pH
t qon a single date t.

t
The black line is the function µ (k) and the green lines are µ (k) ± 2 ΣH
p,t (k, k); that is,
they are pointwise intervals that pt (k) should fall into approximately 95% of the time.

observed option prices pt (k), visible in figure 4. The exercise of comparing manipulation
to demand variance is thus not very meaningful in this setting, as demand variance is
negligible, and as I will show, manipulation variance is substantial.
7.4.2

t
Estimating demand slopes κH
t (kth )

I use iVolatility data on minute-level bid and ask price and volume, for all VIX settlement
87 In the application to gold in section 6, I
t
dates in 2016 and 2017, to estimate κH
t (kth ).
observe auction bids, hence I can estimate the slope of aggregate demand directly using
bidding data. I do not have SPX opening auction data, hence cannot apply a similar
t
approach here. Instead, I estimate κH
t (kth ) using top-of-book bid and ask prices and
volumes, as if they represented auction data. For each option on each trading day 31
days before VIX expiration, I calculate the average bid plus ask volume, and the volumeweighted average bid-ask spread, through the course of the trading day; I treat these as
if they were observations of the aggregate demand curve in an auction between n = 10
symmetric participants, allowing me to use their ratio to measure the slope of aggregate
demand at strike kth . This is likely to underestimate the slope of aggregate demand and
87 The

iVolatility data goes further back, but estimated demand slopes are very low in 2015 and earlier
dates, suggesting data issues; thus I focus on 2016 and 2017.
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Figure 6: Estimated demand slopes

t
Notes. Estimated slope of demand κH
dt (kth ) versus strike price kth for the single date
2017-09-19. Details of estimation are discussed in appendix E.8.

thus overestimate price impact, since market depth implied by limit order book quotes
tends to be lower than market depth implied by other methods, such as price impact
regressions (Hasbrouck, 2007, ch. 9).
t
Further details of κH
t (kth ) estimation are described in appendix E.8. Figure 6 shows
t
the estimated κH
t (kth ) vector, for the date 2017-09-19. The function is relatively nonst
mooth; as the two dotted red lines show, κH
t (kth ) is discontinuously higher at roundnumber strike prices. This seems to be because because market participants to favor
trading round-number strike prices, so bid-ask spreads are lower and bid and ask volume
is higher at round-number strike prices. Another observation is that estimated aggregate
demand slopes are in fact lower for close-to-the-money options, with k near 1, compared
to options with strike prices somewhat further from 1. As appendix E.8 shows, this is
because average prices of close-to-the-money options, with k ≈ 1, are much higher than
those of far-out-of-money options; while bid-ask spreads in percentage terms are much
smaller for close-to-the-money options, bid-ask spreads in dollar terms are actually higher,
t
so I infer the slope of demand κH
t (kth ) to be somewhat lower for close-to-the-money
options.
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7.4.3

Estimating VIX position size

Unlike gold futures contracts, there is no position limit for VIX futures contracts.88 I
will instead calibrate contract position size σ2c using data on VIX futures open interest
on VIX settlement dates. The CBOE website has data on VIX futures open interest on
settlement dates from January 2016 to December 2017; I set the standard deviation of
p
the manipulator’s contract positions, σ2c equal to 10% of VIX futures open interest at
settlement. Since VIX contracts are based on 100 times the square root of the Vt2 , and since
contract multipliers for SPX options and VIX futures differ, there are a number of steps
required to convert VIX futures contract positions into contracts on the price benchmark
Pb ; I describe details of the conversion in appendix E.9. The result is that I set:
q
σ2c = 14, 450, 248

7.5

Posterior inference on the Vt2 integral

t
Any vector of observed prices pH
t , together with the Gaussian process prior for πt (k),
generates a posterior distribution over the function πt (k). A natural class of estimators
for the integral Vt2 is the expectation of the integral in expression (49) over the posterior
for πt (k); that is,
"ˆ
#
1.1
t
E
πt (k) dk | pH
(57)
t

0.6

In the literature, the problem of estimating the integral of a Gaussian process posterior
is referred to as a Bayesian quadrature problem. I briefly discuss background and related
literature on Bayesian quadrature in appendix E.10. Expression (57) appears to be a
complex object, but because the integral is a linear operator, the expectation of the integral
t
is simply the integral of the posterior expectation of πt (k) given pH
t ; that is:
"ˆ

1.1

E
0.6

ˆ

#
πt (k) dk |

t
pH
t

1.1

=
0.6

h
i
t
E πt (k) | pH
dk
t

(58)

The posterior expectation can then be estimated on a grid of points using standard
Bayesian inference formulas, and then the RHS of expression (58) can be approximated
88 As

discussed in the VIX futures Contract Specifications, market participants who hold large contract
positions are subject to position accountability requirements, but not to explicit position limits.
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using a Riemann sum. Fix a uniformly spaced grid of evaluation points {k1 . . . kG } on the
interval [0.6, 1.1], and define the sum vector:
G

S ≡



1.1 − 0.6
G



1G

In appendix E.11, I show that the Riemann sum approximation for posterior integral
expression (57) on the grid {k1 . . . kG } takes the following form:
"ˆ

1.1

E
0.6

#
t
πt (k) dk | pH
≈
t


 T 

−1

−1
G,Ht
G,Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
G
G
Ht
S
µ − Σπp,t Σp,t
µ + Σπp,t Σp,t
pt
(59)
G,Ht
G
t
where Σπp,t
is a rectangular matrix of covariances of pH
t , πt , with elements:

t
ΣG,H
πp,t

(kth − kg )2
(g, h) = σπ (kth ) σπ (kg ) exp −
2l2

!

Expression (59) can be interpreted as follows. The right term in brackets in expression
(59),

−1

−1
G,Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
t
t
µG − ΣG,H
Σ
µ
+
Σ
Σ
pH
πp,t
p,t
πp,t
p,t
t
h
i
Ht
G
calculates the posterior expectation vector E πt | pt
on the grid G, and the sum

−1
T
Ht
t
vector SG takes the Riemann sum over the posterior mean. The matrix ΣG,H
Σ
πp,t
p,t
t
multiplying pH
is a Bayesian linear regression
projection
matrix, which determines
t
h
i
H
t
t
how much the posterior mean vector E πG
is updated, given pH
t | pt
t . Since the

−1
Ht
Ht
t
matrix ΣH
contains
information
about
noise
in
observations
of
p
,
the
inverse
Σ
p,t
t
p,t
t
lowers the projection weights on values of pH
are noisily observed. The terms
t which

−1
h
i
G,Ht
Ht shrink the estimate of E πG | pHt towards the prior mean
t
µG − Σπp,t
ΣH
µ
t
p,t
t
function, µ (k).

Expression (59) is an affine function of submarket prices, so it falls in the class of
estimators described by expression (50) above. The submarket weights are the coefficient
t
vector on pH
t in expression (59), which is:
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T  T 
−1 
G,Ht
Ht
Ht
G
Σπp,t Σp,t
φt
= S

(60)

Expression (60) describes Bayesian quadrature weights for any fixed variance structure
t
ΣH
p,t . However, Bayesian quadrature under manipulation is a fixed-point problem. The
Ht
t
submarket weight vector φH
t depends on the covariance structure of pt , Σp,t , through
t
expression (60); simultaneously, φH
t itself affects the extent of manipulation, changing
t
the covariance structure ΣH
p,t , through expression (56). I define manipulation-consistent
t
Bayesian quadrature weights as a weight vector φH
t which simultaneously satisfies both
conditions.
t
Definition 4. A vector of weights φH
are manipulation-consistent Bayesian quadrature
t
t
weights, together with covariance structure ΣH
p,t , if they satisfy:


T  T 

−1 
G,Ht
Ht
Ht
G
φt
= S
Σπp,t Σp,t

t
ΣH
p,t

(kth − kth0 )2
h, h = σπ (kth ) σπ (kth0 ) exp −
2l2

0

δhh0 σ2d (kth ) +

(61)

!
+

t
φH
t (kth )
t
n (n − 2) κH
t (kth )

!

t
φH
t (kth0 )
t
n (n − 2) κH
t (kth0 )

!
σ2c (62)

t
In words, Definition 4 says that weights φH
t must be the correct Bayesian quadrature
t
weights under the covariance structure ΣH
p,t that they induce. For any given collection of
t
primitives, I numerically find a vector of weights φH
t which satisfied Definition 4. Details
of the solution algorithm are discussed in appendix E.12. I could not prove that there is a
t
unique vector φH
t which satisfies expressions (61) and (62) of Definition 4 for any given
t
primitives, but in practice, for the parameter settings I use, the final value of φH
t does
not seem to be affected by the choice of starting point.

7.6

Estimated Bayesian quadrature weights

I calculate manipulation-consistent Bayesian quadrature weights for all dates in 2016
and 2017. For simplicity, I will henceforth refer to manipulation-consistent Bayesian
quadrature weights simply as “Bayesian quadrature weights” or “BQ weights”. To
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illustrate the qualitative behavior of these weights, figure 7 shows estimated quadrature
weights on 2017-09-19. Bayesian quadrature weights depend on contract position size,
p
σ2c ; I calculate three sets of weights for each date. First, I assume σ2c = 0, so there is no
p
manipulation. Second, I set σ2c = 1, 445, 024.8, which is 10% of the calibrated standard
deviation of contract positions from subsection 7.4.3, to generate weights which reflect
relatively low levels of manipulation; this serves to illustrate how the Bayesian quadrature
methodology works under relatively low levels of manipulation-induced noise. Third, I
p
set σ2c = 14, 450, 248, which is the full calibrated standard deviation of contract positions.
The top panel of figure 7 shows the two main drivers of BQ weights. The purple
t
line, labelled “signal variance”, shows the diagonal elements of the ΣH
π,t matrix, or the
marginal variance of the πt (k) as a function of k. Signal variance is highest at near-themoney strike prices, k ≈ 1, and decreases rapidly for far-out-of-money options, with k
far away from 1. Intuitively, this is because, from figure 4, the variance in normalized
t
option prices pH
t (kth ) is higher for options with strike prices kth close to 1. Optimal
benchmark weights should thus be higher for strike prices k close to 1, as these are
most informative about the Vt2 integral. The blue line shows the vector of estimated
t
demand slopes, κH
t (kth ), at different strike prices. Manipulation-induced price variance
is lower at strike pries with higher demand slopes, so manipulation-consistent benchmark
weights should be higher at these strike prices. Thus, we expect manipulation-consistent
benchmark weights to be correlated with both the blue and purple lines in the top panel
of figure 4.
The bottom panel of figure 7 plots four different sets of quadrature weights. The
blue line shows quadrature weights calculated using the CBOE VIX formula, which
approximates the integral in expression (46) using a Riemann sum:
2 RT X o (kth )
e
∆kth
T
k2th

(63)

i

where ∆kth is the average distance between strike price kth and its immediate neighbords.
The CBOE weights are not smooth because spacing between strike prices is uneven, so
the Riemann sum formula (63) assigns higher weight to options with further neighboring
strike prices. Options with normalized strike prices prices far away from 1 are spaced
further apart, so the CBOE VIX weights are in fact higher for far-out-of-money options.
Thus, the CBOE VIX estimator is highly vulnerable to manipulation because it assigns
high benchmark weight to many options with low signal value and high manipulation
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variance.
The red line shows Bayesian quadrature weights in the absence of manipulation; I
will refer to these as “no-manipulation BQ weights”. BQ weights roughly have the same
shape and magnitude as the CBOE VIX weights, suggesting that the BQ methodology
is not artificially distorting quadrature weights. The main difference is that BQ weights
are smoother than Riemann sum weights; this is because the estimated Gaussian process
length-scale parameter l is relatively large, implying that the function πt (p) is smooth,
so prices of close options will be highly correlated, and thus it is not necessary for the
weight vector to vary at high frequency.
p
The yellow line shows BQ weights when σ2c is set to 1, 445, 024.8, 10% of the full
calibrated size of contract positions, to illustrate how BQ weights behave when manipulation variance is relatively low. These weights are less smooth than no-manipulation BQ
weights, and put low weight at values of k far away from 1. Looking at the top panels of
t
figure 4, the 10% BQ weights are strongly correlated with the vector κH
t (kth ); as expected,
manipulation-sensitive weights are higher for strike prices with higher slopes of demand.
p
The green line shows BQ weights, setting σ2c to 14, 450, 248, which is 100% of its
calibrated value. These weights resemble the 10% BQ weights, but assign much lower
mass to values of k far away from 1.89 Figure 7 thus shows that Bayesian quadrature
qualitatively behaves as we would expect a noise-sensitive weighting rule to behave.
In the absence of noise, BQ weights are very similar to Riemann sum weights. When
manipulation noise is taken into account, BQ weights are correlated with both the blue
and purple lines in the top panel of figure 4: they are higher at strike prices with high
signal value and high demand slopes.

7.7

Signal and manipulation variance under alternative volatility estimators

t
For any weight vector φH
t , I can calculate total variance in the resultant benchmark Pb ,
and decompose it into components attributable to signal variance – that is, shifts in the

89 Since

the BQ estimator is Bayesian, the low weights do not imply that prices at these strike prices are
biased towards 0 – the estimator effectively “shrinks” prices at these strikes towards the historical prior
level of prices. Bayesian shrinkage allows the estimator to adjust sensitivity to options at different strikes,
without systematically biasing Pb upwards or downwards relative to Vt2 ; Pb is always biased, but it is
biased towards the historical prior value of Vt2 .
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Figure 7: Signal variance, demand slopes, and benchmark weights

Notes. Both plots show quantities for a single date, 2017-09-19. The top panel shows signal
t
variance, which is the diagonal of the ΣH
π,t matrix, and the estimated slope of demand
t
κH
t (kth ). Both series are normalized so the maximum value is equal to 1. The bottom
panel shows different sets of quadrature weights. “CBOE” (blue) represents Riemann
sum weights, calculated using expression (63). “BQ, No manip” (red) represents Bayesian
quadrature weights
assuming no manipulation, so σ2c = 0. The yellow line represents BQ
p
weights for σ2c = 1, 445, 024.8, 10% of thep
full calibrated size of contract positions, and
the green line represents BQ weights for σ2c = 14, 450, 248, the full calibrated size of
contract positions.
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fundamental option price function πt (k) – and manipulation-induced noise.90 Specifically,
from expressions (50) and (56), benchmark variance is:

T

T

T
Ht Ht
Ht
Ht H t
Ht
Ht
t
t
Var (Pb ) = φH
Σ
φ
=
φ
Σ
φ
+
φ
ΣH
t
p,t t
t
π,t t
t
manip,t φt
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Signal

(64)

Manipulation


T
Ht
Ht
t
The “signal” term, φt
ΣH
π,t φt , measures how sensitive the benchmark Pb is is to
movements in πt (k). Since Bayesian estimators shrink estimates towards the prior, the
signal variance is lower under a Bayesian estimator than under a non-Bayesian estimator

T
Ht
t
t
such as the actual VIX. The “manipulation” term, φH
ΣH
t
manip,t φt , measures the
amount of variance in Pb caused by manipulation. We wish to design volatility estimators
which have high signal variance and low manipulation variance.
Table 4 shows the size of the two components of variance, under three different sets
of weights: the CBOE weights, no-manipulation BQ weights, and 100% BQ weights.91
I average signal and manipulation variance over 21 settlement dates, dropping 3 dates
where manipulation variance is unusually high.92
Under CBOE weights, shown in the first row of the table, the square root of signal
variance is approximately 1, and the square root of manipulation variance is approximately
4.74. Manipulation variance is thus 2254% of signal variance; that is, under my parameter
estimates, the vast majority of variance in the CBOE VIX is predicted to be caused by
manipulation. Under the no-manipulation BQ weights, shown in the second row of the
table, results are similar – signal variance is essentially the same as under the CBOE
weights, and manipulation variance is even larger.
Under the manipulation-consistent BQ weights, shown in the third row, signal sensitivity decreases approximately 30%, to 68.8% of the original signal variance under CBOE
weights; however, manipulation variance decreases approximately 140 times, to only 16%
of signal variance under CBOE weights. Thus, a simple redesign of the CBOE VIX, assigning less weight to far-out-of money options, can dramatically reduce the manipulability of
VIX, while preserving most of its signal sensitivity.
90 Under

my estimates, demand shocks are negligible, so I disregard demand shock variance in the
following analysis.
91 The 10% BQ weights are only calculated for illustrative purposes, and I do not show them in table 4.
92 This does not substantially affect results – my estimator improves the signal-to-noise ratio even more if
outlier dates are included in estimation.
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Table 4: Signal and manipulation variance under different benchmark weights

Type
CBOE VIX
BQ, No manip
BQ, Manipulation

Signal SD
1.00
1.00
0.83

Sig var
CBOE sig var

Manip SD
100.0%
4.74
100.1%
5.45
68.8%
0.40

Manip var
CBOE sig var

2254%
2978%
16%

Notes. Rows describe which weight vector is being used. Column 1 shows the standard
deviation of signal variance, the square root of the left term in expression (64), for each of
the three weight vectors. Column 2 shows the ratio of signal variance under the given
weight vector to signal variance under CBOE weights (the square of the first row of the
first column). Column 3 shows the standard deviation of manipulation variance, the
square root of the right term in expression (64). Column 4 shows the ratio of manipulation
variance to CBOE-weights signal variance – that is, the ratio of the square of the third
column to the square of the first row of the first column. All quantities are calculated
as averages of values for all dates from 2016-2017, excluding three outlier dates where
manipulation variance is unusually high.

8
8.1

Discussion
Additional theoretical results

The online appendix contains a number of additional theoretical extensions of my
results, generalizing and extending some of the qualitative intuitions in the main text.
Section 1 of the online appendix shows that proposition 1, which shows that the passκ
through of contract positions into bid curves is κ+d
, approximately generalizes to arbitrary
smooth nonlinear utility and residual supply functions. I then show how utility functions
and manipulation incentives can be nonparametrically estimated using auction bidding
data. Section 2 of the online appendix endogenizes agents’ contract positions, assuming
that agents have exogeneously determined exposures to π, and hedge against uncertainty
in π by writing contracts based on auction prices. I show how manipulation decreases
welfare by reducing the effectiveness of auction prices for hedging, as well as decreasing
allocative efficiency in the auction.
Section 3 of the online appendix shows that, if agents’ values are interdependent
rather than private, agents will shade bids more in equilibrium; this decreases the
slope of residual supply and increases manipulation incentives. However, as the size
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of contract positions increases, the extent of adverse selection decreases, increasing the
slope of residual supply and decreasing manipulation incentives. Section 4 of the online
appendix endogenizes agents’ decisions to participate in auctions; I show that increasing
contract volume can in fact decrease benchmark variance by increasing auction entry,
both from manipulators and non-manipulators. Section 5 of the online appendix shows
that manipulation incentives are higher when agents collude; colluding agents’ bids
are influenced more by each unit of contract they collectively hold, since each bidder
internalize the effects of prices on all other bidders’ contract positions.

8.2

Mechanisms for benchmark setting

This paper uses uniform-price double auctions as a reduced-form model of price
benchmarks. A natural question is the extent to which these results apply to other
benchmark-setting mechanisms. Some benchmarks, such as VIX and the LBMA gold
price discussed in this paper, are determined using actual auctions. Derivative contracts
for many equity indices are also settled based on exchange opening or closing auction
prices.93 Other benchmark-setting mechanisms may produce outcomes similar to uniformprice double auctions. The WM/Reuters FX fixing94 and the ISDAFIX interest rate swap
benchmark95 (now the ICE swap rate) are set using exchange prices within a few minutes;
if agents submitted fixed bid curves at the start of the fixing period and do not adjust
bids through the course of the auction, outcomes will coincide with static uniform-price
double auction outcomes.96 Some benchmarks for commodities such as oil and gas are set
using volume-weighted average prices in specific geographical locations, over relatively
short time spans; if the underlying goods are relatively homogeneous, market outcomes
can be approximated by supply function competition between dealers (Klemperer and
Meyer, 1989), which is equivalent to a uniform-price double auction.
Other benchmarks are less well approximated by auctions. Some benchmarks are based
on trades of underlying assets in markets with large search or transportation frictions. For
example, the CME Feeder Cattle Index is based on US-wide cattle trade prices; the price of
cattle traded in New York on any given day may differ substantially from the price of cattle
93 Understanding

the Special Opening Quotation (SOQ)
FX Benchmarks
95 ICE Swap Rate
96 Since the WM/Reuters fixing period is only a few minutes long, there is likely little arrival of information
during the fixing, and thus no fundamental reason for participants to change their bids over time. However,
there may be strategic reasons to adjust bids dynamically; Du and Zhu (2017) argue that the frequency of
auctions does in fact affect market outcomes even in the absence of information arrival.
94 WM/Reuters
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traded in California. Other markets may have nontrivial network structure; a number
of recent papers analyze trading networks with central dealers trading with peripheral
counterparties (Wang, 2016; Duffie and Wang, 2016). In these markets, the ability of
different agents to influence price benchmarks may vary depending on their network
positions and resultant bargaining power. Other benchmarks are not based on prices of
verifiable trades, but rely on market participants to self-report trades or potential trades;
for example, LIBOR is based on banks’ announcements of their borrowing costs,97 and
some natural gas benchmarks are based on reports of trades which are rarely verified.98
Such benchmarks can be manipulated without trading the underlying asset, as agents
can simply make reports to move benchmarks in the desired direction. Auctions are
potentially a reasonable model for market structures in which the primary distortion is
market power. Settings in which there are significant frictions other than market power,
such as search frictions, network structure, or concerns about trade falsification, are less
well-approximated by my model.
One possible normative interpretation of my results is that auctions are a robust way
to determine price benchmarks for contract settlement, and thus should be used more
broadly. The analysis of this paper shows that prices from competitive auctions can be
used to settle large volumes of derivative contracts, even if they induce relatively small
volumes of trade in underlying assets. Auctions have a number of other practical benefits.
They are anonymous, so any offer to buy or sell can be taken up by any other agent, so
agents cannot distort benchmarks by trading at artificially high or low prices with favored
counterparties. They are straightforwards to run; unlike average price benchmarks, they
do not require costly infrastructure to track all trades, and thus cannot be manipulated by
trade falsification, as is common in markets with average price benchmarks.99 Regulators
could in principle encourage broader use of auctions for benchmark setting; even assets
which are usually traded in OTC markets, such as gold, could be traded in periodic
auctions in order to determine benchmark prices. However, I have not formally compared
auctions to other mechanisms in this paper, so these benefits are still conjectural; future
work is needed to formally evaluate the benefits and flaws of different mechanisms for
97 ICE

LIBOR
Press Release 5409-07
99 As an example, the CFTC brought charges against many companies for false reporting of natural gas
trades to price index compilers; see CFTC Press Release 5300-07.
98 CFTC
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setting price benchmarks.

8.3

Applications and extensions

My results could be used to analyze other settings in which market prices are used
as benchmarks for contract settlement. Duffie (2018a), Duffie (2018b), and Zhu (2018)
have proposed using a double auction to determine the conversion rate between LIBOR
and SOFR, and to allow agents to contract to convert LIBOR to SOFR at the auction rate.
Contracts written on the auction price give agents incentives to manipulate the auction;
however, the results of this paper show that large volumes of contracts can be settled
based on small volumes of realized auction trade, so long as slopes of demand are high
and the auction is competitive.
There are some derivative contract markets for which the underlying benchmark is
not a market price. Credit default swaps are contracts with payouts linked to whether a
debtor defaults on her obligation; thus the underlying is not a market with well-defined
asset prices, but the whether a single debtor is able to remain solvent. Recently, there
have been a number of cases of CDS manipulation, in which funds holding CDS contracts
on a given firm’s debt extends credit to the firm, with the condition that the firm must
make nominally late payments on their debt. This technically causes the firm to default
on its debt, triggering the payout on the CDS contract (Levine, 2017). Another example is
sports betting, in which the underlying is a sports contest: match fixing can be thought of
as manipulation by bribing athletes to underperform. In prediction markets, derivative
contracts are written on events such as the weather,100 election results, and even terrorist
attacks and assassinations,101 all of which are in principle manipulable.
My results show that futures contracts written on market prices are fairly difficult to
manipulate; it is not clear that contracts based on other underlying events are similarly
robust. The cost of bribing a single athlete to throw a match, or to orchestrate a terrorist
attack to profit on bets made in prediction markets, does not clearly decrease as the
number of competing manipulators becomes large. Roughly speaking, the robustness of
markets as underlying events seems to arise from the a kind of “smoothness” property
which allows competition to mitigate manipulation – any purchases made by one agent to
raise prices can be counteracted by sales made by other agents. Other underlying events
seem not to have this property, and an interesting direction for future research would be
100 US

Monthly Weather Cooling Degree Day (CDD) Contract Specs
Amid furor, Pentagon kills terrorism futures market

101 CNN:
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to identify broader classes of underlying events for which competition can mitigate the
effects of manipulation.

9

Conclusion
“Market power is a structural issue to be remedied, not by behavioral prohibitions”
– 114 FERC ¶61,165

Contract market manipulation is a result of market power in underlying markets, and
it should be regulated using a primarily structural approach. Imperfectly competitive
industries are not regulated by prosecuting firms on a case-by-case basis for pricing above
marginal cost; regulators instead aim to maintain sufficiently high levels of industry
competition that the market disciplines firms’ day-to-day pricing behavior, without the
need for case-by-case regulatory intervention. It is an empirical question whether a given
market is sufficiently concentrated to merit regulatory intervention, and economists have
developed quantitative models of equilibrium outcomes under imperfect competition to
predict the likely impacts of market power in any given setting. Simple metrics such
as top 4 shares and Herfindahl-Hirschman indices can be used as first-pass, diagnostic
indicators to monitor industry competitiveness. If an industry is concentrated enough
to warrant further analysis and possible policy intervention, more precise methods, such
as differentiated-product demand systems, can be used to predict firm markups and
welfare losses from market power. These metrics and methods are crucial for informing
the application of policy tools, such as blocking mergers and forcing divestitures, for
structurally controlling industry competitiveness.
Regulators have many tools for controlling the structure of derivative contract markets,
but lack theory-based metrics and methods for quantifying contract market manipulability.
The unique two-layered architecture of derivative contract markets precludes the use of
standard measures of industry competitiveness. Derivative contract markets tend to be
much larger than underlying markets, so a naive approach limiting contract markets to
the size of underlying markets would effectively regulate all markets out of existence.
What is needed is a theoretical framework which allows derivative contract markets to be
much larger than underlying markets, but which can tell when contract markets are too
large.
This paper attempts to construct such a framework. I show that manipulation incentives are small in competitive markets, so contract markets can be much larger than
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underlying markets without creating unduly large incentives for manipulation, but they
cannot be too large. The theory is quantitatively precise: agents’ manipulation incentives
in equilibrium are approximately equal to their capacity shares, which can be estimated
or approximated in many markets. I develop a simple manipulation index, which can be
calculated using very limited data on contract markets; roughly speaking, the manipula1
tion index implies that contract markets can be order smax
times as large as underlying
markets before manipulation begins to substantially increase benchmark variance. The
manipulation index can play a role similar to that of the Herfindahl-Hirschman index in
antitrust: it is a simple metric which, while imperfect, can be used as a diagnostic tool to
find markets which may be vulnerable to manipulation. I also show that manipulationinduced bias and variance in price benchmarks can be estimated using data on agents’
demand slopes and contract positions; these can also be measured or approximated by
regulators in many contract markets. This paper has used these tools to study a number
of empirical settings; a natural direction for further research is to apply these tools to
predict the size of manipulation-induced distortions in other contract markets.
I do not take a stance on how regulators should optimally intervene in manipulable
contract markets; I cannot address this question, as I do not explicitly model the welfare
effects of contract markets in this paper. A natural question would be to determine the
welfare-optimal way to limit manipulation in contract markets, and to see whether this is
well-approximated by existing tools such as contract position limits. Another limitation of
this paper is that I take a comparative statics approach, measuring manipulation-induced
distortions fixing the set of market participants and the distribution of their contract
positions. This approach is appropriate for determining whether regulators should
intervene in a market given current equilibrium outcomes. However, regulation also has
long-run effects as agents enter and markets evolve in response to policy interventions, and
modelling the dynamic evolution of contract markets may be important for understanding
these longer-term effects.
These are important directions for future work, but are beyond the scope of the current
paper. This paper constructs metrics and methods to quantify the manipulability of
derivative contract markets; it is hoped that these metrics can be used as the basis for
a structural, theory-based approach to regulating manipulation in derivative contract
markets.
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Appendix
A

Supplementary material for section 3

A.1

Proof of proposition 1

Assume residual supply is:
zRSi (p, η) = di (p − π) + ηi
Define p∗ (η) as the optimal choice of p for any given ηi , that is:
p∗ (ηi ) ≡ arg max Ui (zRSi (p, ηi ) , p; ydi , yci )
p

= arg max πzRSi (p, ηi ) +
p

ydi zRSi (p, ηi ) zRSi (p, ηi )2
−
+ yci p − zRSi (p, ηi ) p
κi
2κi

Since zRSi (p, η) is affine and increasing in p, the objective function concave in p, thus
the first-order condition is necessary and sufficient for p∗ (ηi ) to be optimal. Taking the
derivative with respect to p and setting to 0, and using that z0RSi (p, ηi ) = di , we have:
ydi di zRS (p∗ (ηi ) , ηi )
−
di + yci − zRS (p∗ (ηi ) , ηi ) − (p∗ (ηi ) − π) di = 0
κi
κi

(65)

Hence, any pair (p∗ (ηi ) , zRS (p∗ (ηi ) , ηi )) – that is, any point (p, z) which is the agent’s
optimal choice for some ηi – satisfies (65). Hence, the unique bid curve which passes
through the set of all ex-post optimal points is the curve implicitly defined by (65). Solving
for zRS (p∗ (ηi ) , ηi ), we get expression (6) of proposition 1.

A.2

Proof of proposition 2

This proof is taken, with minor notational modifications, from Appendix A.4 of Du and
Zhu (2012); I reproduce the proof here for completeness.
We seek a vector of demand and residual supply slopes bi which satisfy the following
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equations for all i:
di =

X

bi = B − bi

(66)

di κi
κi + di

(67)

j6=i

bi =
Rearranging, we have:

bi κi + bi di = di κi
di (κi − bi ) = bi κi
di =

bi κi
κi − bi

(68)

Combining (66) and (68), we have:
X

bj − bi =

j

Defining B ≡

P

j bj ,

bi κi
κi − bi

we have
(κi − bi ) (B − bi ) = bi κi

This has two solutions:
bi =

q
B + 2κi ± B2 + 4κ2i
2

In order for B > bi , we must pick:

bi =

2κi + B −

q

B2 + 4κ2i

2

(69)

This is (11) of proposition 2. B must satisfy:

B=

X
j

bj =

n
X

q
2κi + B − B2 + 4κ2i
2

i=1

(70)

q
By multiplying the top and bottom of the RHS by 2κi + B + B2 + 4κ2i and simplifying,
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this becomes:
B=

n
X
i=1

Or,


B −1 +

n
X
i=1

2κi B
q
2κi + B + B2 + 4κ2i


2κi
=0
q
2
2
2κi + B + B + 4κi

Now, define
f (B) = −1 +

n
X
i=1

(71)

2κi
q
2κi + B + B2 + 4κ2i

In order for B to solve (71) when B > 0, we need f (B) = 0. Now, f (0) > 0, f (B) → −1
as B → ∞, and f0 (B) < 0 for B > 0. Hence, f (B) = 0 at some unique B, hence there is a
unique value of B which solves (71), and thus there is a unique linear equilibrium for any
demand slopes κ1 . . . κn .
From proposition 1, we have that best-response demand functions are:
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) =
Substituting bi =

κi di
κi +di ,

di
κi
κi di
(p − π)
ydi +
yci −
κi + di
κi + di
κi + di

(72)

bi
bi
ydi + yci − bi (p − π)
di
κi

(73)

we have:

zDi (p; ydi , yci ) =
Now di =

P

j6=i bi ,

so (73) is the same as (9).

To find benchmark prices, sum demand and equate to 0:
n
X
i=1

"

#
bi
bi
ydi + yci P
− (pb − π) bi = 0
κi
j6=i bj

Solving for the benchmark price pb , we have:
1

pb − π = Pn

i=1 bi

" n "
X bi ydi
i=1

proving (10).
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κi

bi yci
+P
j6=i bj

##

A.3

Proof of proposition 3

Fix κ1 . . . κN , and let

maxi κi
smax = Pn
i=1 κi

In appendix A.4 below, I prove the following claim.
Claim 1. For any demand slopes κ1 . . . κN , for all i, we have:

1−

smax
1 − smax


6

bi
61
κi

Now, from proposition 1, agents’ best-response bid curves are:
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) =

di
κi
κi di
(p − π)
ydi +
yci −
κi + di
κi + di
κi + di

(74)

We want to bound the difference between this and the approximation from (14):
κi
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) ≈ ydi + Pn

i=1 κi

yci − κi (p − π)

(75)

Using claim 1, we can bound all three coefficients in the bid curve (74). Recall that
di
bi = κκii+d
. Thus, we have:
i

1−

smax
1 − smax

1−


κi 6

κi di
6 κi
κi + di

di
smax
6
61
1 − smax
κi + di

Hence, the multiplicative error of the demand slope and the coefficient on ydi , comparing
the approximation (75) to the exact bid curve (74), is bounded above by
smax
1 − smax
P
For the manipulation coefficient, recall that di ≡ j6=i bi . Thus,
1−

κi
κ
Pi
=
κi + di
κi + j6=i bi
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Using claim 1, we have:
κi +

κ
Pi

j6=i κj

>

κi +

κ
Pi

j6=i bi

>

κi
P

smax
κi + 1 − 1−s
j6=i κj
max

(76)

Now, note that:


κi
smax

P

 = si 1 +
>
P
smax
smax
1 − 2smax
κi + 1 − 1−s
κ
1
−
κ
+
κ
i
j6=i j
j6=i j
1−smax
max
κi

Hence, (76) becomes:

si 1 +

smax
1 − 2smax


6

κi +

κ
Pi

j6=i bi

6 si



smax
Thus, multiplicative error in the manipulation coefficient is bounded above by 1 + 1−2smax .
The approximation bid curve (75) in proposition 3 uses the upper-bound values for
the bid slope and the coefficient on ydi , and lower-bound values for the coefficient on
yci ; hence, the approximation systematically underestimates the manipulation coefficient,
although the error is small if smax is small.
A.3.1

Manipulation-induced benchmark price variance

The approximation bounds for bids can also be used to derive an error bound for the
approximate expression for manipulation-induced price variance, (18) in subsection 3.6.
The exact expression for benchmark prices is:
" n 
X

1

pb − π = Pn

i=1 bi

i=1

κi
di
yci +
ydi
κi + di
κi + di

#

Thus, the exact contribution of manipulation to price variance is:


1

Pn

2 

i=1 bi
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κi
κi + di

2

σ2ci

(77)

In expression (18) in the main text, we approximate manipulation-induced variance as:
Pn

2
i=1 si Var (yci )
P
2
( ni=1 κi )

(78)

This approximation always underestimates price variance: since we ignore bid shading,
i
the exact manipulation coefficient, κiκ+d
, will always be somewhat larger than si , and the
Pn i
P
exact slope of aggregate demand, i=1 bi , will always be somewhat smaller than ni=1 κi .
To bound the approximation error, define:

ψ ≡ 1−

smax
1 − smax



Using claim 1, we have:
1
Pn

i=1 bi

6

ψ

1
Pn

i=1 κi

κi
κi
6 Pn
κi + di
ψ j=1 κj
Thus,


1

Pn

2 

i=1 bi

κi
κi + di

2

=

σ2ci 6

1
ψ4


ψ

1
Pn

2

i=1 κi
!

ψ

κ
Pni

j=1 κj

!2
σ2ci

s2i σ2ci
P
2
( ni=1 κi )

Hence, the ratio of the approximate expression for manipulation-induced price variance,
expression (78), and its exact value, expression (77), is bounded by ψ4 , that is

1−

A.4

smax
1 − smax

4

Proof of claim 1

From (11) in proposition 2, we have:

bi =

B + 2κi −

q
2
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B2 + 4κ2i

This immediately implies that bi 6 κi , as bi approaches κi from below as B → ∞. This
proves the upper bound in claim 1,
bi
61
κi
Thus, we need only prove the lower bound:

1−

smax
1 − smax


6

bi
κi

(79)

We will proceed in two stages. Appendix A.4.1 proves claim 2, which states that, given
smax and κmax , we can construct an analytical lower bound for B. Appendix A.4.2 then
uses the lower bound for B to lower-bound the ratio bκii .
A.4.1

A lower bound for B

This subsection proves the following claim:
Claim 2. Fixing κmax , smax , we have:
B>

2smax − 1
κmax
smax (smax − 1)

Proof. From (12) in Proposition 2, given κ1 . . . κN , B satisfies:
−1+

n
X
i=1

2κi
q
=0
2
2
2κi + B + B + 4κi

(80)

For any κ1 . . . κN , define B (κ1 . . . κn ) as the induced value of B, that is:


B (κ1 . . . κn ) =



B : −1 +

n
X
i=1



2κi
q
=0

2κi + B + B2 + 4κ2i

Now, without loss of generality, suppose agent i = 1 has the largest demand slope, so
that:
κ1
smax = s1 = Pn
i=1 κi
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Alternatively, we can write this as:
n
X


κi =

i=2



1 − smax
smax

(81)

κ1

Consider the following optimization problem:

min B (κ1 . . . κn )


1 − smax
s.t.
κi =
κ1 , 0 6 κi 6 κ1 ∀i
smax
κ2 ...κn
n
X

(82)

i=2

In words, problem (82) states that we choose κ2 . . . κn to minimize B (κ2 . . . κn ), fixing κ1
P
and smax (which is equivalent to fixing the sum ni=2 κi ). The minimal value of B from
this problem is a lower bound for B (κ1 . . . κn ) given κ1 and smax . The following claim
characterizes the solution to problem (82).
Claim 3. If κ2 . . . κn are an optimal solution to (82), then all but 1 element of κ2 . . . κn must
be equal to either κ1 or 0.
Proof. We use the the implicit function theorem to calculate the derivative
expression (80) as:
X
2κi
2κ1
q
q
+
=0
2
2
2
2
2κ1 + B + B + 4κ1 i=2 2κi + B + B + 4κi

dB
dκi .

Write

n

L = −1 +

(83)

Differentiate (83) with respect to κi , to get:
q


2 + 4κ2
2B
B
+
B
i
∂L
: q
q

2
∂κi
B2 + 4κ2i B + 2κi + B2 + 4κ2i
which is strictly positive. Differentiate (83) with respect to B to get:

2κi 1 + √

B
B2 +4κ2i



X
∂L
: −
q

2
∂B
2
2
i=1 B + 2κi +
B + 4κi
n
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(84)

This is strictly negative, so we have:
∂L

dB
∂κ
= − ∂Li > 0
dκi
∂B

(85)

Hence, B is strictly increasing in κi . Differentiating (84) once again in κi , we have:
2B
∂2 L
=−
3 < 0
2
∂κi
(B2 + 4κ2 ) 2
Hence,

∂L
∂κi

is strictly decreasing in κi . This implies that, if κi > κj , then
dB
dκi

∂L
∂κi

<

∂L
∂κj ;

from

dB
dκj .

<
(85), this then implies that
Now, suppose we have a vector of demand slopes
κ2 . . . κn , such there exists indices i, j such that κi , κj are strictly between 0 and κ1 , with
dB
dB
κi > κj . Then, since dκ
, the following vector of demand slopes, for sufficiently
6 dκ
i
j
small δ, lowers the objective value in (82), while maintaining constraint satisfaction:
κ2 . . . κi + δ, . . . κj − δ, . . . κn



dB
In words, this says that, since dκ
is lower for higher κi , we can always lower the objective
i
by increasing high values of κi and decreasing lower values to keep the sum constant.
Thus, if κ2 . . . κn are optimal for problem (82), there cannot exist two indices i, j such that
κi and κj are both strictly between 0 and κ1 ; thus, the solution to (82) must have all but
one element of κ2 . . . κN equal to either κ1 or 0, proving claim 3.

The bound from claim 3 is not yet useful, as the optimal value from problem (82) does
not admit a simple analytical expression. However, the limit of a sequence of relaxations
of problem (82) does yield an analytically tractable solution. I construct a sequence of
relaxations of problem (82), parametrized by the integer h ∈ {1, 2, . . . ∞}. For any h, let
κh (x) be a function defined on the interval [2, n + 1], which is piecewise constant on
intervals of length h1 . Define B (κh (x)) as:


B (κh (x)) =



B : −1 +

2κ1
q
+
2
2
2κ1 + B + B + 4κ1

Define the hth minimization problem as:
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ˆ
2

n




2κh (x)
q
dx = 0

2
2
2κh (x) + B + B + 4 (κh (x))
(86)

min B (κh (x))
ˆ n
s.t.
κh (x) = K (1 − smax ) , 0 6 κi 6 κ1 ∀i
κh (x)

(87)

2

Effectively, (86) splits each κ2 . . . κn value in the original problem (82) into h components,
which may have different values of κi . To see that problem (87) is a strict relaxation of the
original optimization problem (82), note that if we constrain κh (x) to be constant on the
intervals
[2, 3), [3, 4), . . . [n, n + 1)
then both the objective and the constraints in problem (87) reduced to the original problem
(82). Thus, any value attainable in the original optimization problem is attainable in the
relaxed optimization problem, so the optimal value from problem (87), for any h, is a
lower bound for the original problem.
The integral in the relaxed problem (86) is simply a weighted sum over a finite number
of values of κh (x); thus, as in the original problem, the objective function for the relaxed
problem is concave in the value of κh (x) on any interval. Thus, claim 3 characterizing the
solution to the original problem applies to the relaxed problem for any h: at any optimal
solution, κh (x) must be equal to either 0 or κ1 on all intervals but one. Taking the limit as
h → ∞, the constraint
ˆ
n

κh (x) = K (1 − smax )
2

implies that κh (x) must be equal to κ1 on a set with measure arbitrarily close to
1
smax

−1

and, κh (x) = 0 otherwise, except for an interval which has measure arbitrarily close to 0.
Hence, in the limit as h → ∞, any choice of κh (x) which minimizes B has:
ˆ
2

n

2κh (x)
q
dx →
2
2
2κh (x) + B + B + 4 (κh (x))
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1
smax


−1

2κ1
q
2κ1 + B + B2 + 4κ21

Using (86), in the limit as h → ∞, the minimized value of B thus satisfies:
2κ1
q
−1 +
+
2κ1 + B + B2 + 4κ21
=⇒ −1 +





1
smax

−1

2κ1
q
=0
2κ1 + B + B2 + 4κ21

1

2κ1
q
=0
smax 2κ + B + B2 + 4κ2
1
1

This can be analytically solved for B, to get:
B=

2smax − 1
κ1
smax (smax − 1)

This is thus a lower bound for the optimal value to the original optimization problem (82),
hence, this is a lower bound for B given κ1 and smax . Since we assumed κ1 = κmax , this
proves claim 2. This lower bound is tight whenever smax = n1 for some integer value of n,
as it is exactly the equilibrium value of B when there are n agents with identical demand
slopes, κi = κ.
A.4.2

Bounding bi

Now, we use claim 2 to prove the lower bound, (79), of claim 1. We have:

bi =

2κi + B −

q

B2 + 4κ2i

2

(88)

This shows that bi is increasing in B. Thus, we can find a lower bound for the ratio bκ11 for
the largest agent by plugging in the lower bound for B from claim 2 and solving for bi .
This gives:


b1
smax
> 1−
(89)
κ1
1 − smax
To bound the ratio bκii for all other i, I show that the ratio
To see this, differentiate (88), fixing B, to get:
dbi
2κi
= 1− q
dκi
B2 + 4κ2
i
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bi
κi

is decreasing in κi , for B fixed.

This is decreasing in κi , so bi is a concave function of κi fixing B, and bi = 0 when κi = 0.
Now,
κi b0i (κi ) − bi (κi )
d bi (κi )
=
dx κi
κ2i
This is negative if the numerator is negative; using that bi (0) = 0, write the numerator as:
ˆ
κi b0i (κi ) − bi (κi )
ˆ
=
0

κi

=

κi b0i (κi ) −

κi

0

b0i (κ) dκ

b0i (κi ) − b0i (κ) dκ

b0i (κi )

Since
is a decreasing function, b0i (κi ) > b0i (κ) for all κ 6 κi , hence the integrand
d bi (κi )
is everywhere nonpositive; hence dx
6 0 for all κi > 0. Thus, bκii is a decreasing
κi
function of κi fixing bi . This gives us:

1−

bi
b1
>
>
κi
κ1

smax
1 − smax



proving the lower bound (79), and thus proving claim 1.

A.5

Proof of proposition 4

Assuming that contract positions yci and demand shocks ydi are both normally distributed,
with variances σ2ci , σ2di respectively, the ratio of manipulation-induced variance to total
variance, (20), is:
Pn 2 2
i=1 si σci
Pn
Pn 2 2
(90)
2
i=1 σdi +
i=1 si σci
For notational convenience, I will refer to the ratio in (90) as MVR, short for “manipulation
variance ratio.” To prove proposition 4, we need to show that:

MVR 6

smax E [C]
E [V]

2
(91)

First, note that contract volume is

E [C] = E

" n
X

#
|yci | =

i=1

n
X
i=1
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s

2σ2ci
π

Appendix A.6 below proves that trade volume can be approximated as follows:
Claim 4. When smax is small, we have:
vi ≡ zDi (pb ) ≈ ydi + si yci
Claim 4, together with assumption 2, imply that expected total trade volume in the
underlying asset is:
s

n
X
X
2 σ2di + s2i σ2ci
E [V] = E
vi =
π
i

i=1

Under assumption 2, we have σ2di = θ2 σ2ci . Thus,
n q
n q
X
X

σ2di + s2i σ2ci =
θ2 + s2i σ2ci
i=1

i=1

Taking the ratio of E [C] and E [V], we get:
Pn q

σ2ci
i=1
E [C]
=P q

n
E [V]
θ2 + s2i σ2ci
i=1
Since this is decreasing in si , we have:
Pn q 2
Pn q 2
σci
σci
i=1
i=1
1
q
q
>
=p

Pn
P
n
θ2 + s2max
(θ2 + s2max ) σ2ci
θ2 + s2i σ2ci
i=1
i=1
Hence,
E [C]
1
>p
E [V]
θ2 + s2max
implying that
smax E [C]
smax
>p
E [V]
θ2 + s2max
Or,


smax E [C]
E [V]

2
>

s2max
s2max + θ2

(92)

Now, we will show that the RHS of inequality (92) is an upper bound for MVR. Taking
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the derivative of the MVR as defined in (90) with respect to si , we have:
2σ2 si
∂MVR
= ci
∂si
Hence,

Pn 2 2 
Pn 2 2 
2
i=1 si σci
i=1 σdi +
i=1 si σci −

Pn
P
n
2
2 2 2
i=1 σdi +
i=1 si σci

 Pn

>0

Pn

Pn 2
2 σ2
2
s
i=1 i ci
i=1 smax σci
Pn
P
P
P
6
n
n
n
2
2
2 2
2
2
i=1 σdi +
i=1 σdi +
i=1 si σci
i=1 smax σci

Now, plug in σ2di = θ2 σ2ci , to get:
Pn

Pn

2
2
i=1 smax σci
Pn
Pn 2
2
2
i=1 σdi +
i=1 smax σci

2
2
i=1 smax σci
Pn 2 2 Pn 2
2
i=1 θ σci +
i=1 smax σci

=

=

s2max
s2max + θ2

This implies that
MVR 6

s2max
s2max + θ2

Combining this with 92, we have:


smax E [C]
E [V]

2
>

s2max
> MVR
s2max + θ2

proving (91), and thus proposition 4.

A.6

Proof of claim 4

To find trade volume, plug equilibrium prices (15) into demand (14), to get:
κi

zDi (pb ) = ydi + Pn

j=1 κj

yci − κi

!
Pn
Pn
y
κ
y
di
i ci
Pi=1
+ Pi=1
n
2
n
κ
( i=1 κi )
i=1 i

We can write this as:
zDi (pb ) =

κi

ydi − Pn

n
X

i=1 κi i=1

If n is fairly large, then
κi

Pn

!
ydi

n
X

i=1 κi i=1
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Pn


κi yci
i=1
+ Pn
yci − Pn
κ
j
j=1
i=1 κi
κi

ydi → 0

and,
κi
(

Pn

i=1 κi yci
2
i=1 κi )

Pn

→0

Thus, we can ignore these terms, and we have approximately:
κi
zD (pb ) ≈ ydi + Pn

j=1 κj

yci = ydi + si yci

The term si yci also approaches 0 as n becomes large, but since we are interested in
settings in which yci may be much larger than ydi , I include this term in the volume
approximation.

A.7

Symmetric equilibrium

The exact equilibrium of proposition 2 can be solved for analytically in the symmetric
case. Assume there are n agents, with identical slopes of demand κi = κ. Specializing
definition 2 to the symmetric case, we have:
Definition 5. The demand function zD (p, ydi , yci ) constitutes a symmetric linear ex-post
equilibrium if:
1. As in (6), agents’ bid curves are ex-post best responses given the slope of residual
supply d:
d
κ
κd
(p − π)
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) =
ydi +
yci −
(93)
κ+d
κ+d
κ+d
2. As in (3), the slope of residual supply is the sum of n − 1 agents’ bid curve slopes:
d ≡ z0RSi (p) = −

X
j6=i


κd
z0Dj p; ydj , ycj = (n − 1)
κ+d

(94)

(94) and (93) imply that
κd
κ+d
Solving for d, and plugging in to (93), we find the unique equilibrium bidding functions.
d = (n − 1)

Proposition 7. In the unique linear ex-post equilibrium, agents with demand shock ydi and
contract position yci submit bid curves:
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) =

n−2
1
n−2
ydi +
yci −
κ (p − π)
n−1
n−1
n−1
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(95)

The slope of residual supply facing any agent is
d ≡ z0RS (p) = (n − 2) κ

(96)

Summing bid curves and equating to 0, we get the following expression for auction
prices:
n
n
X
1 X
1
pb − π =
ydi +
yci
(97)
nκ
n (n − 2) κ
i=1
i=1


Assuming that ydi ∼ N 0, σ2d and yci ∼ N 0, σ2c , we then have:
σ2
σ2c
pb − π ∼ N 0, d2 +
nκ
n (n − 2)2 κ2

B
B.1

!
(98)

Supplementary material for section 4
Proof of proposition 5

Agents in submarket m have slopes of demand κm1 . . . κmnm , so this is enough to pin
down the equilibrium bid curves by proposition 2; setting yci = 0 when i > 1 and ydi = 0
when i = 1, we have (24) and (25). To find prices, sum aggregate demand and equate to 0:
P

bi
j6=i bj

φ m yc +

nm
X
i=2

m
bmi X
ydmi
−
bmi (pm − π) = 0
κmi

n

i=1

"

1

(pm − π) = Pnm

i=1 bmi

P

bi
j6=i bj

φ m yc +

nm
X
i=2

bmi
ydmi
κmi

as desired.

B.2

Benchmark price variance algebra

Using (26) of proposition 5, the submarket m price is:
1

(pm − π) = Pnm

i=1 κmi



κm1
ȳdm + Pnm
φ m yc
i=1 κm1
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#

Rather than restricting to (23), I consider all benchmarks which are affine in submarket
prices, which I write as:
M
X
Pb = C +
φm (pm − π)
m=1

P
Given a set of benchmark weights φm , the risk of the benchmark Pb = µπ + M
m=1 φm (pm − π)
is:
"
#2 



M
i
h
X
κm1
1
−π 
φ m yc − µ π
π + ȳdm + Pnm
E (Pb − π)2 = E  C +
φm Pnm
κ
κ
m
i=1
i=1 m1
m=1

We can write this as:
h
i
2
E (Pb − π) =
"

M
X
1

φm Pn
E C − µπ + µπ +



m

i=1 κm

m=1

κm1
π + ȳdm + Pnm
φ m yc − µ π
i=1 κm1



#2 
−π 

Rearranging the inside term, we have:
"
= E  (C − µπ ) + (µπ − π) 1 −

M
X

!
φm

m=1

+

M
X


φm

m=1

ȳdm
κm1
Pnm
+ Pnm
i=1 κm
i=1 κm1


#2

φ m yc

The terms π − µπ , ȳdm and yc are each independent mean-0 normals, with variances
σ2π , σ2dm , σ2c respectively. Hence this becomes:
2

(C − µπ ) + 1 −

X
m

!2
φm

σ2π

+

X
m

φ2m

σ̄2d

Pnm

i=1 κm

2 +

"
X
m

φ2m

#2

κm1

Pnm

i=1 κm

2

σ2c

(99)

The term (C − µπ )2 is constant, so it is always optimal to set C = µπ , so all optimal
benchmarks take the form (23). Under this restriction, (99) simplifies to (28).
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C
C.1

Supplementary material for section 5
CFTC Commitments of Traders Data

The COT reports contains four concentration metrics: the percentage of net or gross
open interest held by the top 4 and top 8 largest agents. Net concentration differs
from gross concentration in that it nets out spreading positions which involve offsetting
contract positions at different delivery months; for my purposes, what matters is the
fraction of open interest held in any particular delivery month, so gross concentration is a
more appropriate metric. Likewise, although top 4 and top 8 concentration are strongly
correlated, I use top 4 concentration, as markets with n = 8 similarly sized participants
are quite competitive in the context of my theory. I filter to data from 2010-01-01 to
2016-12-27.
I divide commodity and financial futures into subgroups based on the CFTC’s commodity subgroup codes. The CFTC does not provide a codebook, so I create my own
labels, in the “Description” columns of tables 1 and 5. A few commodity categories – in
particular, those for oil, gas and electricity – have very large numbers of contracts. There
are 92 kinds of oil contracts, 106 kinds of natural gas contracts, and 287 kinds of electricity
contracts in my data. However, open interest is very concentrated, and the largest contract
markets are much bigger than median contract markets. I must therefore choose a scheme
for aggregating over all these contracts. Flat averaging does not reflect differences in size
between contract markets, and weighting contract markets by open interest is undesirable
because contract units can differ within commodity categories, and also because estimates
would generally be dominated by the largest contract markets. Instead, I use only the 10
largest contracts in each commodity category, based on the total open interest summed
across all dates where a contract is observed. The numbers in table 1 then reflect flat
averages across the 10 largest contract categories. Thus, my estimates reflect only large
contract markets in each category.
The COT report data reports open interest for five categories of traders. For commodity
futures, these are “Producers/Merchants/Processors/Users” (“Prod+Merch” in table
1), “Swap Dealers”, “Managed Money” (“Man. Money”), “Other Reportable”, and
“Nonreportable”. The distinction between “Other Reportable” and “Nonreportable” is that
“Other Reportable” represents parties who hold large enough positions to meet reporting
requirements, but do not fall into other categories; nonreportable positions are calculated
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as a difference between total open interest and total held by reporting parties. For the
purposes of my analysis, I combine “Other Reportable” and “Nonreportable” into a single
“Other” category. The COT reports also separately reports long, short, and spreading open
interest, where spreading open interest represents offsetting long and short contracts with
different delivery months. I do not need to separately consider spreading positions for
the purposes of my analysis; thus, I add the fraction of spreading positions to both long
and short positions. This makes long and short positions summed across participants
equal to 100%, up to rounding error, as expected.
“Producers/Merchants/Processors/Users” are participants in markets for the underlying asset – for example, agents who produce, process or store the physical underlying
commodity, and are thus exposed to price risk that they hedge in futures markets. Since
they directly trade the underlying physical commodity, they are likely to have relatively
low costs of taking positions in the asset, so high κi values. “Managed money” participants are commodity trading advisors, commodity pool operators, or other funds, who
can be thought of as largely financial speculators purchasing risk; they are thus likely
to have low κi values.102 The role of “swap dealers” in these markets in less clear. The
CFTC’s explanatory notes state: “A “swap dealer” is an entity that deals primarily in
swaps for a commodity and uses the futures markets to manage or hedge the risk associated with those swaps transactions.” A more detailed 2008 CFTC staff report on swap
dealers (CFTC, 2008) suggests that swap dealers primarily function to bridge between
the OTC and exchange-traded derivatives markets; that is, they enter into customized
OTC derivative contracts with customers, and hedge the resultant risk on commodity
exchanges. The staff report suggests that swap dealers’ customers are both speculators
and hedgers. For the purposes of this paper, the swap dealers themselves are largely
financial participants, who are likely to have high cost of taking physical positions in the
underlying asset, and thus low κi values.

C.2

Financial futures

Table 5 reports results, as in table 1, for financial futures. The categories of participants
are “Dealer Intermediary”, “Asset Manager/Institutional”, “Leveraged Funds”, “Other
Reportable”, and “Nonreportable”. “Dealers” are sell-side participants – intermediaries
that earn commisions from providing liquidity to customers. “Asset managers” are
102 Further

description of the different classes of participants is available here.
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largely buy-side institutions such as pension funds, endowments, insurance companies,
and mutual funds. “Leveraged funds” are parties such as hedge funds, commodity
trading advisors, commodity pool operators and other buy-side parties who are likely to
have higher risk tolerance than asset managers.103 The relative κi values of these three
classes of participants are less clear, but one might guess that large dealers and hedge
funds might find it easier to tie up capital in large speculative positions for underlying
assets than the more risk-averse asset managers.
Similarly to table 1, there are large differences in long and short concentration for a
number of products – longs are more concentrated than shorts for interest rate products,
representing cash-settled contracts such as Eurodollar futures as well as deliverable IR
swaps.104 Gross short and long concentration is relative close for all products other than
interest rates. Across participant types, dealers tend to take short positions in equity index
and treasury product, and long positions in interest rate products. Asset managers largely
take opposing positions, being long equity products and treasuries and short interest rate
products. Since dealers are relatively large and may be more willing to sink capital into
risky assets than asset managers, contract manipulation may tend to cause equity index
prices to be manipulated downwards and interest rates to be manipulated upwards.

103 Further

description of the different classes of participants is available here.
long position in interest rate products is long fixed, short floating rates, for both deliverable and
cash-settled products.
104 A
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Table 5: Commitments of Traders reports: financial futures
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Category
FX
Emerging Markets FX
Equity Indices
Treasuries
Interest Rates
Other Indices

Top 4
Long Short
42%
37%
63%
62%
31%
35%
29%
26%
61%
45%
52%
62%

smax
20%
31%
17%
14%
27%
28%

Dealers
Long Short
32%
25%
39%
57%
21%
40%
8%
17%
55%
39%
24%
38%

Asset Man.
Long Short
14%
15%
9%
4%
38%
22%
48%
34%
8%
15%
25%
6%

Lev. Money
Long Short
29%
31%
40%
26%
24%
20%
22%
25%
27%
30%
32%
45%

Other
Long Short
25%
28%
12%
13%
18%
19%
22%
24%
10%
16%
19%
11%

Notes. “Top 4” is the fraction of gross long and short open interest held by the 4 largest market participants, defined as
ql4 and qs4 above. smax is the sum of ql4 and qs4 divided by 4, as in (36). All other columns describe the fraction of
long and short open interest held by different classes of market participants. Open interest percentages add to 100%,
separately for longs and shorts, across the 4 categories of market participants: “Dealers”, “Asset Man.”, “Lev. Money”,
and “Other”. Since the CFTC does not provide a codebook for subgroup codes, I manually label subgroups in the
“Description” column.

C.3

Discussion of assumption 5

Roughly speaking, assumption 5 can be justified as follows. If we assume that the absolute
value of contract position size yci follows a Zipf’s law distribution among agents, with
exponent greater than 1, then the top 8 agents have a nonvanishing share of total contract
position size as the total number of agents grows large. Observed concentration ratios
imply that the share of the 8 largest agents is roughly 20-70% of the total. Using numerical
simulations, this is matched by a Zipf’s law exponent between 1.02 and 1.51. These
exponents imply that the ratio between the top 1 and top 8 shares is between 37.5% and
52.4%. To err on the side of overestimating concentration, assumption 5 sets smax to be
equal to 50% of the top 8 share in (36).
An issue with this justification for assumption 5 is that the top 4 long and short agents
are not always the 8 largest agents in absolute size; however, this is unlikely to have a
large quantitative impact on results.

C.4

Qualitative evidence from recent contract manipulation cases

A core prediction of my theory is that agents with larger κi values have larger incentives
to manipulate. A sharper statement of this is that agents most likely to manipulate are
not necessarily those who are financially largest, or those who hold the largest contract
positions, but those agents that have the lowest costs for trading large amounts of the
underlying asset. This is qualitatively consistent with a number of manipulation cases in
the US: many of the largest cases have involved agents who were active traders in markets
for underlying assets.
In 2011, the CFTC brought manipulation charges against Parnon Energy Inc, Arcadia
Petroleum Ltd. and Arcadia Energy in 2011, claiming that these parties traded futures
and other derivatives based on crude oil prices, then traded large quantities of physical
oil to move prices to increase contract payoffs,105 eventually leading to fines totalling
$13 million.106 Parnon Energy Inc., Arcadia Petroleum Ltd. and Arcadia Energy are all
usually active in physical oil markets. In a similar case, the CFTC fined Statoil ASA $4
million for purchasing swap contracts tied to the Argus FEI, an index of propane prices,
and then purchasing large quantities of propane in an attempt to increase the Argus FEI.
105 CFTC
106 CFTC

Press Release 6041-11
Press Release 6971-14
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Statoil (now Equinor) is an energy company active in oil and gas production and pipeline
operation.
In natural gas markets, the CFTC107 in 2007 and the FERC108 in 2009 fined Energy
Transfer Partners, L.P. (ETP) a total of $40 million for manipulation of natural gas prices.
According to the FERC109 , ETP entered into a large number of basis swap contracts, whose
value is based on the difference between average natural gas prices at Henry Hub, a
liquid trading location, and Houston Ship Channel (HSC), a very illiquid location. ETP
dominated gas sales at HSC, often comprising 80% or more of total sales. ETP aggressively
sold physical gas for delivery at HSC in order to depress prices, increasing payoffs on
basis swap contracts. At the time, ETP owned many large natural gas pipeline systems,
and was an active participants in spot markets for natural gas. In a similar case, the
CFTC fined Total Gas and Power (TGP) $3.6 million in 2015 for entering into basis swap
contracts and then trading large amounts of physical natural gas to move average prices
and thus contract payoffs; in some cases, TGP was responsible for over 40% of trades used
to calculate index prices.110
Other examples of manipulation by agents generally active in markets for the underlying asset are a 2015 CFTC case against Kraft Foods Group, Inc. and Mondelez
Global LLC, both active buyers of physical wheat, alleging manipulation of wheat futures
prices;111 and a 1998 CFTC case against Sumitomo Corporation, a company producing
copper cathodes, for cornering the copper market by acquiring dominant positions in
copper futures and physical copper.112 In comparison, relatively few high-profile cases of
commodity derivatives contract manipulation involve purely financial participants who
do not usually participate in markets for the underlying asset.
The distinction between the underlying and contract markets appears to be smaller
in the case of purely financial assets; however, many cases of financial benchmark manipulation also seem to involve active participants in underlying markets. The recent FX
manipulation scandal involved banks who were actively traded as FX dealers, frequently
taking on large positions in both the contract and underlying markets Levine (2014). Similarly, the ISDAFIX manipulation scandal involved dealers who were active in traders of
107 CFTC

Press Release 5471-08
FERC 61,269
109 120 FERC 61,086
110 CFTC Docket No. 16-03
111 CFTC Press Release 7150-15
112 In the Matter of Sumitomo Corporation
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ISDAFIX derivatives as well as the underlying swaps and swap spreads113 . It is plausible
that different classes of agents have different holding costs for certain kinds of financial
assets; for example, dealers are probably in a better position to trade large amounts of
repo debt than student loan organizations or mortgage banks, hence it is likely difficult
for the latter class of agents to manipulate repo-based interest rate benchmarks even if
they hold large interest rate derivative positions.

D
D.1

Supplementary material for section 6
Determinants of auction participation

Figure 8 shows a kernel regression of the max number of participants versus date, using
the full set of 1,650 auctions. There are significant trends in auction participation over
time. In addition, auction participation is correlated with the size of price differences:
participation is higher when gold price innovations are larger. This is true when price
differences are measured using auction prices, and also using daily gold futures prices
from FactSet, suggesting that this is not due to reverse causation – that is, higher auction
participation causing gold auction prices to be more variable.
This could confound my results, if trends in auction participation and my measured
B̂a are primarily caused by time trends, or other factors such as gold price differences. To
rule out this possibility, the first three volumns of table 6 regress the estimated aggregate
demand slope B̂a on the maximum number of participants, adding controls for price
differences and date. To increase sample size, I use the full sample of 1,650 auctions,
although auctions that end in a single round cannot be used since I cannot measure the
slope of auction demand. I measure participation using the max number of participants
across rounds in the auction. Column 1 shows that the coefficient on n is positive, but
the coefficient on n2 is negative; this means that auction aggregate demand slope is an
increasing but concave function of the maximum number of participants in the auction.
As illustrated in figures 1 and 2 in the main text, this is the core stylized fact that allow
me to infer that marginal participants with higher n have lower values of κi . This stylized
fact survives controls for price difference and absolute price difference, as well as a
fourth-order polynomial in auction date.
113 CFTC

Press Release 7180-15
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Figure 8: Trends in gold auction participation over time

Notes. Kernel regression of the max number of auction participants, maxr nar , on the
auction date. Each data point is a single auction a.
Similarly, columns 4-6 show regressions of auction volume va on the max number of
participants, price differences, and time. The core stylized fact is that volume is increasing
in the number of auction participants. Again, this is robust to controlling for auction price
differences, and auction date.

D.2

Dynamic auctions

I model the ICE auction as a continuous-time dynamic auction game. As in the baseline
model of section 3, i ∈ (1 . . . n) agents have types κ1 . . . κn , which are common knowledge,
and demand shocks yd1 . . . ydn and contract positions yc1 . . . ycn , which are private information. As before, the utility of agent i for purchasing z units of the asset when the price
is p is:
ydi z z2
−
− pz + pyci
κ
2κ
Instead of submitting bid curves, agents play a continuous-time auction, which I model
as a simple differential game. At time t = 0, the auction begins at some deterministic
price p (0), which is known to all participants.114 Participants simultaneously announce
πz +

114 IBA’s

published auctions specification documents do not describe how the auction starting price is
chosen. However, the choice of starting price does not significantly affect agents’ optimal strategies, so I
assume the price is non-random and commonly known for simplicity.

113

Table 6: Determinants of gold auction demand slope and volume

B̂a , 1000oz / (1 USD/oz)

Volume, 1000oz

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Max n

41.715∗∗∗
(7.979)

41.073∗∗∗
(7.965)

31.313∗∗∗
(8.599)

22.725∗∗∗
(1.479)

22.145∗∗∗
(1.479)

31.331∗∗∗
(1.707)

Max n squared

−2.665∗∗∗
(0.515)

−2.609∗∗∗
(0.514)

−1.905∗∗∗
(0.543)

0.022
(0.138)

−0.015
(0.132)

0.283
(0.265)

0.277
(0.255)

−0.546∗∗∗
(0.199)

−0.177
(0.193)

1.444∗∗∗
(0.382)

1.319∗∗∗
(0.372)

1,330
0.026

X
1,330
0.112

1,649
0.134

X
1,649
0.198

Price diff

Abs price diff

Date polynomial
N
R2

1,330
0.020

1,649
0.125

Notes. “Max n” is the max number of auction participants across rounds, maxr nar . “Price
diff” is first differences of auction prices, and “Abs price diff” is the absolute value of
“price diff”. “Date polynomial” is a fourth-order polynomial in calendar date. In the first
three columns, the dependent variable is the estimated slope of auction demand B̂a , and
in the last three the dependent variable is auction volume va .
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initial demands zD (p (0)). Thereafter, at any given time t, the price evolves according to
the differential equation:

zD (p (t)) > 0
dp k
=
dt −k zD (p (t)) < 0
Agents can update their demand functions zDi (p (t)) as the price p (t) changes; agents’
demand functions are required to be decreasing in price. The game ends at the first time
T when aggregate demand is exactly equal to 0,
n
X

zDi (p (T )) = 0

i=1

at which point each agent purchases zDi (p (T )) units of the good for p (T ) per unit, and is
paid p (T ) per unit contract that she holds.
I assume that agents choose the rate at which demand changes with price, z0Di (p (t)) =
dzDi
dp , rather than the level of demand; this ensures that resultant demand functions are
dzDi
continuous. Since dp
dt is constant throughout any instance of the game, choosing dp is
equivalent to choosing dzdtDi .
I require agents’ reported demand slopes to be finite and bounded away from 0:
− M 6 z0Di (p (t)) 6 − < 0

(100)

This guarantees that the game will end in finite time. I will show that the dynamic
differential auction game admits an equilibrium which coincides with the equilibrium
of the static auction in section 3; since agents’ bid curves in the static game have slopes
which are negative, finite and bounded away from 0, for any κ1 . . . κn ,  can always be
chosen small enough in magnitude, and M large enough, that the bounds in (100) are not
binding in equilibrium.
Claim 5. The dynamic auction game always ends in finite time.
Proof. Suppose that

Pn

i=1 zDi (p (0))

> 0. Then, we have:

X dzDi
dzD X dzDi X dzDi dp
=
=
=k
∈ [−kM, −k]
dt
dt
dp dt
dp
n

n

n

i=1

i=1

i=1
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Thus,
zD (p (t)) ∈ [zD (p (0)) − kMt, zD (p (0)) − kt]
h
i
zD (0) zD (0)
Hence, zD (p (t)) = 0 for some t ∈ kM , k , hence the game ends in finite time. The
P
proof of the case where ni=1 zDi (p (0)) < 0 is analogous.
The setup of this game ignores three features of the ICE auction. First, the price does
not evolve smoothly, but jumps in increments, sometimes overshooting the equilibrium
price. Second, agents are not required to submit monotone bid functions. Third, the
auction does not end when supply and demand are exactly equal, but allows for some
volume gap. All of these are difficult to model, since the game becomes discontinuous, and
the model would need to take a stance on the bid updating rule, which to my knowledge
is not publically documented by ICE. Thus, I adopt the simpler monotone differential
game model as an approximation to the ICE auction.
A history is a sequence of observed demand slopes z0Di (p (t)) of all agents on the
interval t ∈ [0, T ]. It is equivalent to assume we observe agents’ demand functions; thus a
history at time t can be described as:
hT = {(zD1 (p (t)) . . . zDn (p (t))) , t ∈ [0, T ]}
A strategy is a decision zDi (p (0)) about what demand to announce at the starting price
p (0), and then a choice of z0Di (p (t)) for every possible history. Both decisions may also
depend on the realization of agents’ demand shock ydi and contract position yci . Thus, in
full generality, strategies can be very complex. I will restrict attention to a class of naive
linear strategies, which I define below.
Definition 6. A naive linear strategy for agent i is a strategy in which:
zDi (p (0)) = fi (ydi , yci ) , z0Di (p (t)) = bi
that is, agent i’s demand function has an intercept which may depend on ydi and yci , and
constant slope.
Agents playing naive strategies cannot condition their slopes on the observed behavior
of other agents, or their own contract positions and demand shocks – they must commit
to a constant slope, independent of the history of the game. Note that (100) implies that
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we must have
bi ∈ [−M, −]
Naive linear strategies are isomorphic to affine bid curves. For any naive linear strategies
described by fi (ydi , yci ) , bi , we can construct the equivalent bid curve as:
ˆ

p

zDi (p; fi (ydi , yci ) , bi ) ≡ fi (ydi , yci ) +
p0

bi dp = fi (ydi , yci ) + bi (p − p0 )

(101)

Proposition 8. Naive linear strategies fi (ydi , yci ) , bi corresponding to equilibrium bidding
strategies zDi (p; ydi , yci ) in the static auction game in proposition 2 also constitute an equilibrium
in the dynamic auction game.
I prove proposition 8 in two steps. Claim 6 shows that, if all agents are restricted to
naive linear strategies, the dynamic auction game produces exactly the same outcomes
as the static auction game. Claim 7 shows that, if all agents other than i are playing
naive linear strategies, agent i can do no better than to play a naive linear strategy.
Thus, equilibria in naive linear strategies are equilibria in the broader game. This proves
proposition 8, as equilibrium strategies in proposition 2 for the static auction game can be
implemented as naive linear strategies in the dynamic auction game.
Claim 6. If all agents play naive linear strategies, the outcomes of the dynamic auction
game are exactly the outcomes of a static auction game in which in which agents submit
the bid functions specified by (101).
Proof. Suppose agents are playing the naive linear strategies fi (ydi , yci ) , bi . Construct the
equivalent strictly decreasing bid curves zDi (p; fi (ydi , yci ) , bi ). Fix some realization of
ydi , yci across agents, and consider the aggregate demand function,
n
X

zDi (p; fi (ydi , yci ) , bi )

i=1

Claim 5 states that the dynamic auction game always ends in finite time; thus, the dynamic
P
auction must end at some time T , at some price p (T ), at which i zDi (p (T ) ; fi (ydi , yci ) , bi ) =
0. Then each agent purchases zDi (p; fi (ydi , yci ) , gi (ydi , yci )) units of the good at price
p (T ), and is paid p (T ) per unit contract she holds. This is exactly the same outcome as agents receive in a static auction game in which agents submit bid curves
zDi (p; fi (ydi , yci ) , bi ).
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The strategies in the dynamic auction game with naive linear strategies are a subset of
their strategies in the static auction, since they are not allowed to condition the slopes of
their demand on ydi , yci . However, all equilibria in the static auction game correspond
to naive linear strategies, because agents’ bid slopes in equilibrium do not depend on
ydi , yci , as shown by proposition 2 in the baseline model of section 3. Thus, if agents
are restricted to playing naive linear strategies, equilibria in the dynamic auction game
correspond to those of the static auction game. The following Claim shows that these
strategies also constitute equilibria without the restriction to naive linear strategies:
Claim 7. If all agents other than i are playing naive linear strategies, it is weakly optimal
for agent i to play a naive linear strategy.

Proof. Suppose all other agents are playing naive linear strategies, described by fj ydj , ycj , bj .
From the perspective of agent i, there is a random residual supply curve:
zRSi (p, yd,−i , yc,−i ) ≡ −

X

X



zDj p, ydj , ycj = −
fj ydj , ycj + bj (p − π)

j6=i

j6=i

P
Importantly, the slope of the residual supply curve is constant at d = j6=i bj . The dynamic
P
auction game concludes when ni=1 zDi (p) = 0, that is, when zDi (p) = zRSi (p, yd,−i , yc,−i ).
Hence, the set of all attainable combinations of quantity and price available to the agent,
for any realization of (yd,−i , yc,−i ), are described by zRSi (p, yd,−i , yc,−i ). The agent can
do no better, using arbitrarily complex strategies, than choosing the optimal point on
zRSi (p, yd,−i , yc,−i ) point for every realization of (yd,−i , yc,−i ). Proposition 1 shows that
this can be accomplished in the static auction game by submitting the bid curve:
zDi (p; ydi , yci ) =

d
κ
κd
(p − π)
ydi +
yci −
κ+d
κ+d
κ+d

Since the slope of zDi does not depend on ydi or yci , agent i can implement this bid curve
by playing the naive linear strategy:
fi (ydi , yci ) =

d
κ
κd
κd
ydi +
yci +
π, bi = −
κ+d
κ+d
κ+d
κ+d

Hence, agent i can do no better than playing a naive linear strategy.
Claim 7 shows that there exists an equilibrium in the game in which agents play naive
linear strategies corresponding to equilibrium strategies in the static auction game, as in
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proposition 2. However, this does not imply that naive strategies are the only equilibrium
strategies in this game; the strategy space is rich, and it is possible that many collusive
equilibria of the kind documented by Wilson (1979) and others may exist. In particular,
appendix D.3 provides evidence that agents shade bids more in earlier auction rounds,
which is inconsistent with assumption 6; however, appendix D.3 also suggests that bid
shading seems not to have large effects on my estimates of the slope of auction demand.

D.3

Round volume

Figure 9 regresses round buy and sell volume separately on round number, using the
509 auctions which constitute my main estimation subsample. Volume is increasing with
round number, suggesting that agents are shading bids more in earlier rounds. This is
not because of increased participation, as the estimation subsample uses only auctions
in which participation is constant throughout, and this trend survives controlling for the
number of participants. This observation is inconsistent with assumption 6, which says
that agents bid in each round exactly their equilibrium bid curves in a uniform-price
double auction. The model is thus not entirely appropriate. If we assume that the final
auction outcome is still close to the bid-function submission game, bid shading in earlier
rounds likely implies that my estimated slopes of demand are biased downwards; thus, I
am likely to overestimate price variance due to manipulation.
As a robustness check, I estimate the slope of auction demand using only auctions
which lasted at least 4 rounds, and using only data from rounds 3 and above. If bid
shading substantially affects auction aggregate demand slope, demand slopes estimated
using only late-round bidding data should be higher than demand slopes estimated using
all rounds. The results are shown in figure 10; demand slopes estimated using only late
rounds are statistically almost indistinguishable from demand slopes estimated using the
full dataset. Thus, while I do not explicitly account for bid shading, these results suggest
that bid shading likely does not influence my estimation of auction demand slopes by a
quantitatively large amount. Dynamic uniform-price auctions are difficult to model and
solve, so I do not address this issue further in this paper.
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Figure 9: Buy and sell volume vs gold auction round number

Notes. Round-level average buy volume bar (left) and sell volume sar (right) versus round
number r.

Figure 10: Gold auction demand slope, all rounds vs late rounds only

Notes. Slope of auction demand by auction participant number na , estimated using data
from all auction rounds (blue) and only data from auction rounds 3 and above (red).
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D.4

Moment matching: Auction demand slope

As described in (42) the main text, I measure B̂a for each auction by regressing volume
imbalance on prices:

P Ta
(pat − p̄a )
i
−
ī
at
a
B̂a ≡ − t=1PT
a
t=1 (pat − p̄a )
P
Given (41), B̂a thus measured should be equal to ni=1 bai .
For any set of parameters κ1 . . . κN , for auction a with na participants, with demand
slopes κ1 . . . κna , proposition 2 states that there is a unique set of equilibrium bid slopes
ba1 (κ1 . . . κna ) . . . bana (κ1 . . . κna )
and thus a unique predicted slope of aggregate demand Ba (κ1 . . . κna ). This can be
calculated by solving (12) numerically for B and then plugging into (11).
I assume that κ1 . . . κ4 are equal, and I assume that log (κi ), for i ∈ {4 . . . 11} is a secondorder polynomial in i, with coefficients described by the parameter vector θκ . For a given
θκ , let
B (na ; θκ )
represent the predicted slope of aggregate demand given θκ . I choose parameter vector
θ∗κ to minimize the distance between predicted and actual slopes of demand:
θ∗κ = arg min
θκ

D.5

A
X


B̂a − B (na ; θκ )

2

(102)

a=1

Moment matching: Auction volume

We observe the total volume, va , in each auction. In the asymmetric model, in equilibrium,
all agents trade 0 on average, since their demand shocks have mean 0. In appendix D.6, I
show that, given the equilibrium vector of bid slopes bi , total trade volume for agent i,
zDi (pa ), is mean 0, with variance:

Var (zDi (pa )) =

bai
κi

bai
1 + Pn
j=1 baj

!!2
σ2di + b2ai σ2P − b2ai
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!2
bai
Pnκi
σ2di
j=1 baj

(103)

The expectation of the absolute value of a mean-0 normal distribution is
expected absolute volume for participant i in equilibrium with n agents is:
r
En [|zDi (pa )|] =

q

2σ2
π ;

thus,

2Var (zDi (pa ))
π

Expected volume for all participants the sum of E [|zDi (pb )|] across all participants i. This
is a function of n as well as both demand slopes κi and the variance of demand shocks σ2di .

As with demand slopes, I assume that log σ2di for i > 4 is a second-order polynomial
in i, with coefficients θd . Predicted volume in an auction with na participants depends
on both θκ , through dependence on bai and κi , and θd , through σ2di . I denote predicted
volume given parameters as:
v (na ; θκ , θd ) ≡

n
X

En [|zDi (pa )| | θκ , θd ]

i=1

Fixing θκ = θ∗κ at the optimal value from (102), I choose θ∗d to minimize the distance
between predicted and observed volume:
θ∗d

D.6

= arg min
θd

A
X

[va − v (na ; θ∗κ , θd )]2

a=1

Derivation of expected volume

Using (39), and ignoring contract positions, we have:
Pn
pb − π =

ydi bi
i=1 κi
Pn
i=1 bi

Demand for each agent at the auction clearing price is:
zDi (pb ) = ydi

bi
− bi (pb − π)
κi

Pn ydi bi
bi
i=1 κ
=⇒ zDi (pb ) = ydi − bi Pn i
κi
i=1 bi
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Variance can be written as:

Var (zDi (pb )) =

bi
κi


bi
1 + Pn

2

i=1 bi

σ2di + b2i σ2P − b2i

!2
bi
κi
Pn
σ2di
b
i=1 i

So expected volume from agent i is:
r

2Var (zDi (pb ))
π

Expected total volume is the sum of expected volume across agents.

D.7

Aggregated benchmark manipulability

Instead of settling gold futures contracts based on a single auction, we could construct
an aggregated benchmark based on auctions over a longer period of time;115 this would
decrease the weight of any given auction on the benchmark, and make manipulation
more costly. In this subsection, I calculate the manipulability of a benchmark calculated
by averaging auction prices over a month. I construct a synthetic month consisting
of 22 business days and 44 auctions, with a distribution of number of participants na
matching the distribution in my sample.116 I assume that the benchmark administrator
can set auction weights φ (na ), which sum to 1, which can vary according to na ; thus
the administrator can assign higher weight to auctions with more participants, which are
harder to manipulate. Thus, the aggregated gold price benchmark is:

Pb =

44
X

φ (na ) pa ,

a=1

44
X

φ (na ) = 1

a=1

I maintain parameter estimates for κi and σ2di from previous subsections. I assume that
there is a fixed set of agents, i = 1 . . . N, with contract positions yci which are constant
115 A

drawback is that this benchmark would represent averaged gold prices over a month, rather than
gold prices at a single point in time. However, COMEX gold futures contracts are currently settled by
physical delivery, and shorts can choose any day within the contract month to make delivery; thus, gold
futures contracts are currently effectively only linked to gold prices at monthly resolution. A number of
other benchmarks are based on prices averaged over relatively long periods of time; the Platts Inside FERC
benchmarks are based on average prices of trades during “bid week” once a month (see the S&P Global
Platts website), and the ICE Brent Index is calculated based on average oil prices over a month.
116 Since my sample includes only auctions with a constant number of participants, it does not include any
full months of data, so I cannot simply use a fixed month in the data.
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throughout all auctions a ∈ {1 . . . 44}, and demand shocks ydai which are independently
realized for each auction a. I assume that agents’ utilities are additive over all auctions
that they participate in. Thus, the utility function of agent i for a series of prices pa ,
quantities zia is:


2
X
z

πzai − ai − pa zai  + Pb yci
2κi
a:i6na

The assumption that auction participants’ utilities are additively separable across auctions
is likely to be violated in practice. Auction participants are likely to treat gold across
different auctions as substitutes, so if a manipulator sells a lot of gold in one auction,
she will decrease also decrease participants’ marginal utility for gold in later auctions;
they will lower bids in future auctions, lowering prices and thus the benchmark. Hence,
benchmark manipulation is probably somewhat easier than my model suggests. The
aggregated benchmark functions as least as well as a single auction; we can think of the
results of this section as an optimistic bound, estimating the manipulability of the LBMA
gold price benchmark in the best possible case.
In appendix D.8, I calculate the variance of the aggregated benchmark for any given
vector of weights φ (na ). I choose auction weights φ (na ) to minimize total benchmark
variance from demand shocks and manipulation. The aggregated benchmark functions
substantially
better than any individual auction. Maintaining the size of contract positions,
q

σ2ci , at 150,000oz of gold, the square root of manipulation-induced variance is $0.0328
USD/oz; this is a negligible fraction of monthly innovations to average gold auction prices,
which have standard deviation $38.14 USD/oz.117 Put another way, under the aggregated
auction, the size of agents’ contract positions can be greatly increased before manipulation
variance is non-negligible. If we set the standard deviation of contract positions to
100,000,000oz, roughly 300 times the size of current contract position limits, the square
root of manipulation-induced variance is still only $21.64 USD/oz, so manipulation
variance is only 32.17% of the variance in gold price innovations. Thus, the aggregated
benchmark can handle contract positions two orders of magnitude larger than current
position limits, without manipulation variance being much larger than the variance in
gold price innovations.
117 Aggregation

reduces manipulation variance faster than demand variance, so manipulation also represents a smaller fraction of total benchmark variance under the aggregated benchmark: the square root of
demand shock-induced benchmark variance is approximately $0.180 USD/oz, so manipulation represents
only 3.51% of total benchmark variance.
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D.8

Aggregated benchmark algebra

The utility function of agent i for a series of prices pa , quantities zia is:


X

z2ai

πa zai −



2κi

a:i6na



X

=

πa zai −

a:i6na

z2ai
2κi


− pa zai  + Pb yci


− pa zai  + yci

"
X

#
φ (na ) pa

a

Where the sum is over all auctions a that agent i participates in, that is, with i 6 na . Since
agents cannot influence prices in auctions they do not participate in, we can write the
utility of agent i as:
=

X
a:i6na

"

z2
πa zia − ia − pa zia + φ (na ) pa yci
2κi

#

Hence, similarly to section 4, if agent i participates in auction a, she bids as if she holds
φa yci contracts tied to the price in auction a. Equilibrium demand functions in auction a
are thus:
bi
bi
zDi (p; yci , ydi ) = φ (na ) yci P
+ ydai − (p − π) bi
κi
j6=i bj
Prices are then
"n
a
X

1

pa − πa = Pna

i=1 bi

i=1

bi

bi
φ (na ) yci P
+ ydai
κi
j6=i bj

#

Thus, the aggregated benchmark Pb is:
Pb =

44
X
a=1

"

1

φ (na ) Pna

i=1 bi

"n
a
X
i=1

bi
φ (na ) yci P
+ ydai
κi
j6=i bj
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bi

##

Interchanging the order of summation on the yci term, we can write:

Pb =

n
X



44
X


i=1




1 (i 6 na ) (φ (na ))2  P

a=1

j6=i bj

b
iP


na
b
i
i=1



 yci  +
44
X


φ (na )

a=1

κi

b
Pnia


ydai

i=1 bi

Taking the variance, we have:

Var (Pb ) =

n
X



44
X



i=1

|


1 (i 6 na ) (φ (na ))2  P

a=1

{z

b
i P
n
j6=i bj ( i=1 bi )

2 
 
 σ2ci +
}

Manipulation
n
A X
X

|a=1

(φ (na ))

i=1

2



{z

κi

b
Pni

i=1 bi

2

σ2di (104)
}

Demand Shocks

I calculate optimal weights φ (na ) to minimize (104).

E
E.1

Supplementary material for section 7
The Vt2 integral

Let K represent option strike prices, and define Ot (K) as the time t price of the out-ofmoney option at strike price K. On each date t, we observe Ht strike prices, Kt1 . . . Kt,Ht .
Let Ct (K) and Pt (K) represent the call and put prices at strike price K respectively, and
let rt represent the 31-day interest rate at date t. From (10) in Carr and Wu (2006), the
risk-neutral expected value of return variance is:
ˆ
Vt2

=
0

∞

2 T rt Ot (K)
e
dK
T
K2
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(105)

In order to compare across dates with different levels of πt , I normalize all prices and
strikes by the forward index price Ft . With normalized quantities in lowercase,
K
Ot (πt k)
, ot (k) ≡
Ft
Ft

k≡
Hence, (105) becomes:

ˆ
ˆ

∞

0
∞

=
0

ˆ

2 T rt Ot (K)
dK
e
T
K2

2 T rt Ft ot (k)
(Ft dk)
e
T
(Ft k)2
∞

=
0

2 T rt ot (k)
e
dk
T
k2

(k)

Since we have defined πt (k) = T2 eT rt otk2 , this proves that (46) is equivalent to (105).

E.2

Data

1. Option Metrics: I use data for all monthly SPX options daily closing prices prices
and trade volume from 2010-05-19 to 2017-12-20. I restrict my sample to monthly SPX
options with maturities of 31 days. Using option prices, I estimate option-implied
forward prices F̃t , as described in appendix E.4, and then use only out-of-money
options relative to F̃t , with strike prices between 0.6 and 1.1 times F̃t . I construct
t
normalized strike prices kth and normalized price vectors pH
t as in (47) and (107),
that is,
t
Kth
OH
Ht
t (Kth )
kth ≡
, ot (kth ) =
(106)
F̃t
F̃t
t
pH
t

(kth ) =

t
2 T rt oH
t (kth )
e
T
k2th

(107)

where time to maturity T is T = 30.718
365 years, and the interest rate rt is linearly
interpolated based on Option Metrics data on the daily zero coupon yield curve,
derived from ICE IBA LIBOR rates. In total, I observe 92 dates with 14,984 option
prices.
2. iVolatility SPX minute-quote data: I purchased SPX option quote data from iVolatilt
ity.com, which I use to estimate demand slopes κH
t (kth ). I use data for all options
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31 days to expiry in 2016 and 2017. The data includes minute-level best bid and
ask prices and sizes for all monthly SPX options, from 9:31:00 to 16:19:00 each day.
I construct option-implied forward prices using data each minute, as in appendix
E.4, and I use these, together with the interest rate series rt , to normalize prices
each minute as in (106) and (107). I aggregate data for each day, taking the average
bid plus ask size over all minutes for a given strike price, and the bid-plus-ask-size
weighted average bid-ask spread, throughout the day.
3. VIX settlement values: To make figure 11, I use a time series of monthly VIX futures
settlement values downloaded from the CBOE website.118
4. VIX futures open interest at settlement: Data on VIX futures open interest at
settlement, from 2016 to 2017, used for estimating the size of contract positions σ2c ,
is from the CBOE website.119
Figure 11 shows my calculated VIX values, using the CBOE Riemann sum weights, plotted
against the official monthly VIX settlement series. The series should not exactly coincide,
as my VIX values are calculated using exchange closing prices on days preceding VIX
settlement dates. However, the series track each other closely, indicating that my data
cleaning steps do not significantly distort the level or time-series movements of VIX.

E.3

t
Equilibrium prices pH
t

Regular traders’ utilities are given in (53) and the manipulator’s utility is (54). As in
section 4, the manipulator’s utility is thus separable across submarkets, and can be written
as:
Ht
X

"
πt (kth ) z (kth ) +

h=1

ytd1 (kth ) z (kth ) (z (kth ))2
−
−
κ (kth )
2κ (kth )
#
t
pH
t

t
(kth ) z (kth ) + φH
t

t
(kth ) pH
t

(kth ) ytc + Cytc

The manipulator acts as if she holds φt ytc contracts in submarket kth . Equilibrium in each
submarket kth is thus exactly as described in proposition 5 of section 4, specialized to the
118 CBOE
119 CBOE

Final Settlement Prices.
Historical Data
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Figure 11: Calculated vs official VIX series

Notes. The blue line shows VIX calculated using Riemann sums, as CBOE does, using my
t
observed vectors of option prices, pH
t , on afternoons 31 days before option expiration.
The red line shows the official VIX settlement series, based on option prices in the morning
30 days before option expiration.
case in which each submarket has n symmetric agents. Using expressions for symmetric
equilibrium outcomes from appendix A.7, regular agents’ equilibrium demand functions
in submarket kth are:


t
(k
)
(k
)
ztDi pH
,
y
,
k
=
th
tdi
th
th
t
n−2
ytdi (kth ) −
n−1



n−2
n−1



t
t
(k
)
(k
)
pH
−
π
κH
t
th
th
t
t (kth ) (108)

The manipulator’s equilibrium demand function in submarket kth is:


t
(k
)
(k
)
ztD1 pH
,
y
,
y
,
k
c th =
th
tdi
th
t
1
n−2
ytd1 (kth ) +
φHt (kth ) ytc −
n−1
n−1 t



n−2
n−1



t
t
(k
)
(k
)
pH
−
π
κH
t
th
th
t
t (kth ) (109)

The price in submarket kth is thus:
t
pH
t (kth ) = πt (kth ) +

t
ȳH
dt (kth )
t
nκH
t (kth )

+

t
φH
t (kth )
t
n (n − 2) κH
t (kth )

as desired.
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ytc , h ∈ {1 . . . Ht }

E.4

Measurement of forward price F̃t

Ht
t
At each date, we observe vectors of put and call option prices CH
t (Kth ) and Pt (Kth ). I
measure the forward index level πt following the methodology of Andersen, Bondarenko
and Gonzalez-Perez (2015). Put-call parity implies that, for any Kh , we should have:

Ft = Kth + e

T rt



Ht
Ht
Ct (Kth ) − Pt (Kth )

(110)

Given rt and T , we can thus infer Ft from any single pair of put and call prices at the
same strike Kth . Following Andersen, Bondarenko and Gonzalez-Perez (2015), I measure
F̃t by taking the average value of Ft implied by (110), using bid prices for call options and
ask prices for put options, for all strike prices where put and call prices differ by at most
$25; this encompasses approximately 10 option pairs for each date t.

E.5

Gaussian process parametrization

I parametrize the functions µ (k) , σπ (k) , σ2d (·) using splines. From figure 4, the derivative
of µ (k) is discontinuous at the forward index level k = 1; thus, I model µ (·) separately
for k > 1 and k < 1, so:

µ (k) 0.6 6 k 6 1
−
µ (k) =
µ (k) 1 6 k 6 1.1
+
I model each of µ− (k) and µ+ (k) as an i-spline, with 4 interior knots each, with uniform
quantile spacing between knots. I-splines are simply a convenient set of basis functions for
capturing the shape of the µ (k) function. As each set of splines has 7 degrees of freedom,
µ (k) is thus modelled as a sum of 14 basis functions; the i-spline basis ensures that µ (k)
is equal to 0 at the boundaries k = 0.6 and k = 1.1. Let θµ represent the spline parameters
determining µ (k).
In principle, it is economically reasonable to impose that µ− (1) = µ+ (1), and that
µ (k) > 0 ∀k. However, leaving µ (k) unconstrained allows me to analytically optimize for
the µ (k) parameters, fixing any values of other parameters σπ (k) , σ2d (·) , l; this greatly
improves numerical performance. The economic restrictions µ− (1) = µ+ (1) and µ (k) >
0 ∀k almost holds in my final estimates. Since VIX is an integral over πt (k), discontinuities
in πt (k) are smoothened out by the integral operator, so some discontinuities in πt (k) are
unlikely to substantially affect final results.
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I model σπ (k) and σ2d (k) as b-splines, with 6 interior knots uniformly distributed in
k-quantile space, and thus 9 degrees of freedom. Both σπ (k) and σ2d (k) are required to be
positive; as the b-spline basis consists of strictly positive functions, I need only impose that
all spline coefficients are positive. Let θπ , θd respectively represent the spline parameters
determining σπ (k) and σ2d (k).
t
The final model for the Gaussian process for πt (k) and pH
t thus has 33 parameters:
14 µ (k) parameters, 9 σπ (k) parameters , 9 σ2d (kt ) parameters, and the length-scale
parameter l.

E.6

Log likelihood

The covariance matrix of prices on observed dates is:
Ht
Ht
t
ΣH
p,t = Σπ,t + Σdemand,t
Ht
t
From the definitions of ΣH
π,t and Σdemand,t , given θπ , θd , we then have:


0
t
ΣH
p,t h, h | Θ =
(kth − kth0 )2
σπ (kth ; θπ ) σπ (kth0 ; θπ ) exp −
2l2

!
+ δhh0 σ2d (kth ; θd ) (111)

t
Thus, fixing parameters Θ = θµ , θπ , θd , l, the collection of observed vectors pH
≡
t
(pt (kt1 ) , . . . pt (ktHt )) are independent observations (over dates t) of draws from a multivariate Gaussian distribution, with mean µHt ≡ (µ (kt1 ; θµ ) , . . . µ (ktHt ; θµ )) and covari-

ance matrix described by (111). Log likelihood for a given date t, taking the grid of points
{kt1 . . . ktHt } as exogeneous, is the multivariate normal log likelihood function, which is:


T 
−1 
 1



1  Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
t
log p pH
|
Θ
=
−
p
−
µ
Σ
p
−
µ
−
log
det
Σ
t
p,t
t
p,t
t
2
2
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The log likelihood of the entire sequence of pt values over all dates is the sum over log
likelihood of each date t:
X



t
log p pH
|
Θ
=
t

t




T 
−1 
 1
X 1  H
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
t
− pt − µ
Σp,t
pt − µ
− log det Σp,t
(112)
2
2
t

I choose values of parameters Θ by maximizing log likelihood (112).

E.7

Log likelihood maximization: Numerical details

Loglikelihood

is given in (112). For numerical stability, I compute the log determinants,
Ht
t
log det Σp,t , using the Cholesky decomposition of ΣH
p,t :
log

t
ΣH
p,t






Ht
= 2sum log diag chol Σp,t

I then maximize log likelihood using a three-layer nested optimization routine.
1. θµ : In the innermost layer, I find the optimal value of θµ given θπ , θd , l. Maximizing
likelihood is equivalent to minimizing the first term:
X
t

−

T 
−1 

1  Ht
Ht
t
pt − Xµ,t θµ
ΣH
p
−
X
θ
µ,t µ
p,t
t
2

where the mean vector µHt is expressed as the spline matrix Xµ,t ,120 multiplied by
spline parameters θµ . This is a least-squares problem, with analytical solution:

−1
(Xµ )T (Ω)−1 p
θµ = (Xµ )T (Ω)−1 Xµ

(113)

Where Xµ , p, Ω represent respectively the spline matrix, the price vector, and the
covariance matrix of errors respectively, across all dates and strike prices. Since I
assume prices are independent across dates, the covariance matrix Ω is sparse, with
all covariances of elements at distinct dates t equal to 0. Thus, the terms in (113)
120 Note

that Xµ,t is a matrix, not a vector, violating somewhat my notation principles.
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simplify to:
(Xµ )T (Ω)−1 p =

X


−1
t
t
(Xµ,t )T ΣH
pH
p,t
t

t

(Xµ )T (Ω)−1 Xµ =

X


−1
t
(Xµ,t )T ΣH
Xµ,t
p,t

t

Thus, using (113), I can analytically solve for θµ , given any choices of θπ , θd , l.
Plugging these θµ values into (112) gives the log likelihood for any choices of
θπ , θd , l.
2. θπ , θd : In the second layer of the optimization, fixing any l, I use a gradient descent
optimization procedure over the 18 parameters θπ , θd , solving for θµ at each step
using the innermost layer of the optimization loop. Plugging these θµ , θπ , θd , values
into (112) gives log likelihood for any l.
3. l: In the outermost layer of the optimization, I run matlab’s fminbnd function
maximize the likelihood calculated in the second optimization layer with respect to l.
This is a one-dimensional minimization algorithm which is based on golden-section
search and parabolic interpolation, hence is robust to nonconvexity. This is needed
because the likelihood function with respect to l, after optimizing for all other
parameters, appears to have a unique maximizer in l, but is nonconvex.

E.8

t
Estimating demand slopes, κH
t

Under these assumptions, let atkth and btkth be the normalized ask and bid prices of
options of strike price kth at date t. Let zatkth and zbtkth represent ask and bid volume
respectively. I assume that:
n
X

zD atkth = −zatkth
i=1
n
X


zD btkth = zbtkth

i=1

In words, similarly to section 6 I assume that the top-of-book bid and ask values accurately
reflect observations of aggregate demand. This would be true if all agents submitted
bid and ask quotes throughout the course of the day representing their true supply and
demand functions in a static auction, and the buy and sell volume at the best bid and ask
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quotes respectively reflect the sum of all market participants’ demand functions at bid
and ask prices. This is unlikely to be true; Hasbrouck (2007, ch. 9) suggests that this is
likely to substantially underestimate demand slopes.
Given these assumptions, from (108) and (109), aggregate demand is:
nk
X


 n−2
1
t
t
t
(kth ) +
(kth ) yc −
(k
)
ȳH
φH
zD pH
=
th
t
dt
n−1
n−1 t
i=1



n − 2  Ht
t
n
pt (kth ) − π (kth ) κH
t (kh )
n−1

Thus,
zatkth + zbtkth
=n
atkth − btkth



n−2
n−1



t
κH
t (kh )

t
Hence, we can estimate κH
t (kh ) as:

t
κH
t


(kh ) =

n−1
n (n − 2)



zatkth + zbtkth
atkth − btkth

(114)

To implement (114) in data, I calculate the average bid and ask volume zatkth + zbtkth over
all minutes in the trading day, and average bid-ask spread atkth − btkth , weighted by bid
t
plus ask volume, over all minutes; I use the ratio of these averages to calculate κH
t (kh )
using 114.
t
Figure 12 shows κH
t , and the two components that it is based on, the bid and ask
volume zatkth + zbtkth and the bid-ask spread atkth − btkth , for an example date, 2017-0919. We can make a few observations. First, all series are very unsmooth; this is partially
explained by the fact that, as noted in figure 12, options at round-numbered strike prices
have lower bid-ask spreads and larger size than options at other strikes. In particular,
besides the round-numbered strikes of 1750 and 2000, options at strike prices which are
multiples of 25 have on average higher size and lower bid-ask spread than options not
multiples of 25. This is because long-dated options are only traded at strike prices which
are multiples of 25, and options at strikes which are multiples of 5 are only introduced
around three months before expiration; plausibly, this causes market participants to cluster
at options with strikes that are multiples of 25 for liquidity reasons.

Second, the estimated slope of demand is in fact lower for k ≈ 1. This is surprising,
given that close-to-the-money options are traded so often. Looking at the red and blue
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Figure 12: Quote size and bid-ask spread vs strike price

t
Notes. The blue line shows the estimated slope of demand κH
t (kh ), the red line shows bid
plus ask volume zatkth + zbtkth , and the yellow line shows the bid-ask spread atkth − btkth ,
for the date 2017-09-19. All values are normalized so the maximum value of each series is
1.

lines in figure 12, size is approximately constant for values of k close to 1, but the bid-ask
spread is approximately 4 times higher for k ≈ 1 than k further away from 1. Delving
further into this, figure 13 shows bid-ask spread (yellow), average option price (green),
and bid-ask spread as percentage of price (purple), as a function of strike price. The
yellow line is much smaller near 1; bid-ask spread as a percentage of option price is lowest
for close-to-the-money options with k ≈ 1, which is intuitive. However, as in figure 4 in
the main text, the average option price (green) is much higher for k ≈ 1. Thus, the bid-ask
t
spread, in units of pH
t (kth ), is in fact higher for close-to-the-money options. Intuitively,
since Vt2 integrates over option prices, manipulators care about absolute, not relative, price
impact, and this is actually higher for options with k ≈ 1 because both average option
prices and bid-ask spreads are higher.
It is possible that my estimates of size in figure 12 are flawed – that markets are in
fact much deeper than volume at the best bid and offer suggest. However, if markets are
t
deeper for k close to 1, so that κH
t (kh ) is in fact larger than my estimates, this would
only increase optimal submarket weights for k ≈ 1, strengthening the main conclusion
of this section that manipulation-sensitive VIX weights should put higher weight on
close-to-the-money options with k ≈ 1.
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Figure 13: Bid-ask spread, average option price, and percentage bid-ask spread

Notes. The yellow line shows the bid-ask spread atkth − btkth , the green line shows the
t
average option price pH
t (kth ), and the purple line shows the bid-ask spread divided by
the average price, for the date 2017-09-19. All values are normalized so the maximum
value of each series is 1.

E.9

Estimating VIX contract position size, σ2c

Using the CBOE website’s data on VIX futures open interest at settlement, on average
from 2016-2017, there are 48,552 open VIX futures contracts on settlement days. I assume
that there is a single manipulator holds a position of size roughly 10% of open interest,
so I set the size of VIX contracts to σ2VIX = (4855.2)2 . Since my benchmark represents Vt2 ,
I must convert the VIX futures position into an equivalent Vt2 position. I do this using
linear approximation. VIX corresponds to 100 times the the square root of Vt2 :
q
VIX = 100 Vt2
Differentiating, we have:
dVIX
100
q
=
dVIX2
2 Vt2
q
The mean value of Vt2 (estimated using the CBOE formula) over the time period covered
by my data is 0.168, so I set:
dVIX
100
≈
2
2 (0.168)
dVt
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Thus, a single VIX contract is worth approximately 298 Vt2 contracts. Also, the contract
multiplier for VIX futures is $1000,121 compared to $100 for SPX options,122 so we need to
multiply Vt2 contract positions by another factor of 10. Thus, I set the standard deviation
of the size of contract positions to:

q
2
σc ≈

E.10

100
2 (0.168)


(10)

q

σ2VIX = 14, 450, 248

Bayesian quadrature history

The procedure that I use – estimating an integral by assuming that the function is drawn
from a Gaussian process prior, and then calculating the expectation of the integral over
the posterior – is referred in the literature to alternatively as Bayesian quadrature, or
Bayesian Monte Carlo, or Bayes-Hermite quadrature. This procedure has recently received
some attention in the machine learning literature, from researchers studying Gaussian
processes.123 The method has a long history; O’Hagan (1991) derives analytical formulas
and calculates simulation results, and Diaconis (1988) surveys the literature, tracing the
origins of the method back to Poincaré (1896).
Despite its long history, to my knowledge, there are relatively few applications of
Bayesian quadrature, and most existing applications focus on the problem of generating
quadrature rules for exactly observed functions. In my setting, I apply Bayesian quadrature
to approximate the integral of a function which is observed with error; I am not aware
of other settings in which Bayesian quadrature is used for purpose. Qualitatively, the
Bayesian quadrature formula, (60), lowers weights on function observations with higher
errors, and increases weights on nearby function observations to compensate, in a manner
which is controlled by the Gaussian process length-scale or smoothness parameter l.

E.11

Bayesian quadrature algebra

We wish to approximate the integral over the posterior mean function on the RHS of (58),
that is,
ˆ 1.1 h
i
t
E πt (k) | pH
dk
(115)
t
0.6

121 VIX

Contract Specifications
Options Product Specifications
123 See, for example, (Ghahramani and Rasmussen, 2003)
122 SPX
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We can numerically approximate (115) using a Riemann sum (57) as follows. Fix a
uniformly spaced grid of evaluation points {k1 . . . kG } on the interval [0.6, 1.1], and define
the sum vector:


1.1 − 0.6
G
S ≡
1G
G
Where 1G is a length-G vector with all elements equal to 1. In my calculations I use a
grid with G = 2000, which is on average over 10 times as dense as observed option strike
prices. Let πG
t represent the vector of values of πt (k) on the grid {k1 . . . kG }. We do not
G
observe πt , but we can calculate
its posterior
expectation given the observed vector of
h
i
Ht
H
t
option prices, pt , that is, E πG
. The Riemann sum approximation to (115) is then:
t | pt
ˆ

1.1

0.6

h
i
 T h
i
Ht
Ht
G
G
(k)
E πt
| pt dk ≈ S
E πt | pt

(116)

G
t
Under the Gaussian
process
prior, pH
t and πt are jointly normally distributed, hence the
h
i
Ht
expectation E πG
can be calculated using Gaussian projection formulas. Specifit | pt
G
t
cally, (51) and (56) imply that the joint distribution of pH
t , πt is:
Ht
t
pH
t −µ
G
πG
t −µ

!

"
∼ N 0,

t ,G
t
ΣH
ΣH
p,t
pπ,t
t
ΣG,H
ΣG
π,t
πp,t

#!
(117)

µG is the vector of values of the mean function µ (k) evaluated on the grid G, that is,
G
t
µG (kg ) = µ (kg ). ΣH
p,t and Σπ,t are as defined in (51) and (56), that is,
t
ΣH
p,t

(kth − kth0 )2
h, h = σπ (kth ) σπ (kth0 ) exp −
2l2

0

δhh0 σ2d (kth ) +

!
+

φkth
t
n (n − 2) κH
t (kth )


0

ΣG
π,t g, g = σπ (kg ) σπ kg0



!

φkth0
t
n (n − 2) κH
t (kth0 )

kg − kg0
exp −
2l2

2 !

G,Ht
t ,G
The rectangular matrices ΣH
pπ,t , Σπp,t have elements defined by:

(kth − kg )2
Ht ,G
t
(h, g) = ΣG,H
(g,
(k
)
(k
)
Σpπ,t
h)
=
σ
σ
exp
−
π
π
g
th
πp,t
2l2
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!

!
σ2c

G
The posterior distribution of the vector πG
t − µ , conditional on observing the vector
Ht
t
pH
t − µ , is then normal, with mean and variance :

E

h

i

−1 

G,Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
G
Ht
πG
−
µ
|
p
=
Σ
Σ
p
−
µ
t
πp,t
p,t
t
t

Var

h

i

−1
G,Ht
Ht
Ht
G
G
t ,G
πG
−
µ
|
p
=
Σ
−
Σ
Σ
ΣH
t
π,t
t
πp,t
p,t
pπ,t

(118)
(119)

Rearranging (118), we can write:
h
i

−1 

G,Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
G
G
Ht
E πt | pt = µ + Σπp,t Σp,t
pt − µ

(120)

Finally, plugging into (116), we have:
ˆ

1.1

0.6

h
i
t
E πt (k) | pH
dk ≈
t

 T 

−1

−1
G,Ht
G,Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
G
G
Ht
S
µ − Σπp,t Σp,t
µ + Σπp,t Σp,t
pt
(121)

E.12

Posterior inference algebra and computation



Ht 124
t
Define the vector function ηH
φ
, as a vector with elements:
t
t
t
ηH
t (kh ) =

t
φH
t (kh )
t
n (n − 2) κH
t (kh )

We can write the fixed point problem as:

T
Ht
φt
=
 T
SG

t
ΣG,H
πp,t

!




T −1
Ht
Ht
H
H
H
H
Σπ,t + Σdemand,t + σ2c ηt t φt t ηt t φt t
(122)

Define an operator T (φ) as the RHS of (122):

  T
Ht
T φt
= SG

t
ΣG,H
πp,t

!




T −1
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
2 Ht
Σπ,t + Σdemand,t + σct ηt φt
ηt φt

124 This

violates my vector notation principles, but is the only instance in the text where I need to explicitly
use a vector-valued function.
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t
We can speed up the computation of T φH
by using the Sherman-Morrison formula
t
for matrix inverses, which states that:




T −1
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
2 Ht
Σπ,t + Σdemand,t + σct ηt φt
ηt φt


−1
Ht
Ht
= Σπ,t + Σdemand,t
−

−1



T 
−1
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
ηt φt
σ2ct
Σπ,t + Σdemand,t
ηt φt
Σπ,t + Σdemand,t


T 
−1


Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
Ht
1 + ηt φt
ηt φt σ2ct
Σπ,t + Σdemand,t

−1
Ht
Ht
t
The matrix Σπ,t + Σdemand,t
does not depend on φH
t , and can be precomputed.
t
In order for φH
t to constitute manipulation-consistent Bayesian quadrature weights,
t
as in definition 4, it is equivalent that φH
t satisfies:



Ht
t
φH
=
T
φ
t
t

(123)

I was unable to solve (123) using the standard minimum-distance gradient descent
approach, so I implemented a step-down iteration scheme. Pseudocode for the scheme is:

function fixedpointsolver(phistart):
t = 0.1
philist(1) = phistart
while absdiff > tol:
for(i in 2:N):
philist(i) = (1-t)*philist(i)+ t * T(philist(i-1))
if(stuckcheck(philist)):
t=t/2
absdiff = sum(abs(T(philist(1)) - philist(1)))
philist(1) = philist(N)
return philist(1)
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Ht
Intuitively,

 the fixedpointsolver() function slowly adjusts a guess vector φt towards
t
T φH
, according to the rule:
t
t
φH
t,new

=

t
(1 − t) φH
t,old



Ht
+ tT φt,old

After N iterations, a function stuckcheck(philist) is run on the list of the previous N
iterates, philist. This function, whose pseudocode I do not include, runs a regression of
certain fixed elements of philist on the iteration index i, and calculates the R2 value; if
R2 is high, the iteration is likely proceeding smoothly, whereas if R2 is low the iteration
is likely stuck in a cycle. Hence, if R2 is low, the step size t is lowered and the iteration
Ht
continues.

 The function concludes when absdiff, the L1 difference between φt and
t
T φH
, is below tol.
t
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